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ABSTRACT 
 

If humankind wants to sustain itself on planet earth, a revolution in the 

way we produce our food, fuels, chemicals, and materials is 

indispensable. In this context, the replacement of fossil fuel-driven 

processes by fermentation based biomanufacturing using renewable 

biomass is one of the key technologies we have at our disposal to realise 

more sustainable practices. Second-generation biorefineries are likely 

to play a major role in future bio-manufacturing processes as they do 

not compete with food crops, but use cheap, widely available and 

inedible lignocellulosic biomass as feedstock. Despite the vast potential 

of second-generation biorefineries and years of dedicated research by 

academia and industry, the realisation of cost-effective commercial-

scale second-generation biorefineries has been hampered by interactive 

technical, economic, and political challenges.  

This thesis aims to contribute to overcoming some of the major hurdles 

associated with second-generation biorefineries, being the toxicity of 

biomass hydrolysates and the high cost of enzymes required in the 

process. The main work was done from the perspective of a case study, 

involving an on-site enzyme production process, using DDGS biomass as 

a fermentation feedstock. Regardless, the main findings in the specific 

context can have broader implications for the use of lignocellulose.  

Lab-scale experiments were performed to compare and optimise 

different pretreatment setups. The experimental data was used to 

develop and compare data- and knowledge-driven computational 

models to aid the optimisation of pretreatment process parameters 

(Chapter 2). Next, the individual and combined effects of toxic 

compounds commonly released during biomass pretreatment were 

studied for Bacillus subtilis (Chapter 3). Subsequently, adaptive 

laboratory evolution of B. subtilis was used as a tool to obtain strains 

with increased tolerance towards biomass-associated, inhibitory 

compounds. Moreover, evolved strains not only showed increased 

tolerance, but were also capable of producing significant amounts of 

protein using biomass hydrolysate media (Chapter 4). 
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Finally, the cost-effectiveness of DDGS-based on-site enzyme 

production was explored by performing a techno-economic assessment 

(Chapter 5). 

The presented results lead to an increased understanding of the toxicity 

of biomass hydrolysates and cost-effective enzyme production. As these 

are two major hurdles associated with the use of lignocellulose, this 

thesis contributes to the advancement of future second-generation 

biorefineries. 
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DANSK SAMMENFATNING 
 

Hvis menneskeheden ønsker at bevare sig selv på jordkloden, er en 

revolution af den måde, vi producerer vores fødevarer, brændstof, 

kemikalier og materialer på, uundværlig. I denne sammenhæng er 

erstatningen af fossile processer med fermenteringsbaseret 

biofremstilling ved brug af vedvarende biomasse en af de 

nøgleteknologier, vi har til rådighed for at opnå en mere bæredygtig 

praksis. Anden generations bioraffinaderier vil sandsynligvis spille en 

stor rolle i fremtidige biofremstillingsprocesser, da de ikke konkurrerer 

med fødevareafgrøder, men bruger billig, vidt tilgængelig og uspiselig 

lignocelluloseholdig biomasse som råmateriale. På trods af det store 

potentiale i andengenerations-bioraffinaderier og mange års dedikeret 

forskning i den akademiske verden og industrien er realiseringen af 

omkostningseffektive andengenerations-bioraffinaderier i kommerciel 

skala blevet hæmmet af interaktive tekniske, økonomiske og politiske 

udfordringer. 

Formålet med denne afhandling er at bidrage til at løse nogle af de 

største forhindringer forbundet med andengenerations 

bioraffinaderier, nemlig toksiciteten af biomassehydrolysater og de høje 

omkostninger til de enzymer, der kræves i processen. Hovedarbejdet 

blev udført i perspektivet af et casestudie, der involverede en on-site  

enzymproduktionsproces, ved brug af DDGS-biomasse som 

fermenteringsråmateriale. Resultaterne vil i den specifikke kontekst 
kunne have bredere implikationer for brugen af lignocellulose. 
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Eksperimenter i laboratorieskala blev udført for at sammenligne og 

optimere forskellige forbehandlingsopsætninger. De eksperimentelle 

data blev brugt til udvikling og sammenligning af data- og vidensdrevne 

beregningsmodeller for at hjælpe med optimering af 

forbehandlingsprocesparametre (Kapitel 2). Dernæst blev de 

individuelle og kombinerede virkninger af toksiske stoffer, der 

almindeligvis frigives under biomasseforbehandling, undersøgt for 

Bacillus subtilis (Kapitel 3). Efterfølgende blev adaptiv 

laboratorieevolution af B. subtilis brugt som et værktøj til at opnå 

stammer med en øget tolerance over for biomasse-associerede 

hæmmende stoffer. Desuden viste de udviklede stammer ikke kun øget 

tolerance, men var også i stand til at producere betydelige mængder 

protein ved hjælp af biomassehydrolysatmedier (Kapitel 4). 

Endelig blev omkostningseffektiviteten af DDGS-baseret on-site 

enzymproduktion undersøgt ved at udføre en teknoøkonomisk 
vurdering (Kapitel 5). 

De præsenterede resultater fører til en øget forståelse af toksiciteten af 

biomassehydrolysater og omkostningseffektiv enzymproduktion. Da 

disse er to store forhindringer forbundet med brugen af lignocellulose, 

bidrager denne afhandling til fremme af andengenerations 
bioraffinaderier i fremtiden. 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING 
 

Als de mensheid zichzelf staande wil houden op onze planeet, is er een 

drastische ommekeer nodig in de manier waarop we ons voedsel, onze 

brandstoffen, chemicaliën en materialen produceren.  

In dit opzicht is de omzetting van biomassa tot deze broodnodige 

producten door microben een van de belangrijkste technologieën die we 

tot onze beschikking hebben om fossiele brandstoffen te vervangen en 

een duurzamere samenleving waar te maken.  

Bioraffinage van lignocellulose zal een belangrijke rol spelen in 

toekomstige bioproductieprocessen, omdat het gebruik van deze 

oneetbare, plantaardige restproducten niet concurreert met onze 

voedselvoorziening. Ondanks de enorme kansen die bioraffinage van 

lignocellulose biedt en het jarenlange onderzoek dat is uitgevoerd door 

zowel academia als industrie, loopt de verwezenlijking van kosten-

effectieve processen op commerciële schaal spaak. Dit komt door een 
samenspel van technische, economische en politieke struikelblokken. 

Het doel van dit proefschrift is om bij te dragen aan de oplossing van 

enkele van deze problemen, namelijk de giftige stoffen die tijdens de 

voorbehandeling van biomassa vrij komen en de hoge kosten van 

enzymen die nodig zijn tijdens het omzettingsproces van lignocellulose. 

Voor het proefschrift werd er gebruik gemaakt van een casus, waarbij 

DDGS-biomassa (een bijproduct van de bioethanol-industrie) werd 

gebruikt als grondstof om enzymen lokaal op de bioraffinaderij te 

produceren. Ondanks het feit dat de belangrijkste bevindingen van het 

proefschrift betrekking hebben op deze casus, zijn de uitkomsten ook 

relevant voor het gebruik van lignocellulose in het algemeen. 
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Ten eerste werden experimenten uitgevoerd op laboratoriumschaal om 

verschillende voorbehandelingen van lignocellulose te vergelijken en te 

optimaliseren. De experimentele gegevens werden gebruikt voor de 

ontwikkeling van data- en kennisgedreven rekenmodellen om de 

variabelen van het voorbehandelingsproces te optimaliseren 

(Hoofdstuk 2). Vervolgens werden de individuele en gecombineerde 

toxische effecten van biomassa-gerelateerde stoffen op Bacillus subtilis 

bestudeerd (Hoofdstuk 3). Aansluitend werd adaptieve 

laboratoriumevolutie gebruikt als methode om stammen van B. Subtilis 
te verkrijgen met een verhoogde tolerantie voor deze toxische stoffen. 

Geëvolueerde stammen vertoonden niet alleen een verhoogde 

tolerantie, maar waren ook in staat om DDGS-biomassa te gebruiken 

voor de productie van significante hoeveelheden enzymen (Hoofdstuk 

4). 

Ten slotte werd de kosten-effectiviteit van het gebruik van DDGS-

biomassa voor lokale enzymproductie onderzocht door middel van een 

technisch-economisch onderzoek (Hoofdstuk 5). 

De bevindingen van dit proefschrift dragen bij aan een beter begrip van 

de toxiciteit van DDGS biomassahydrolysaten enerzijds, en hoe DDGS 

biomassa gebruikt kan worden als grondstof voor kosteneffectieve 

enzyme productie anderzijds. Aangezien beide een belangrijke 

hindernis vormen bij het gebruik van lignocellulose, draagt dit 
proefschrift bij aan de ontwikkeling van toekomstige bioraffinaderijen. 
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PHD THESIS OUTLINE 
 

The work performed in this thesis aims to overcome two hurdles of 

using lignocellulosic biomass: the toxicity of biomass hydrolysates and 

the high costs of enzymes in a biorefinery context. To do so, biomass 

conversion, cell factory optimisation, and bioprocess design integrate 

multiple aspects of the biorefinery framework.  

This thesis is structured in 5 chapters. The introduction (Chapter 1) 

provides the current status of the biorefinery field, the main conclusions 

of this thesis and future perspectives. Subsequently, the main body of 

the PhD research is divided into four chapters (Chapters 2-5).  

Chapter 1 introduces the role biorefineries play in a sustainable bio-

based future. The current status and main challenges of second 

generation biorefineries are discussed. The toxicity of biomass 

hydrolysates and the high costs of enzymes are selected as two main 

hurdles to using lignocellulosic fibers. Both topics are being considered 

in a case-study framework. Distiller’s Dried Grains with Solubles 

(DDGS) are used as a lignocellulosic feedstock for on-site enzyme 

production. In this light, the latest advances in bioprocess engineering 

and cell factory optimisation are discussed. Lastly, the main conclusions 

of the thesis and future perspectives of the field are provided. 

Chapter 2 provides an example of how computational models can aid in 

optimising pretreatment. Lab-scale experiments of hydrothermal and 

dilute acid pretreatment were carried out. Subsequently, data-driven 

and knowledge-driven models were developed and compared. 

Chapter 3 investigates the inhibitory effects of lignocellulose-derived 

compounds on Bacillus subtilis. As a standard chassis for enzyme 

production, a thorough characterisation of Bacillus subtilis is 

paramount. The considered compounds included sugar degradation 

products (furfural and 5-hydroxymethylfurfural), acetic acid, and seven 

phenolic compounds derived from lignin (benzoic acid, vanillin, vanillic 

acid, ferulic acid, p-coumaric acid, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, and 
syringaldehyde). 
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Chapter 4 shows that adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) is a successful 

method to obtain a tolerant Bacillus subtilis strain, able to use DDGS-

derived hydrolysate as a fermentation medium. Next to growth, evolved 

strains also showed to be able to produce considerable amounts of 

enzymes. Whole-genome resequencing data revealed key mutations in 

global regulators and specific genes related to tolerance and cultivation 
conditions. 

Chapter 5 assesses the economic effects of implementing an on-site 
enzyme production facility, using DDGS-biomass as a feedstock. 
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Chapter 1      

 

INTRODUCTION, 

CONCLUDING REMARKS,  

AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

 

 

 

 

 

 "I wish the world was twice as big –  

and half of it was still unexplored."  

 

 

Sir David Attenborough – Natural historian 
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Although many, including myself, would like to happily dream along 

with the wish of natural historian Sir David Attenborough, the truth is 

shocking; We have not only explored our normal-sized earth, but are 

also exploiting more of its resources than it can sustainably provide.  

1.1 Towards a Carbon-Neutral Society 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) of the United 

Nations (UN) provides a strong base of evidence that global warming is 

driven by increased anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, 

predominantly caused by our insatiable consumption of fossil fuels 1,2. 

Global warming is predicted to threaten human existence across the 

globe in numerous ways, varying from increases in hot extremes, 

marine heatwaves, and heavy precipitation; to reduced crop yields, loss 

of freshwater resources, and a rising sea level. As such, the IPCC stressed 
the need to reach net‐zero CO2 emissions globally by mid‐century or 

sooner 3.  

As around three-quarters of the global GHG emissions originate from 

combusting fossil fuels to provide energy, the International Energy 

Agency (IEA) identified the following key players to decarbonise the 

energy sector: electrification, renewable energy (solar, wind, 
hydropower, geothermal and bioenergy), hydrogen and hydrogen‐

based fuels and carbon capture, utilisation and storage, increased 

energy efficiency and behavioural changes 4. Besides the use of fossil 

fuels as energy carriers, an increasing part of the worldwide oil (27 out 

of 173 EJ of oil) is used for petrochemicals 5,6. Although the production 

does not directly contribute to higher GHG emissions, most 

petrochemically-derived products end up in landfills or are incinerated, 

leading to either pollution or indirect CO2 emissions 7,8. The use of fossil 

resources does not only lead to detrimental environmental effects, it is 

also finite, which makes transitioning to fossil fuel independence even 

more pressing. One of the ways to simultaneously reduce the 

dependence on oil and reduce GHG emissions is to leave all residual 

fossil carbon below the earth’s surface and focus on the form of carbon 

already above ground: renewable biomass (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1 A) An overview of the total energy supply for 2020 and the 

envisioned energy supply according to the “A Roadmap for the Global Energy 

Sector” of the IEA to become carbon neutral in 2050 4. B) The contribution of 

each renewable and fossil-derived resource is given. C) Currently, linear 

production chains in oil refineries lead to increased GHG emissions. D) In 

contrast, biorefineries make use of renewable biomass to produce a variety 

of products (food, feed, biochemical and biofuels) in a circular, or even carbon 

negative, production process.  
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1.2 The Biorefinery Concept 

 

In contrast to fossil-driven oil refineries, biorefineries use renewable 

biomass as a feedstock. The IEA defines biorefining as “the sustainable 

synergetic processing of biomass into a spectrum of marketable food & 

feed ingredients, products (chemicals, materials), and energy (fuels, 

power, heat)9. Biomass conversion into products can be done by 

(thermo)chemical, (thermo)mechanical, and biochemical methods 10. 

When using enzymes or microbes for the biological conversion of 

biomass, we enter the realm of industrial biotechnology 11. In this thesis, 

the focus will be on the microbial conversion of biomass via 

fermentation. Microbial conversion is a convincing route to take as it 

involves relatively low energy input compared to conventional chemical 

reactions, the capability of producing a variety of organic molecules, 

high conversion selectivity and adaptability and only require modest 
infrastructure12.  

 

1.2.1 Sustainable Impact of Industrial Biotechnology 
 

The UN developed the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as “a 

blueprint for governments, organisations, companies and citizens to 

achieve a better and more sustainable future for all” and address global 

challenges ranging from food insecurity to poverty to innovation and 

climate change 13. Today, our increased ability to harness the 

capabilities of cells and enzymes for industrial biotechnology has 

positioned us to greatly contribute to the environmental, societal, and 
economic factors leading to sustainable development.  

Environmental. Compared to its chemical, fossil–driven counterpart, 

bio-manufacturing uses less energy, lowers GHG emissions, and 

generates less waste and toxic by-products 14. Intrinsically, truly 

sustainable production should lead to the decoupling of economic 

growth from environmental degradation 15.  
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Social. While making the industry more environmentally friendly, 

biorefineries will also lead to gains in social dimensions: creating jobs, 

developing new technology platforms as a basis for innovation, and 

conserving residual fossil resources for future generations for processes 
which cannot be replaced by bio-based alternatives 16.  

Economic. Biorefineries can provide dynamic growth opportunities for 

different industries. While agricultural and forestry sectors are essential 

to provide the required feedstock, chemical industries have the 

resources to invest in research and development. They can bring new 

bio-based products to the market using existing marketing and sales 

capabilities 17,18. In the last decade, global sales of industrial 

biorenewable chemicals (excluding biofuels) grew significantly from 

82.94 billion US dollars in 2010 to 474.98 billion US dollars in 2020, 

representing 5.3% to 19.5% of the total chemical sales 19. Significant 

examples from the past are the bio-based production of succinic acid, 

1,4-butanediol by collaborative efforts of BASF and Genomatica, and 

1,3-propanediol by Genencor20–24. In Europe, the USA, China, and other 

regions, governments acknowledge the sector’s importance for the 

transition towards a circular bio-economy showing increasing support 

by tax incentives, mandatory use regulations, and R&D funding 25,26. As 

a new technology, industrial biotechnology had the most significant 

influence on high-priced, low-volume pharmaceuticals. However, the 

greatest impact on future sustainability will result from targeting lower-

priced chemicals, as these are produced on a much larger scale and 

therefore have a more significant impact on greenhouse gas emissions 
27. Moreover, biotechnology allows product diversification and tapping 

into new markets, as some chemicals or substances with innovative 

properties can only be produced biologically. Industrial enzymes, 

biofuels, fine chemicals, and platform intermediates are the main 

products on the market today, while biopolymers, bio-based bulk 

chemicals, and chemicals with innovative functionalities are predicted 
to make their debut in the coming years 28,29.  
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1.2.2 Different Generations of Biorefineries 
 

Bio-based products require a renewable carbon and potentially a 

renewable energy source if the carbon does not provide enough energy. 

Biorefineries can be classified using different criteria. For example, the 

IEA developed a classification based on the platforms, products, 

feedstock and processes. However, in this thesis, biorefineries are 

classified according to different generations, i.e. the renewable 

feedstock used (Figure 2) 12. Each generation entails its advantages, 

challenges, and commercialization status. First-generation biorefineries 

use an easily accessible and edible fraction of dedicated food crops (like 

sugarcane, soy or corn), while second-generation biorefineries use 

lignocellulose. Lignocellulose is often present as agricultural by-

products, forest- and agro-industrial waste or dedicated non-edible 

crops. Next to hydrolysate fermentation, the gasification of 

lignocellulosic biomass to perform syngas fermentation is an 

alternative. Third generation and fourth generation biorefineries use 
algae and electricity-driven fermentation, respectively 12.  

When considering the commercialization status, first-generation 

biorefineries are the mainstream practice for nearly all current bio-

manufacturing practices. More than 1000 first-generation biorefineries 

have been constructed, primarily producing ethanol from corn in the 

USA or sugarcane in Brazil 12. While economically viable production 

levels are reached due to the introduction of blending mandates, this 

practice has caused a lot of controversies as it uses crops, which can also 

be processed into food. Therefore, there is increasing pressure to switch 

to alternatives that are economically feasible and do not compromise 

other sustainability goals like zero hunger and global food security 
13,30,31. An example hereof is the new Directive on Renewable Energy 

(RED II) in the EU, which dictates conventional food-based biofuels will 

be limited to a maximum of 7% of the final consumption of energy in the 
road and rail transport sector in 2030 32. 
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Figure 2 Different generations of biorefineries. *Not in each setup. 

Considerable technical challenges still impede the commercialization of 

higher generation bioprocesses. Issues related to biomass pretreatment 

have slowed down the development of second-generation biorefineries. 

Nevertheless, the technological readiness level is up to the point that 

commercial-scale plants are operational 33,34. Although gasification 

allows the use of all the biomass fractions, it involves extra costs to the 

process, 35 and the gas/liquid mass transfer can pose a challenge 36. So 

far, the only realized commercial-scale syngas fermentation plant 

(Lanzatech) uses fossil-derived syngas 37. Third generation algae 

fermentation often encounters problems related to scale up, as 

photosynthesis-driven cultivation requires to scale up in surface area 

and not volume. As such, third-generation is mainly shown at 

demonstration and pilots plants 38. While having a lot of potentials, 

electricity-driven fourth-generation fermentation (directly or via H2) is 

only in its conceptual stages and has the lowest technology readiness 

level 12,38,39.  
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It is likely that ultimately, the commercial manufacturing of bio-based 

products will be realized using different sources of renewable feedstock 

and renewable energy, translating into biorefineries of different 

generations. Nevertheless, as there is a short term need to replace fossil-

derived practices to comply with sustainability goals with the biomass 

available on the planet, the use of lignocellulose biomass in second-
generation biorefineries will have a crucial role to play 6,9.  

 

1.2.3 Second-Generation Biorefineries 
 

Lignocellulose is the most abundant biomass on the planet and includes 

residues and side streams from agriculture (sugarcane bagasse, corn 

stover), forestry (hard- and softwood), biorefineries (distillers grains), 

pulp mills, and dedicated energy crops. The main advantages of using 

these materials are that they are cheap and do not compete with the 

food supply or existing arable land, being more in line with sustainable 

development (global food security) 30,40–43. 

Lignocellulose consists of polymeric structures: cellulose (40–50%), 

hemicellulose (25–30%) and lignin (15–20%) (Figure 3) 44. Depending 

on the plant species, age, stage of growth, seasonal variation and crop 

handling, the fractions of these main constituents can vary significantly 
45,46. All three components of lignocellulose have a polymeric structure, 

consisting of characteristic monomers: Cellulose is homopolymer of 

glucose, forming long chains (over 10,000 molecules) by strong β-(l-4)-

glycosidic bonds. Hemicellulose is a branched, shorter hetero-polymer 

(50–300 monosaccharide units), bound together by weaker α-1,4-

glycosidic bonds and consisting mainly of pentoses (xylose, arabinose) 

and to a lesser extend hexoses (mannose, glucose, galactose). Acetyl-

groups, galacturonic acid, or glucuronic acid can branch off the polymer 

chain. Lignin is a complex hydrophobic, cross-linked aromatic polymer, 

which protects plants against microbial degradation and is seen as the 

glue between cellulose and hemicellulose. In a simplified model of the 

lignin structure, three different building blocks can be differentiated, 

being p-coumaryl alcohol, sinapyl alcohol and coniferyl alcohol47. The 

ratio of the three building blocks in the heteropolymer varies between 
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different plant taxa, cell types, and individual cell wall layers 45,48. The 

exact composition of each lignin molecule is more complex and still 

partly undiscovered.  

 

 

Figure 3 An example of typical lignocellulose composition and molecular 
structure of hemicellulose, cellulose and lignin. The depicted hemicellulose 
polymer is an example of an acetylated glucoronoxylan. Hydrogen bonds in 
the cellulose polymer are shown as dotted lines. The three different lignin 
monomers are distinguished by colour: p-coumaryl alcohol, sinapyl alcohol 
and coniferyl alcohol.  
 

. 
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1.2.4 Biomass Pretreatment Methods 
 

Due to its recalcitrant nature, the high amount of polymeric 

carbohydrates in lignocellulose are not freely accessible for enzymatic 

hydrolysis to monomeric sugars. As such, pretreatment is required to 

break the molecular bonds between the main constituents of 

lignocellulose by (a combination of) physical, chemical, and biological 
methods (Figure 4) 30.  

During pretreatment, undesirable side reactions can lead to the 

formation of lignocellulose-derived compounds (often called 

inhibitors), which have inhibitory effects on microbial fermentation 
49,50. As microbial performance (titer, rates, yield) is key to a cost-

competitive bioprocess, costly detoxification of lignocellulosic 

hydrolysate is often required 51,52. The origin and composition of the 

feedstock and the harshness of the pretreatment dictate the 

concentration and distribution of the inhibitors. These can include furan 

aldehydes, such as furfural derived from xylose and 5-hydroxymethyl-

furfural (5-HMF) derived from glucose, organic acids (mainly acetic, 

levulinic and formic acid), as well as lignin-derived (phenolic and 

aromatic) compounds 53–55.  

During the enzymatic hydrolysis, a plethora of enzymes with varying 

specificities are needed to degrade all components of biomass efficiently 
56. There are three main cellulases which synergistically hydrolyse 

cellulose. These are endo-1,4-β-glucanases, cleaving the cellulose chain 

in the middle and reducing the degree of polymerisation, exo-1,4-β-

glucanases, progressively cleaving off cellobiose from the cellulose 

chain ends, and β-glucosidases, hydrolysing the cellobiose unites to 

glucose monomers. As hemicellulose is more heterogeneous, it requires 

more different enzymes to hydrolyse the backbone and cleave off 

substituents 56. 
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Figure 4 Overview of pretreatment (A) to make the biomass polymers more 

accessible for subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis (B).  
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Traditionally, pretreatment methods have been categorized according 

to their driving force being chemical, physical, physiochemical and 

biological. However, as the scope and focus of pretreatment changed to 

taking care of other constituents than cellulose, this classification has 

become somewhat outdated 48. Hence, we distinct conventional and 

advanced pretreatment methods (Table 1).  

Table 1 Common pretreatment methods, their mode of action, active 

agents, and targeted polymer fraction (CF: cellulose fraction, HF: 
hemicellulose fraction, LF: lignin fraction 48. 

Pretreatment 
method 
 

Mode of action  
 

Active agent Target 
polymer 

Acid 
 

Catalysis with H+  H2SO4, H3PO4 and other 
strong acids 
 

CF, HF 

Dilute acid 
 

Catalysis with H+ H2SO4, H3PO4 and other 
strong acids 
 

HF 

Alkali 
 

Catalysis with OH- NaOH, lime, Na2CO3 and 
strong bases alkaline 
compounds 
 

LF 

Hydrothermal Catalysis with H+  
 

Auto-ionisation of H2O 
under high 
pressure/temperature  

HF 

Steam 
explosion 

Catalysis with H+ 
 

Fibre separation by water 
expansion, catalyst may be 
added 
 

HF 

Ionic Liquids57 Fractionation of 
polymers 

Large organic cation (e.g. 
imidazolium, phosphonium, 
pyrrolidinium, cholinium) 
and small inorganic anion 
 

LF 

Organosolv Fractionation of 
polymers 

Organic solvents e.g. 
ethanol, butanol, acetone. 
Catalyst may be added  
 

LF 

Biological Degradation of 
material 

Degradation by enzymes 
from xylophagous fungi 

HF, CF, LF 
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Conventional pretreatment methods are thoroughly described in the 

literature and often involve acid, base, hot water or pressured steam 
58,59. The main advantages are that these methods are established, 

robust, and close to the concept of unit operation, which makes them 

easy to implement 60. Conventional pretreatment methods are the most 

mature and are the backbone of current demo/industrial-scale facilities 
61,62. These methods often focus on high sugar conversion yields, which 

require harsh process conditions. Disadvantages of conventional 

methods include the need to use high temperatures and/or chemicals 

agents, the formation of inhibitory by-products due to harsh conditions, 

and issues related to recycling and waste handling of used chemicals 61.  

In contrast, more advanced pretreatments were developed with the aim 

to recover more different biomass constituents, rather than only the 

cellulose fraction and overcome the limitations of current conventional 

methods. These methods often involve novel solvents (supercritical 

fluids and ionic liquids), deep eutectic solvents, inorganic salts or new 

technologies (such as popping, gamma-ray, electron beam radiation or 

combinations of pretreatment methods) 63. Advanced methods 

comprise one or more of the following characteristics: being milder 

operation conditions, no formation of inhibitory compounds, low use of 

chemicals, high specificity towards lignin or efficient fractionation 64. 

Despite the potential, further development of many advanced methods 

is hampered by health or sustainability concerns, complex equipment, 

poor performance or scalability issues. Moreover, the maturity of the 

more advanced pretreatment methods is low, as sufficient 

pilot/commercial scale data is lacking for well-funded quantitative 
techno-economic assessments 63.  

Many efforts has been invested in studying the characteristics of both 

conventional and advanced pretreatment methods, including 

categorization, the effect of process conditions on yield and molecular 

reaction mechanisms leading to sugars and inhibitors 48,65–68. Still, there 

are some crucial knowledge gaps. The enzymatic hydrolysis of cellulose 

is influenced by the general biomass composition and structure, the 

crystallinity of cellulose, degree of cellulose polymerization, accessible 

surface area, the protective layer of lignin and hemicellulose and the 
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degree of hemicellulose acetylation 66. Different pretreatment methods 

have distinct effects on these features. Moreover, these features are 

altered simultaneously during the biomass pretreatment, which makes 

the establishment of clear-cut correlations between these factors and 

the biodegradability of the biomass during pretreatment difficult 66. 

Also, the literature does not agree on the exact molecular mechanisms 

at hand, and the modelling of the formation of degradation products 

during pretreatment seems challenging 67. 

Frequently, reviews have been published summarizing existing 

pretreatment methods and updating the list with novel developments 
48,62–66,69–71. In short, three criteria should be fulfilled to result in an 

optimal pretreatment: a sharp separation of different fractions, high 

yields and minimal formation of inhibitory compounds. In addition, one 

would like to recycle the involved chemicals and minimize the required 

power input and costs 48. Although these are general requirements, 

there is no standardized optimal pretreatment due to the huge variation 

observed for different lignocellulosic materials and the intrinsic trade-

off between the optimization criteria. This requires to selecting on a 

case-to-case basis, taking the whole bioprocess (feedstock, cell factory, 

products etc.) and application into account when choosing for a specific 

pretreatment and employed conditions. 48,70,72. As shown in a part of this 

thesis work, modelling can be an efficient tool to determine optimal 

conditions for hydrothermal and dilute acid pretreatment (Chapter 2) 
73. More computational decision tools, such as techno-economic 

assessments (Chapter 5) and life cycle assessments, are key to selecting 

the optimal pretreatment based on a holistic view of the entire 

bioprocess. However, the bottleneck for these tools is the lack of pilot-

scale experimental data to provide accurate and quantitative 

conclusions. As such, it is likely these types of experiments will be a 

relevant topic of research in the coming years 63. 
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Steam explosion. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, a steam explosion 

pretreatment is applied to Dried Distiller’s Grains with Solubles (DDGS). 

During this pretreatment method, steam is brought under high 

pressure, and upon the rapid release, it expands in the cell structure, 

causing it to disrupt. The addition of a dilute acid catalyst improves the 

hydrolysis of the hemicellulose fraction, the subsequent enzymatic 

hydrolysis of cellulose, and allows lower temperatures leading to less 

formation of inhibitors 66. Steam explosion is used in this thesis as it is 

one of the most widely investigated methods in both lab-scale and 

different pilot plants and is considered a cost-effective method near 

commercialization 48,66,74.  
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1.3 Challenges of Second-Generation Biorefineries 

 

The high availability of lignocellulose, the need to use non-food crops to 

replace petroleum-derived products, and the technological readiness 

level position second-generation biorefineries to significantly impact 

our current production patterns. In line with the sustainable 

development goals, locally available biomass can be a starting point for 

bio-based value chains that provide economical income and livelihood 

for people in both developed and developing countries 75,76.  

Despite the tremendous amount of research performed on lab-scale 

second-generation biorefinery setups (varying feedstock sources, 

pretreatment methods, process conditions, production hosts, etc.), the 

current realisation of commercial-scale and economically viable 

production plants is lacking. Although the definitions for biorefineries 

vary between different institutional databases, it is clear that there only 

are a limited number of commercial-scale 2G bio-refineries, which 

exclusively produce biofuels 77. While there are more than 1000 first 

generation biorefineries around the globe, only around 11 second-

generation biorefineries have been built, all producing bioethanol 12,78. 

Biofuelwatch, a non-profit organization situated in the UK, published an 

unsettling report that all 11 cellulosic bioethanol plants, have either 

failed and not operating anymore or are dealing with serious technical 

issues leading to lower production than projected 79. This raises the 

question about why, despite the frequently published advantages and 

potentials of second-generation biorefineries, successful 

commercialisation is lagging. The implementation of new technologies 

is highly complex, and involved factors can be grouped as technical, 
economic, and political (Figure 5).  
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1.3.1 Technical Challenges  
 

From a process technical perspective, the success of scale-up is highly 

dependent on the correct matching of feedstock to process design 80–82. 

For 2G biorefineries, this requires a year-round feedstock availability at 

a competitive price. Therefore, it is crucial that second-generation 

biorefineries are near a reliable, long-term, cheap supply of biomass. 

Often lignocellulose derived from first-generation ethanol plants is 

used, like corn stover or sugarcane bagasse. The production, collection, 

transport, storage, and pre-processing of the enormous volumes of 

biomass, containing dirt and sand, has turned out to be exceptionally 

challenging in commercial-scale setups 33,78,81.  

The technical immaturity of subsequent process steps, including 

pretreatment, enzymatic hydrolysis, fermentation, and downstream 

processing (DSP), has contributed significantly to the low success rate 

of commercial-scale 2G biorefineries 33. Despite the many lab studies 

performed, optimal conditions found in the lab are hard to reproduce 

when applied in commercial-scale settings. This appears to be especially 

the case for the pretreatment step, where a quantitative comparison of 

economic and environmental performance between methods at 

industrial-scale is lacking 82. 

 

1.3.2 Economic Challenges 

  
From an economic perspective, the oil price, the product market, the 

high costs of second-generation biorefineries, and the lack of capital 

investments pose significant hurdles. The first contributing factor to the 

weak economic potential of biorefineries is the oil price. Widespread 

implementation of new oil extraction technologies led to an oversupply 

and thus lower prices of oil in recent years 83,84. While the use of a finite 

fossil source is per definition unsustainable, in terms of economics, the 

oil price is of great importance for the competitiveness of bio-based 

fuels or products.  
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So far, commercial-scale 2G biorefineries have mainly focused on 

producing low priced ethanol leading to small operative margins. 

Although the IEA predicts that the market for biofuels will grow 

substantially in the coming years under the net-zero scenario, other 

options like electrification of transportation, may experience major 

innovations that make them (even more) preferable to biofuels 4. The 

economic potential of 2G biorefineries could be increased by 

considering higher-value chemicals. As such, the US department of 

energy released a list of the 12 most promising chemicals in 2004, which 

has been updated recently by the IEA 85. Besides diversifying the 

product portfolio, using different biomass fractions to produce value-

added co-products next to the main product has often been mentioned 

to be a viable strategy to increase the economic robustness of a 

biorefinery considerably 28,86. Nonetheless, the low oil price creates 

economic barriers for bio-based products to capture a share of the 

market 87.  

Second, the previously mentioned technical challenges result in high 

capital and operational costs (CAPEX, OPEX). These are mainly related 

to the pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis required when using 

recalcitrant lignocellulosic biomass 33,82,83. As such, capital costs of 

cellulosic biorefineries have shown to be up to five times higher 

compared to starch ethanol plants 83,88. Additionally, the intrinsic low 

sugar concentrations associated with the use of lignocellulose lead to 

increased OPEX during downstream processing 61. Applying harsher 

pretreatment conditions to achieve higher conversion yields lead to 

higher concentrations of inhibitory compounds and requires costly 

detoxification steps. Consequently, cellulose-derived sugars are 

currently estimated to be more costly than those of sugarcane or corn, 

according to Sanford, Chotani et al. 80. Different strategies are being 

pursued to bring down the cost of lignocellulosic sugars, including 

improved enzyme activity, on-site enzyme production, development of 

tailor-made enzyme cocktails, improved production organisms, 

valorisation of lignin, and emerging consolidated bioprocessing 33,89–95.  

The current fragile economics of second-generation biorefineries result 

in a risk profile which is not attractive for investors 33,78,83. Venture-

capital funds, normally willing to take risks for acceptable return of 
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investment, tend to regard 2G biorefineries as too capital intensive and 

technically complex96. More mainstream investors deem it too uncertain 

and seek more attractive alternatives 78.  

From an industrial perspective, the choice to invest or even stop 

ongoing 2G biorefinery projects is based on their estimated profitability. 

Some of the companies, like Clariant, claim to have achieved a profitable 

process, while many others, like Dow-DuPont, Beta Renewables, BP, and 

Abengoa, have stopped their activities in the last years 33,34,79,82,97–99. A 

potential strategy to maximize chances of success is to establish joint 

ventures and create synergy between smaller specialized companies 

with specialized technical solutions and bigger companies to 

complement the infrastructure and capital to scale up 78. 

 

1.3.3 Political Challenges 
 

Both global, national, and regional actors, such as the IEA, the 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and 

national governments, promote the transition towards a bio-economy 

and the role of biorefinery development to combat climate change 100–

102. The realisation of biorefineries calls for public support as they are 

needed from a sustainability perspective but involve high capital costs 

and imply significant uncertainties 78,96.  

To support biorefinery development, it is not common for governments 

to construct biorefineries themselves, but instead, implement policies 

to create conditions for industrial stakeholders to realize them. These 

often target the competitiveness of bio-based products compared to oil-

derived products and can include direct subsidies, tax reliefs, and 

taxation on CO2. Progressing the field of advanced biorefineries requires 

more than general mandates or taxation on CO2, as these measures do 

not provide enough incentives to invest in commercial-scale plants 103. 

Instead, clear industrialization policies are necessary to create a market 

and support technological development during early niche market 

phases. By doing so, first publicly supported commercial-scale plants 

allow learning-by-doing, formation of value chains and optimization of 

large-scale design options to go down the cost curve 83. Tools to do so 
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can include public procurement and various types of price guarantees, 

combined with investment subsidies 103. Due to the mentioned technical 

and economic challenges on top of the increasingly uncertain public 

policies in both Europe and North America, advanced biorefinery 

development (using lignocellulose) progressed slower than expected 

and many attempts for large-scale 2G plants have been abandoned 
78,79,96,104. 

 

Figure 5 Main challenges encountered during commercialisation of second-
generation biorefineries. 
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1.4 A Case Study: DDGS Valorization in a Dry-grind 

Bioethanol Plant 

 

To increase the chance of success of a new technology to be 

commercially implemented, it is strategic to make use of a “bolt-on” 

configuration at a host facility, which is based on established 

technology. The rationale behind this approach is that the available 

feedstock and facilities are at a lower cost than would be the case for a 

stand-alone facility, lowering the risk of such an undertaking 83. The 

main work of this thesis is done in a case study that involves the 

innovative valorisation of lignocellulosic DDGS via on-site enzyme 

production at an established dry-grind bioethanol facility.  

 

1.4.1 Dry-grind Bioethanol Process 
 

The majority of the current global bioethanol production (53%) is 

situated in the U.S., of which around 90% involves a dry mill process 

(Figure 6A). A simplified corn dry-milling process can be divided in five 

parts, being: milling of biomass, liquefaction, saccharification, 

fermentation, distillation, and recovery 105. Here, the model made by the 

U.S. Department of Agriculture is used, but exact conditions per step can 

vary depending on the source used 105–108. The process starts by milling 

the grains, after which thermostable amylases are added and the slurry 

is “cooked” at 110 °C for 15 minutes to hydrolyse the starch into 

oligosaccharides. The gelatinized mash is cooled down and further 

hydrolysed by glucoamylases at 61 °C for 5 hours to obtain a glucose-

rich stream, which is subsequently fermented by yeast at 32 °C to 

produce ethanol. Ethanol is distilled and dehydrated, while the non-

volatile part is separated into a liquid fraction (stillage) and a solid 

fraction (wet distiller’s grain, WDG). Concentrated stillage is ultimately 

mixed with the WDG and dried to form distillers dried grain with 

solubles (DDGS) as a high nutritional by-product of the ethanol plant 
108107.  
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Figure 6 Schematic overview of A) current dry-grind bioethanol production 

process and production of DDGS as the major by-product. B) An on-site 

enzyme production facility as a strategy to valorise DDGS. C) An adjacent 2nd 

generation corn stover biorefinery which uses low-cost enzymes. 

Abbreviations: Liq. Liquefaction, Sac. Saccharification, Ferm. Fermentation, 

Cent. Centrifugation, TS. Thin stillage, WDG. Wet distiller’s grains, CDS. 

Condensed Distiller’s Solubles, Evap. Evaporation, Dry. Drying, DDGS. 

Distiller’s Dried Grains with Solubles, Pret. Pretreatment, Enz. Enzymatic 

hydrolysis, S/L. Solid Liquid separation, SCP. Single Cell Protein. 
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1.4.2 The Potential of DDGS as Fermentation Feedstock 
 

The selling of DDGS comprises 22% of the value output and is therefore 

of vital importance to the economic viability of the bioethanol industry 
42,109. Despite the recent decrease due to the COVID pandemic, the global 

bioethanol production (and thereby DDGS supply) is expected to grow 

to comply with sustainability pledges made around the globe 4,109. 

Currently, DDGS is marketed as animal feed due to its high nutritional 

value as it is mainly composed of seed hull, germ, proteins, and oil. It is 

estimated that for every 100 kg of corn used, approximately 40.2 L 

ethanol, 32.3 kg of DDGS, and 32.3 kg of CO2 are produced 42. 

However, as DDGS can only account for 30% of the livestock feed, the 

animal feed market is expected to be saturated, endangering the 

economic viability of bioethanol plants 42,107. Bearing these 

developments in mind, the need for alternative routes to add value to 

DDGS grows.  

Recently, there has been an increasing interest in the potential of using 

DDGS as a substrate for microbial fermentation due to its rich 

nutritional composition. As such, DDGS can be an ideal starting point for 

the bio-manufacturing of a variety of products, including organic acids, 

biofuels or, in the context of this thesis, hydrolytic enzymes (Figure 6B) 
107,110. One of the main advantages of using DDGS as a feedstock for 

fermentation is that it allows the removal of the energy-intensive drying 

step of WDG to DDGS, which is a major cost factor in the bioethanol 

production process 105.  
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1.4.3 On-site Enzyme Production  
 

On-site enzyme production is a strategy for generating value for the 

increasing supply of lignocellulosic DDGS. This bioprocess design would 

meet both needs of adding value to the increasing available DDGS by 

conversion into a high-value product and lower some of the risks and 

hurdles of using lignocellulose as a feedstock.  

First of all, biomass availability is more reliable, as a clean DDGS stream 

would be readily accessible at the dry grind bioethanol plant itself. 

Overall risks related to technical immaturity of using lignocellulose are 

mitigated by making use of the “bolt-on” configuration as described 

above. Moreover, as enzymes are of higher value than biofuels and some 

bulk bio-based chemicals, higher economic margins are to be expected. 

In addition, using DDGS for on-site enzyme production should lead to 

lower enzyme production costs as a lower value lignocellulosic 

feedstock is used and formulation and transport costs of enzymes are 

omitted 83,89,111,112. As enzymes are one of the biggest cost factors, lower 

enzyme production costs would contribute significantly to the economic 
viability of second-generation biorefineries 112 (Figure 6C). 

The pretreatment of DDGS fiber (cellulose and hemicellulose) results in 

the release of both fermentable compounds (sugars) and unwanted 

formation of inhibitory compounds 110. In Chapter 3, the inhibitory 

effects of lignocellulose-derived compounds on Bacillus subtilis are 

assessed. Subsequently, the tolerance of the enzyme-producing cell 

factory towards DDGS-hydrolysates is improved via adaptive laboratory 

evolution (Chapter 4). Lastly, a techno-economic assessment is 

performed to evaluate the economic effects of implementing an on-site 

enzyme production facility (Chapter 5). 

As the integration of cell factory optimization and process engineering 

is essential for the successful scale-up of a new bioprocess 87, the 

advances of both fields and their relation to overcoming 2G-related 

challenges will be discussed in the following sections. 
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1.5 Advances in Bioprocess Engineering  

 

From a bioprocess engineering perspective, the switch from first to 

second-generation biorefineries involves an essential extension of the 

process further upstream, being units involved with the biochemical 

conversion from lignocellulose to fermentable sugars (biomass 

pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis). Still, general principles in 
bioprocess engineering apply to both. 

 

1.5.1 Bioprocess Design 
 

The classical bioprocess. When considering the different stages of 

“classical” bioprocess development, it is obvious that it is a highly 

interdisciplinary endeavour 113. Often, the process is initiated by the 

hands of highly skilled molecular biologists, which aim at optimizing the 

production of native metabolites or expression of heterologous 

biosynthetic pathways or proteins and improving the stability of the 

microbial cell factory. First, ideal culture conditions at lab-scale are 

defined. Subsequently, the scale-up process can assess whether 

conditions from the perspective of the microbe at a bigger scale are still 

meeting the requirements for efficient production. The initial stage is 

often still rather small (1-2L-bench top bioreactors). This stage is meant 

to provide calculated and measured parameters like mass-transfer 

coefficients, mixing time, gas holdup, specific oxygen consumption, 

power number, impeller shear rate, etc. Various modes of operation 

(batch, fed-batch or continuous fermentation), can be studied at this 

point to clarify which setup is most suited for the specific bioprocess. In 

the next phase, pilot-scale proportions (100-10,000 L) are used to 

reduce the risks of industrial implementations by providing a more 

representative version of the manufacturing process. Although the 

specifications of the bench-scale prototype (geometry, impeller design 

etc.) are often kept constant, increasing the size of the bioreactor have 

significant effects on the microbial activity. Full manufacturing scale 

(e.g. 20,000–2,000,000 L fermentations) requires even more 
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engineering input, involving auxiliary services facilities, continuous 

waste, and recycling streams and increased safety measures 114. Besides 

fermentation; downstream processing or product recovery, is a crucial 

part in bioprocess development, as it represents a 20%-40% of the total 

processing cost for bulk chemicals 115. Lastly, formulation, packaging, 

and marketing are the final steps of the bioprocess.  

“Begin with the end in mind”. Although the described bioprocess 

development starts with strain development and ends at marketing the 

product, it is a rather classical way of looking at bioprocess design. 

Instead, there is a clear shift to “begin with the end in mind”. Instead of 

starting with the perspective of feedstock, lab conditions, and the 

current market, one shifts to having the product, large scale, and future 

markets as a perspective (Figure 7) 12,114. Product specifications and 

required downstream processing schemes should be established at the 

start, as these have big influence on the upstream processes. Since 

bioprocess development takes time, one should establish price targets 

for the envisioned product and feedstock for future markets. 

Furthermore, adapting the microorganism to the constraints of 

industrial processes at the start of the process instead of vice versa can 

save a considerable amount of costs.  
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Figure 7 Bioprocess engineering with “Having the end in mind” A) A 

schematic overview of a bioprocess from the perspective of the final purified 

product, in which sugar hydrolysates are an intermediate platform. The 

design flow is the opposite of the process flow. B) Conventional versus “End-

In-Mind” process design. Instead of the perspective of feedstock, lab 

conditions and current market situations, the focus is on the product, large-

scale and future markets. 

 

An example of starting with the end in mind is the global analysis of the 

future bio-based economy. As mentioned before, fossil fuels in the 

energy sector are expected to be mainly replaced by solar, wind, 

geothermal, and hydropower. However, in many scenarios, biomass will 

still play a major role 4,6,12. In this regard, a key consideration is whether 

there will be enough renewable biomass available to drive the shift 

towards a bio-economy or whether this is impeded by global biomass 

supply limitations. A global analysis by Noorman and Heijnen shows 

that biomass actually could provide the necessary means to fulfil future 

carbon and energy demands, with lignocellulose being the main 
feedstock 6. 
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Scale up. In contrast to lab conditions, transport steps in large scale 

fermentations become rate limiting and are determined by phenomena 

like mass transfer, heat transfer, macromixing of limiting substrate in 

the bioreactor or the separation of the gas bubbles from the liquid 6. The 

difference in fluid flow and reaction regime likely results in 

discrepancies in strain performance between lab and industrial-scale 

bioreactors. Downscaling the large-scale conditions in the lab allows for 

screening and selection of production hosts in more representative 

conditions. Here, cells are exposed to rapid fluctuations in 

concentrations of rate-limiting substrates, dissolved oxygen levels, pH, 

temperature or other relevant factors, to mimic conditions, which are 

perceived by the cells in large-scale reactors. To develop downscale 

simulators, a detailed analysis of the large-scale conditions is required 

first. To this end, computational tools, like computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD), play an increasing role in providing modelled data flow rates and 

concentration regimes of large-scale bioreactors. Using the output of 

these models, scale-down simulators and operating conditions can be 

designed with much more precision 116,117.  

High throughput screening. Miniaturization of bioreactors could allow 

shortening bioprocess development by high-throughput screening of 

strain variants and process conditions. The advantages of micro-

bioreactors are related to easier handling, smaller size, lower cost, and 

the potential for automation, while online cultivation data and 

controllability are maintained 118–120. Nonetheless, fermentation is 

typically a bottleneck for the strain development process, which will be 

discussed in more detail in the next section. 
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1.5.2 The Ideal Full-scale Process 
 

Four parameters can be used to evaluate the performance of the 

designed industrial bioprocess: titer, rates, yield (TRY), and 

downstream processing efficiency. An optimal bioprocess has the 

following characteristics 6,27:  

1) The product yield should be as close as possible to the 

thermodynamic maximum. This demands high conversion of the 

polymeric fractions to monosaccharides in the biomass pretreatment 

and enzymatic hydrolysis. For the subsequent fermentation, this entails 

that the available Gibbs free energy associated with the substrate is 

preserved in the product rather than in biomass, by-products or cell 

maintenance. As the cost of carbon often represents more than 50% of 

the total production costs, a high yield maximizes the gap between the 

cost of the substrate going into the process and the value of the product 
121.  

2) High volumetric productivity minimizes the capital investment 

needed for the process plant. Productivity is limited by transport rates, 

determined by industrial hardware, transfer area, and process 

characteristics.  

3) A high product concentration prevents both high operational costs in 

downstream processing due to excessive water removal, and greater 

volumes of separation agents as high capital costs due to big 

fermentation volumes. For second-generation biorefineries, high 

product titers entail the use of high solid loadings during the enzymatic 

hydrolysis to produce high concentration sugar syrups. However, low 

amounts of free water during enzymatic hydrolysis lead to technical 

challenges, such as poor mixing, mass and heat transfer limitations, and 

reduced enzyme efficiency. Moreover, with increased solid loading, a 

drop in sugar yield is often observed 122. Alternatively, concentration 

steps in the process are commonly applied to obtain higher sugar 

concentrations, but the concomitant increase of inhibitory compounds 
present in the biomass hydrolysate complicates this step. 

4) The process should be scalable and have minimal maintenance 
requirements. This accounts for all stages of the process. 
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5) Microorganisms should be tailored to the process, involving non-

filamentous phenotypes to prevent rheology issues, being thermos-

tolerant to withstand high temperature for efficient cooling purposes 

and high kinetic rates, tolerance against products and oscillating 

environments. For the use of lignocellulosic hydrolysates, cell factories 

should be designed to tolerate the inhibitory compounds being formed 

during pretreatment and optimized to not only consume glucose but 

also co-utilize all other sugars present 123.  

6) Integration of upstream, fermentation, and downstream processing 

can result in a more efficient overall process and lead to reduced costs. 

Examples of second-generation biorefineries are the combustion of 

lignin to provide heat and energy for downstream processing purposes 

or integrated pretreatment methods, which couple the pretreatment 

with at least one bioconversion step (enzymatic hydrolysis and 

fermentation) in the same reactor 63. Consolidated bioprocessing is an 

example of integrated pretreatment, which allows enzyme production, 
enzymatic hydrolysis, and fermentation in one vessel 48,124.  
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1.5.3 Techno-economic Assessment of Bioprocesses 
 

Techno-economic analysis (TEA) is an important tool for decision-

making used in bioprocess design. By performing a TEA, the economic 

feasibility, bottlenecks and targets for process improvement of different 

design options can be identified during the initial stages of bioprocess 

development. As a result, both fruitless research efforts and wasted 
investments can be avoided 125,126.  

The process of TEA can be described as follows: (1) selection of system 

and system boundary, (2) designing a process flow diagram, (3) 

analysis of mass and energy balances, (4) estimation of capital costs, 
and (5) estimation of operating costs 126. 

 It is common that economic trade-offs present themselves during the 

TEA for different design options. Optimization of the economic 

performance commonly yields several design solutions with equal 

economic performance. Subsequent, the selection of these designs is 

based on the most beneficial technical characteristics, such as safety, 

reliability, and ease of operating 125. The limited availability of inputs, 

processing data, process equipment, and accessories associated with a 

designed bioprocess can form a major hindrance to performing a TEA. 
Data of closely relevant commercial systems is often used instead 126.  
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1.6 Advances in Microbial Cell Factory Development 

 

Microbial cell factories (most often bacteria, yeast or fungi) are the 

working bees of industrial fermentation, being responsible for the 

biological conversion of renewable feedstock into higher-valued 

products. Although microbes are able to synthesize many chemical 

compounds, evolution has not selected them to overproduce human-

desired products or be tailored to the envisioned bioprocess conditions. 

Therefore, cell factory engineering aims at optimizing the production of 

native metabolites, expression of heterologous biosynthetic pathways, 

or protein expression 127. Next to production, the cell factory should be 

genetically stable and tolerant of the employed fermentation conditions. 

By doing so, scientists strive to improve the previously described 

performance indicators of industrial fermentation (yield, titer and 

productivity) to a level that results in a cost-competitive bioprocess.  

Protein. Protein products include recombinant pharmaceutical proteins 

as well as industrial enzymes such as amylases, proteases, and lipases 

used for, e.g. laundry detergents, carbohydrate processing, and food 

processing. Host selection is based on the product characteristics: 

Pharmaceutical proteins often require post-translational modifications 

in eukaryotic cells, while other industrial enzymes can be produced in 

fast-growing prokaryotes. 

Biochemical. While it is troublesome to chemically synthesize proteins, 

bio-based chemicals produced by fermentation have to compete with 

cheap, established, fossil-fuel driven chemical processes. Considerable 

effort has been invested to rank bio-based candidates based on their 

market prices and theoretical maximum yields to provide a better 

perspective on the economic potential of bio-based products compared 
to the petrochemical variant 128.  
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1.6.1 Model versus Non-model Organisms  
 

Predominantly, model organisms, such as Escherichia coli, Bacillus 
subtilis, Corynebacterium glutamicum or Saccharomyces cerevisiae, are 

used as cell factories because of their well-characterized metabolism 

and physiology, the availability of abundant genetic tools and metabolic 

models, make them easy to work with. Moreover, these species have 

proved themselves in industrial-scale fermentations. However, the 

limited number of well-characterized species is not always the best 

choice to apply in an industrial setting, due to inflexible use of carbon 

sources or intolerance to the substrate, the product, the inhibitory 

compounds, the process conditions or oxidative stress. On the other 

hand, non-model microbes, like P. thermoglucosidasius 129, M. 
thermoacetica 130or K. Marxianus 131, can have unique characteristics 

that are useful for industrial fermentation conditions or produce unique 

compounds, but lack established genetic toolboxes and metabolic 

models to take advantage of the riches biodiversity provides. 

Consequently, considerable strain engineering is focused on either 

improving tolerance, production or consumption of the model 

organisms in industrial settings or domesticating non-model organisms 

which already have the desired phenotype (Figure 8). In this thesis, I 

aimed at using the first approach using the model organism B. subtilis. 

  
 

 

Figure 8 Strain engineering of Model organisms versus Non-Model organisms. 
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B. subtilis is a recognized cell factory for producing platform chemicals, 

biopolymers and enzymes in both industrial and academic 

environments. Its well-defined endogenous metabolism, distinct 

genetic background, generally recognized as safe (GRAS) status and 

well-established emerging genetic manipulation tools make this species 

a widespread candidate as a production chassis 132. The available 

toolbox for B. subtilis includes computational models 133,134, genetic 

parts libraries 135–137, vector standards 138,139, Clustered Regularly 

Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) tools 140, and genome-

scale deletion libraries 141. 

 

1.6.2 Metabolic Engineering Using Synthetic Biology  
 

Synthetic biology. The concept of synthetic biology is that any biological 

system can be seen as a combination of individual functional elements 

that can be modified or recombined to create new biological systems 142. 

In regards to microbial cell factories; characterization and 

standardization of genetic elements (like promoters, terminators, Shine 

Dalgarno sequences, plasmid backbones or genes) has received a lot of 

attention to facilitate building new biological systems 143. It is 

envisioned that future cell factory design and synthesis will combine a 

specific minimum amount of elements to efficiently produce a specific 

chemical or protein by using advanced modelling (incl. machine 

learning) and automation 144. Whereas synthetic biology can be defined 

as a way to provide information and the components for biological 

systems, metabolic engineering applies the tools of synthetic biology to 

rewire the cell’s metabolism to optimize the production of a desired 

compound 145.  
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Metabolic engineering. A more efficient biochemical production can be 

achieved by increasing pre-cursors and co-factor supply, up-regulating 

the expression of biochemical pathway enzymes, decreasing by-product 

formation, deleting product-degrading enzymes, removing product 
feedback inhibition and co-localizing pathway enzymes.  

On the other hand, heterologous protein production can be improved by 

promoter and codon optimization, and improvement of secretion 

pathways 127. Besides focussing on the production pathways, improved 

tolerance and co-utilization of the different substrates an organism can 

use can improve productivity. 

In the perspective of using lignocellulose, metabolic engineering can be 

a useful tool to enhance the co-utilization of multiple substrates to 

increase product yields 146 or to degrade inhibitory compounds as to 

biologically detoxify biomass hydrolysates 147.  

Although scientists are more and more equipped with advanced 

synthetic biology tools for genome editing and phenotypic 

characterization of cell factories, our recent knowledge about how 

metabolism is regulated is still limited. Therefore, developing cell 

factories for a commercial scale bioprocess is still a timely and costly 

affair, typically lasting for 6-8 years and requiring over 50 million USD 
148. Besides cell factory optimization, iterative prototyping is a widely 

adopted method in many engineering disciplines to efficiently explore 

the solution space by designing new experiments based on what is 

learned from data coming from previous designs. An example is the 

repeated optimization of CFD models by analysing the organism’s 

response in scale-down experiments149. When applied in the field of 

synthetic biology and metabolic engineering, this process is commonly 

described as the design-build-test-learn cycle (DBTL-cycle, Figure 9). 

Considerable efforts have been invested in setting up so-called “bio-

foundries” in both academic and industrial settings (IFF, Ginkgo, 

Zymergen), which adopt the DBTL-cycle in combination with rigorous 

automation and modelling to screen designs in a high-throughput 

manner and to speed up cell factory development. Issues to be 

addressed are related to the reliability and integration of hardware, the 

high capital investment needed to start biofoundries, the ethical 
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implication of using systems able to autonomous learn about 
biosystems 144,150,151. 

Design. In the design phase, the blueprint for the cell factory, the product 

candidate and its synthesis is laid out, based on input from the previous 

learn phase, databases (KEGG 152, MetaCyc 153, BRENDA 154) or 

theoretical hypothesis. The choice for the chassis organism is based on 

the inherent ability of the host to use the envisioned substrate and to 

express the product, tolerance to the product and the bioprocess 

conditions, strain physiology, and availability of genetic tools for the 

specific strain. In case metabolic pathways remain elusive, biosynthetic 

gene clusters or novel pathways can be identified by retrosynthetic 

methods using a variety of computational tools 155. Standardization and 

characterization of biological parts (promoters, Shine-Dalgarno 

sequences, terminators etc.) facilitate the tuning of expression of the 

involved enzymes in the selected biosynthetic pathway. Genome-scale 

models allow in silico identification of beneficial changes for improved 

productivity of the target metabolite, like knockouts genes that prevent 

by-product formation, evaluation of metabolic fluxes, substrate 

consumption and biomass formation 156. Moreover, artificial 

intelligence and computer-aided design will play an increasing role in 

assisting this phase.  

Build. In the build phase, synthesis, assembly and insertion of the 

biological parts in the selected chassis strain should result in the 

designed cell factory. This phase includes constructing the metabolic 

pathway, deregulating the central carbon metabolism to rewire the flux 

to product and deleting pathways that might compete with product 

formation 148. Decreasing costs of DNA synthesis (from oligonucleotides 

to whole genomes) and advances in genetic tool development (such as 

the development of CRISPR/CAS9 systems) accelerate this phase 157–159. 

Although there are advances in characterization of biological elements, 

the behaviour of these elements is often context-dependent yielding it 

difficult to accurately program a metabolic pathway that leads to a 

desired level 148. Here, the synthesis of large libraries can offer a way to 

screen millions of variants and select the best one 160. Besides rational 

designs, cell factories can also be constructed by applying adaptive 
laboratory evolution, which will be discussed later 161. 
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Test. During the test phase, analytic tools provide data related to target 

molecules, transcripts, proteins, and metabolites of the designed 

system. Multi-omics analysis can provide a system-level view of the cell 

factory. For genomics and transcriptomics, next-generation sequencing 

is often used, whereas gas chromatography, liquid chromatography, 

mass spectrometry), Raman spectroscopy, and nuclear magnetic 

resonance are often used for proteomics and metabolomics analysis162. 

Depending on the output to be measured, the test phase can become the 

rate-limiting step of the strain engineering cycle as the runtime of some 

analysis are too long for the many variants created in the previous phase 
155. Although there have been advances within high-throughput multi-

omics workflows, test capacity still poses a bottleneck in the cycles of 

strain engineering 144. In contrast, developing a biosensor by coupling 

productivity to antibiotic resistance or fluorescence can yield specific 

data for many thousands of variants 163,164. Consequently, high 

performing variants can be selected by fluorescence-activated cell 

sorting (FACS) (thousands of variants at the single-cell level) or 

microtiter plate screens.  

Learn. The last phase of the cycle is concerned with the analysis of data 

to pinpoint flaws in the current biological system, which should be 

attended to in the next cycle. There is still a lot to gain in this phase, as 

data analysis is often not systematic, lacks statistical validation, relies 

on literature data, non-methodical observations and the researcher’s 

intuition, who are responsible for the next round of optimization 148. 

Output from the learn phase can improve metabolic models, the host 

organism or the production pathway. Also, learning how general 

metabolism is controlled can be particularly useful, as altering 

regulation can sometimes have more impact than simply 

overexpressing specific pathway enzymes 165. On top of mechanistic 

models, artificial intelligence can contribute to redesign of biological 

systems by deducing patterns and trends using increasingly available 
data and computational power 166. 
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The degree to which the genotype-to-phenotype mapping of the cell 

factory is known, greatly influences the success of rational design used 

in the DBTL-cycle. However, as biological systems are often highly 

complex, our knowledge can be insufficient to perform such hypothesis-

driven approaches. In contrast, evolution can be used as a driving force 

to naturally select mutants with increased fitness for strain 

optimization without the need to know the required genotype 

beforehand. As such, evolutionary engineering approaches can 

complement or replace entire steps of the DBTL cycle (Figure 9) 161.  

 

 

Figure 9 Schematic representation of the hypothesis-driven biological 

engineering by the DBTL cycle and the possibility of evolutionary engineering 

approaches to complement or replace entire steps of the DBTL cycle.   
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1.6.3 Evolutionary Engineering 
 

As described earlier, cell factories should be tailored to the needs of the 

industrial process. This involves the introduction of biological functions, 

such as tolerance, genomic stability, co-consumption and high 

productivity, which are extremely complex in their regulation 167. 

Applying evolutionary engineering can complement rational 

knowledge-based strain engineering (Figure 9), as it allows obtaining 

variants with the desired complex traits without knowledge of the 

genomic background. The increasing availability of low cost, high 

throughput DNA sequencing and the development of bioinformatics 

tools closes the genotype-phenotype knowledge gap, and accelerates 
the understanding of crucial intertwined regulatory networks 168.  

Definitions. Evolutionary engineering involves the generation of 

spontaneous or some form of random or targeted mutagenesis in 

combination with in vivo selection for a desired phenotype 169. Both 

directed evolution and adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) are 

examples of evolutionary engineering and are sometimes used 

interchangeable, but have key differences. Directed evolution generally 

targets a particular gene for mutagenesis and screens for a desired trait, 

which is often independent of fitness effects. The potential of directed 

evolution has been recently acknowledged as the 2018 Nobel Prize for 

Chemistry was awarded to Frances Arnold, George P. Smith, and 

Gregory P. Winter for their work on creating enzymes with completely 

new properties 170. In contrast, ALE experiments are carried out by 

prolonged culturing of cells in an environment with increasing selective 

pressure (for example a toxic compound). By time, variants which 

gained genome-wide mutations beneficial to the fitness will outcompete 

their ancestors and therefore be selected 161.  

ALE is a popular method to overcome stress-induced growth inhibition 

by hydrolysate-associated inhibitory compounds, as it involves tuning 

the expression of multiple genes to alter complex physiological stress 

responses. As such, ALE has been used to yield tolerant strains for 

species like Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Escherichia coli, Clostridium 
thermocellum and Corynebacterium glutamicum 171–176. 
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Setups. The specific environment during the ALE experiment dictates 

what selective pressure is experienced by the cells and is thus critical 

for adaptation towards a desired phenotype. Currently, the most 

popular ALE methods are serial batch culturing and continuous 

chemostat cultures 177. Serial batch culturing is popular for its simplicity, 

but fitness in serial batch culturing experiments can be different 

depending on the experimental conditions. When cells are kept in the 

exponential phase, fitness is directly related to growth rate, while if the 

culture undergoes different growth phases, the lag phase and survival 

during the stationary phase also come into play. For ALE experiments, 

it can be advantageous to keep cells in the exponential phase, however, 

this can be cumbersome when doing parallel batch experiments with 

changing growth rates. In contrast, a chemostat allows scientists to 

control the growth rate of the culture by setting the applied dilution 

rate. In addition, a bioreactor setup permits more control of 

environmental conditions such as pH and dissolved oxygen. However, it 

can be challenging to perform many ALE experiments in parallel, and 

undesired adaptations, like adhesive growth to the bioreactor wall, can 

occur 178. 

Automation. In principle, ALE experiments are not extremely 

complicated to perform by hand, nor do they require sophisticated 

equipment. Nonetheless, automation can offer many advantages in 

terms of throughput, dynamic cell culturing, shorter timeframes and 

improved monitoring of the cultures, which cannot reasonably be 

performed manually 161. The option to perform the same evolution 

experiment by many independent replicates results in much clearer 

outcomes as mutations which occur in multiple independent 

experiments are highly likely to be adaptive 179. As such, an automated 

serial batch experiment combines the advantage of parallel 

experiments, while it keeps a constant selection pressure. In this thesis, 

automated adaptive laboratory evolution was employed to develop a B. 
subtilis strain with improved tolerance to inhibitors associated with 

lignocellulosic biomass (Chapter 4).  
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1.7 Concluding Remarks 

 

The field of biotechnology offers great potential to minimize humanity’s 

dependence on fossil fuels by revolutionizing the way we produce our 

chemicals and fuels. At first glance, the use of renewable biomass 

appears to be rather straightforward. However, nothing can be further 

from the truth. One major obstacle is that humanity does not have the 

luxury of merely using edible crops that are easy fermented to bulk fuels 

and chemicals, as it jeopardizes other aspects of sustainable 

development. To date, intertwined technical, political and economic 

hindrances have proven to be so complex that the realization of 

industrial-scale bio-based processes using non-edible crops is scarce. 

This PhD thesis presents a small contribution to the development of 

second-generation biorefineries by studying some of the main 

challenges associated with the use of lignocellulosic biomass. The focus 

was to overcome the toxicity associated with lignocellulosic 

hydrolysates and explore ways to lower the production costs of 

enzymes that are required in the process. The main body of the thesis 

was done from the perspective of an on-site enzyme production process, 

using DDGS biomass as a fermentation feedstock. Regardless, the main 

findings in the specific context can have broader implications for the use 

of lignocellulose. 

The first study of the thesis presented different models to optimize the 

operational conditions of small-scale pretreatment experiments using 

lignocellulosic biomass and showed the addition of small amounts of 

sulfuric acid significantly increased the performance of the 

pretreatment, i.e. high monomer yield and relatively low inhibitor 

formation (Chapter 2). In the second study of this thesis, compounds 

formed during pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass were compared 

and showed to have clear independent and combined inhibitory effects 

on B. subtilis (Chapter 3). A tolerance adaptive laboratory evolution was 

applied to overcome this obstacle, and obtain B. subtilis strains with 

increased tolerance to inhibitory compounds present in DDGS-based 

hydrolysate (Chapter 4). Whole-genome resequencing data of 

independently evolved isolates revealed key mutations related to 
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tolerance and the employed cultivation conditions. Lastly, a techno-

economic assessment showed that DDGS-based enzyme manufacturing 

was unfeasible under the current conditions (Chapter 5). Irrespective, 

the potential of DDGS-based on-site enzyme production was clear and 

conditions required to realize increased cost-effective production of 

enzymes were specified. 

In conclusion, the presented outcomes lead to a better understanding of 

the toxicity of biomass hydrolysates and cost-effective enzyme 

production. As these are two major hurdles associated with using 

lignocellulose as a feedstock, this knowledge can be used to advance the 
development of second-generation biorefineries in the future. 
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1.8 Future Perspectives 

 

“Man tries to make for himself in the fashion that suits him best a 
simplified and intelligible picture of the world; he then tries to some 

extent to substitute this cosmos of his for the world of experience, and 
thus to overcome it. This is what the painter, the poet, the speculative 

philosopher, and the natural scientists do, each in his own fashion.” 

- Albert Einstein, ‘Principles of Research’ 1934 

 

As Einstein described so many years ago, I made my own simplified 

picture of the ‘world of biotechnology’. Likewise, this cosmos was 

corrected many times during the PhD study, and I hope it will be 
corrected many times more in the time to come.  

Without a doubt, the realization of second-biorefineries requires further 

efforts to solve the problems both inside and outside the scope of this 

thesis. 

Although we showed that evolutionary engineering could increase the 

tolerance of cell factories to toxic compounds in biomass hydrolysates, 

this will not be sufficient by itself. As industrial implementation of 

lignocellulose require concentration steps to reach high sugar 

concentrations, the amounts of inhibitors increases concomitantly and 

will likely exceed the biological limits of cell factories. Therefore, the 

advancement of milder pretreatment processes will dictate the degree 

of detoxification required to keep the inhibitory compounds within the 

limits of biology. Innovative pretreatment methods employing milder 

process conditions are developed and well underway to be cost-
competitive180,181.  

When considering the costs of enzymes required for second-generation 

biorefineries, integrated enzyme production using DDGS biomass offers 

significant potential cost reductions. To validate the techno-economic 

assessment performed, more research is required to optimize the 

protein extraction of DDGS-biomass, and the conversion of DDGS-

hydrolysate towards enzymes. Moreover, an additional life-cycle 
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assessment of DDGS-based on-site enzyme production is crucial to 

provide a well-founded claim of more sustainable practice based on 

quantitative data. As the change in production location, setup and 

feedstock entail considerable technical and financial risks, strong 

collaboration between biorefineries and enzyme-producing companies 

is essential. Enzyme-producing companies have decades of experience 

in both R&D and first-hand industrial practice. Using highly engineered 

production hosts, optimized fermentation processes, and relevant data 

on production costs is crucial to model the entailed risk and benefits.  

From a more holistic perspective, the advancement of cell factory 

development will significantly support the realization of second-

generation biorefineries. Optimization of the production chassis for the 

use of second-generation hydrolysates includes the co-utilization of 

different substrates and improved tolerance to hydrolysate-based 

media in industrial conditions. Decreased cost for strain development 

and increased speed of the DBTL-cycle is essential to driving this field. 

The build step will benefit from further development of high-

throughput DNA assembly techniques and decreased DNA synthesis and 

sequencing costs. Moreover, high-throughput screening methods and 

even more standardization of biological parts will improve the test and 

design steps. Lastly, the introduction of artificial intelligence and 

improved metabolic models can increasingly support learn and design 

steps. The emerging biofoundries will most likely have an important 

role in the rapid development of strains tailored to different biorefinery 

setups.  

Looking beyond the cell factory, the interdisciplinary character of 

bioprocess development makes it paramount that scientists of different 

disciplines collaborate at each step of the journey. This includes, but is 

not limited to molecular biology, process engineering, and 

computational sciences. Being “king of your own hill” can tailor 

advantages in an academic setting. However, the realization of a 

bioprocess is doomed to fail when transparency, collaboration, trust 

and synergy between researchers of different fields are not prioritized. 

In the end, none of us is smarter than all of us. 
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The implementation of industrial-scale second-generation biorefineries 

should be technically feasible, as there are multiple examples. However, 

the past also shows that the development of 2G biorefineries will 

hamper without considerable public support and clear governmental 

policies to make initial projects economically attractive for industry 

stakeholders to participate. New production processes need time to 

“learn by doing”, form value chains, optimize large-scale design options 

to lower costs and become competitive.  

Ultimately, the geographically dispersed biomass should be used as 

efficient as possible in a cascading way that ensures food, feed and the 

necessary carbon source for chemicals, while less is used for energy. 

Currently, first-generation biorefineries produce not only fuels but also 

an increasing number of bio-based chemicals. In the longer term, 

commercial manufacturing of bio-based products will likely be realized 

using edible crops, lignocellulose and a combination of CO2 renewable 

energy, i.e. biorefineries of different generations. Even solutions beyond 

the realm of biotechnology, like carbon capture and storage or 

sustainable chemical processes using renewable energy (power-to-x), 

will be used to produce chemicals. Assessment of standardized 

economic and sustainability metrics associated with these solutions will 

be decisive for their implementation. 

As public support is essential to drive the initial stages of sustainable 

development, communication about the benefits and urgency of bio-

based production patterns deserve more attention. This is not only 

essential to realize an increased awareness of the climate crisis at hand, 

but also offers society perspective and solutions to rally behind. In the 

end, science can present great technologies to sustain ourselves on the 

planet in the future, but it takes societal and political commitment to 

realize them.  
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Abstract 

 

The underlying study presents models for the optimization of 

operational conditions of the pretreatment of what straw. Experiments 

for hydrothermal and dilute acid pretreatment are performed and 

analyzed. The highest xylose monomer yield obtained for dilute acid 

pretreatment is 𝑌𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 98 % Y_Xyl=98 % at a temperature of 𝑇 = 195℃, 

a reaction time of 𝑡 = 18 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and a dilute acid concentration of 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 =

1.25 𝑤𝑡 %. The data is used to fit a response surface model (RSM), a 

Gaussian process regression model (GPR), and a mechanistic model 

based on thermodynamic principles and first-order rate equations. Each 

model is used in an optimization problem to predict the optimal 

operational conditions that maximize the xylose yield. The conditions 

found by the mechanistic model (𝑇 = 191.6 ℃, 𝑡 = 18 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 =

1.13 𝑤𝑡.%)  with 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ = 23.47 𝑤𝑡.% and the GPR (𝑇 = 195 ℃, 𝑡 =

18 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 1.25 𝑤𝑡.%) with 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐺𝑃𝑅 = 23.23 𝑤𝑡.% are in 

agreement and stand out compared to the RSM metamodeling approach 
(𝑇 = 182.4 ℃, 𝑡 = 26.2 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 1.25 𝑤𝑡.%), which yields 

C𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝑅𝑆𝑀 = 25.72 𝑤𝑡.%. Considering the scenario of uncertainty in the 

feedstock composition, the optimization under this uncertainty with the 

mechanistic model yields slightly different conditions (𝑇 = 182.6℃, 𝑡 =

18 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 0.84 𝑤𝑡.%)  and 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝑚𝑒𝑐ℎ,𝑢𝑐 = 20.88 𝑤𝑡.%. Given the 

underlying phenomena in the biomass pretreatment, all models have 

shortcomings; however, the mechanistic model is validated best overall 

and is thus recommended for further engineering purposes as, e.g., the 
conceptual process design of biorefineries.
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Biorefineries as a replacement for traditional chemical process routes 

play an essential role in developing more sustainable production 

patterns demanded by the 2030 Sustainable Development Agenda of the 

United Nations 1,2. Nevertheless, despite harboring this immense 

potential, there are still significant knowledge gaps in industrial 

biotechnology regarding the use of optimal cell factories in fermentation 

processes and along the value chain. The latter mainly refers to 

questions about the optimal use of feedstocks for a set of various 

products, as well as questions about process intensification and 
integration, which remain unanswered 3–6. 

There is a multitude of explanations for this fact, but foremost the fragile 

economic potential due to different cost-drivers has impaired a 

breakthrough of this concept for the time being 7,8. The fundamental 

problem is a lack of facilitation in practical applications of the 

conceptual design of a biorefinery. Such conceptual approaches can 

describe the inherent complexity of bioprocesses under the use of non-

conventional feedstocks to find an optimal and cost-efficient setup. 

However, such conceptual approaches are seldom employed despite 

many approaches being published 3,9–12. From a technical perspective, 

many problems remain unsolved: lignocellulosic biomass as a sugar 

source for fermentation processes requires an extensive pretreatment 

process of the biomass to reduce the recalcitrance of the feedstock and 

to release both the sugars from the hemicellulosic fraction and the 

cellulosic fraction respectively. There has been steady progress in 

developing new pretreatment methods or improving existing methods 

further, but despite the abundant number of methods, selecting a 

suitable pretreatment is far from straightforward 13,14. Furthermore, all 

pretreatment methods are associated with high capital and operational 

expenditures due to the extreme process conditions, which remains a 

prominent issue regarding the economics of a biorefinery 15. 
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From a holistic perspective, the biomass pretreatment both has a critical 

influence on the overall process economics and also a crucial role in the 

actual design process for a biorefinery, as critical decisions on the 

recovery of the fractions in the lignocellulosic biomass and 

subsequently the possible product sets for the biorefinery are made 16. 

Independent from the potentially viable products, the optimal 

pretreatment unit fulfills three criteria: 1) a precise split between the 

fractions in the biomass, 2) high respective yields for the monomers in 

the fractions, and 3) a low formation of inhibitors in the pretreatment 

process. Depending on which products are supposed to be produced, the 

applied method can vary, but the requirements stay the same 13. 

For a biorefinery with a viable economic potential, the utilization of the 

feedstock is the key factor. Hence, for its conceptual design, 

computational alternatives provide the potential to yield conceptually 

feasible solutions. The crucial factor in this is the availability of models 

that accurately describe the underlying unit operations to design the 
process 9.  

This work focuses on the development of a biomass pretreatment model 

for this precise purpose. As a case study, the biotechnological 

production of xylitol in a biorefinery is chosen: in 2004, the US 

Department of Energy declared xylitol as one of the top 12 chemicals to 

be produced in a biorefinery 17. Xylitol can be produced from xylose via 

fermentation in a suitable cell factory. Xylose is the main constituent of 

the hemicellulosic fraction in lignocellulosic biomass. These conditions 

make it an ideal product for the production in a biorefinery; however, 

research on xylitol production mainly focuses either on the 

pretreatment, or the fermentation, or the downstream processing, and 
a holistic perspective on the whole process is lacking 18–21. 

In this study’s scope, a suitable feedstock and pretreatment method for 

the given case are selected for the introduced criteria. Based on this, 

experiments for the selected feedstock and pretreatment methods are 

designed and performed. After analyzing the results of these 

experiments, different model candidates are calibrated to the data and 

subsequently validated, including an assessment of their robustness. All 

models are then taken to optimize the pretreatment conditions towards 

a selected objective for the case study. Lastly, these results are 
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compared, and the most suitable model candidate for the conceptual 
process design of a biorefinery is selected. 

The remainder of this study is structured as follows: in Section 2, 

biomass pretreatment methods and feedstocks, in general, are 

introduced, and also the criteria applicable for selecting a method and a 

suitable feedstock in process design. Section 3 describes the 

experimental procedure of feedstock analysis, the design, performance, 

and analysis of the pretreatment experiments. Section 4 introduces both 

the data-driven models and the knowledge-driven models, which are 

employed in this study. For the knowledge-driven model, it is explained 

in detail how the parameters of the model are identified and estimated, 

as well as the employed procedure for the robustness assessment via 

uncertainty and sensitivity analysis. The procedure of validating all 

models is explained, as well as the optimization with all models. Section 

5 includes the results of the feedstock analysis, both pretreatment 

experiments, the calibration and validation of data-driven models, the 

calibration, validation, and the robustness assessment of the 

knowledge-driven model, as well as the optimization study. Lastly, in 

Section 6, the study’s primary outcomes are summarized, and 

instigations for further work are given. 
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2.2 Material and Methods 

 

2.2.1 Feedstock Composition 
 

For the performed experiments, wheat straw of the variety Triticum 
aestivum from a field in Freerslev sogn (Faxe, Denmark) of the harvest 

of fall 2018 was taken as feedstock. The wheat was harvested and dried. 

The chaff was separated from the wheat; the straw was dried again and 

then milled and ground. The resulting particle size after milling is in the 

range between 18 and 40 mm. 

First, the respective feedstock is analyzed regarding its composition, 

particularly the hemicellulosic, the cellulosic, and the lignin fraction. 

This is performed with extractive-free biomass as described by the 

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 22. The extractives have 

been removed as described by the NREL 23. Glucose, xylose, arabinose, 

acetic acid, formic acid, furfural, and 5-HMF were quantified by high-

performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), using a Dionex Ultimate 

3000 UHPLC+ Focused System (Dionex Softron GmbH, Germany) with 

a Bio-Rad Aminex column HPX-87H (300𝑚𝑚 ×  7.8 𝑚𝑚) at 60 ℃, and 

5.0 𝑚𝑀 sulfuric acid as mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.6 𝑚𝐿/𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

Sugars and acids were detected using a Shodex RI-101 refractive index 

detector, whereas 5-HMF and furfural were detected using ultraviolet 
measurements at 254 𝑛𝑚. 

 

2.2.2 Pretreatment Experiments 
 

For each point in the design of experiments, a batch experiment is 

performed. The used batch vessel is a non-stirred pressure vessel (Parr 

Series 4760, 600 𝑚𝐿, Parr Instrument Company, Moline, IL). In 

preparation for the experiments, the milled biomass’s moisture content 

and its dry mass are determined with an automated moisture analyzer 

(MB 163-M, VWR International) as a first step. For the hydrothermal 

pretreatment, the corresponding amount of water is weighed to meet 
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the set solid-to-liquid ratio. For the dilute acid pretreatment, the sulfuric 

acid and its water content are determined according to the experiment’s 

acid concentration. The amount of water is weighed respectively. Then, 

the acid is mixed with the water. Subsequently, the biomass and the 

liquid are added alternatingly in small portions into the reaction vessel 

until it is filled. Lastly, the mixture is stirred thoroughly by hand to 
achieve an equal distribution of the liquid. 

As soon as this is achieved, the reactor is closed and sealed, and put into 

a heating bath that is set to the desired temperature for the experiment. 

After a transition period of 𝑡 = 5 𝑚𝑖𝑛 when the reaction vessel’s 

temperature rises to the silicone bath’s temperature level, the time 

measurement is started. After the desired residence time, the reaction 

vessel is taken out of the heating bath and cooled rapidly to inhibit 

further degradation reactions. After approximately 30 min, the reactor 

vessel is opened, and the liquid phase is separated from the solid phase 

through a simple sieve. The solid residue is put in a mechanical press to 

extract the maximum amount of free liquid phase, and hereafter its 

moisture content is determined again. The volume of the total amount 

of liquid hydrolysate is determined as well as its pH value. Lastly, the 

hydrolysate is filtered once with a vacuum filter in order to remove solid 

residues. The hydrolysate samples are also analyzed by HPLC, as 
depicted in Section 2.2.1. 

 

2.2.3 Post-hydrolysis Experiments 
 

The hydrothermal pretreatment with its neutral pH range proves to 

yield a significant amount of oligomeric sugars, indicating slower 

depolymerization reactions 13. Therefore, the hydrolysate is commonly 

subjected to a post-hydrolysis step to increase the degradation of the 

oligomers into sugar monomers. This post-hydrolysis is performed as 

described by the NREL 24. Hereafter, the samples are again analyzed by 

HPLC to determine the concentrations of the created monomers. 
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2.2.4 Response Surface Methodology 
 

RSM as statistical analysis is described by Box and Wilson as follows: 

The actual response surface is a second-order polynomial fitted to 

experimental data to predict optimal conditions for the given set of 

factors 𝐷 of the design of experiments. The general form of the 

polynomial is the following:  

 𝑦 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝑏 +∑𝛾𝑖 ∙

𝑖∈𝐷

𝑥𝑖 +∑ ∑ 𝛿𝑗𝑖 ∙ 𝑥𝑖 ∙ 𝑥𝑗
𝑗≥𝑖∈𝐷𝑖∈𝐷

, (2-1) 

In which 𝑥𝑖  denote the factors, 𝑦 the response and 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 and 𝛿 the 

coefficients of the polynomial 25. The RSM model with a second-order 

polynomial simplifies the underlying system significantly, but its use for 

statistical analysis of experiments remains high 26. In this study, the RSM 

model in the rsm library in R is used 27. After calibrating the model by 

fitting its parameters to experimental data, the validation of the model 

is crucial to confirm both the goodness of fit of the estimation and its 

predictive capability for the system it was calibrated for 28. In the case 

of the RSM model, the model is validated by an analysis of variance 

(ANOVA). Furthermore, common validation metrics which 

quantitatively express both the goodness of fit and the predictive 

capacities are the coefficient of determination 𝑅2 and the root mean 

square error 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸, which are both used in this study. A detailed 

description is provided with the supplementary material. 

For the hydrothermal pretreatment, the factors for the design of 

experiments are chosen to be the reaction temperature 𝑇 in the interval 

𝑇 = [160,195] ℃ and the reaction time in the interval 𝑡 = [20,60] 𝑚𝑖𝑛. 

The central composite design (CCD) is chosen with 𝛼 = 0.714, two cube 

center points, and one star center point, which yields eleven 

experimental points. For the dilute acid pretreatment, the factors for the 

design of experiments are chosen to be the reaction temperature 𝑇 in 

the interval 𝑇 = [160,195] ℃, the reaction time 𝑡 in the interval 𝑡 =
[20,60] 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and the acid concentration 𝐶𝑎𝑐 in the interval 𝐶𝑎𝑐 =
[0.8,1.3] 𝑤𝑡 %. The CCD is chosen to be circumscribed with 𝛼 = 1.69, 

two cube center points, and one star center point, which yields 

seventeen experimental points. The response variable 𝑦 for all is the 
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xylose concentration. A detailed description of the setup of the design of 

experiments can be found in the supplementary material. The scripts for 

the design of experiments are provided through a GitHub repository 29. 

 

2.2.5 Gaussian Process Regression 
 

A GPR model’s predictive capacities derive from the eponymous 

stochastic process: the prediction of interpolated values is governed by 

prior covariances of training data points and described by specific 

kernel functions, whose parameters are fitted to these points 30. This is 
expressed as follows: 

 𝑦 = 𝜇(𝑥) + 𝜎2 ∙ 𝒵(𝑥, 𝜔), 𝜇(𝑥) = 𝜌 ∙ 𝛽(𝑥). (2-2) 

Here, the predicted output 𝑦 is described by 𝜇(𝑥) as the mean value of 

the stochastic process with the input 𝑥 and 𝜎2 as its variance; 𝒵(𝑥, 𝜔) 

denotes a zero mean unit variance stochastic process with the 

mentioned kernel function 𝜔. For the mean value, 𝜌 relates to 

parameters which are fitted based on the training data and 𝛽(𝑥) 

describes a set of basis functions. Regarding the employable basis and 

kernel functions, the reader is referred to the book by Rasmussen 31. In 

this study, the fitrgp function of the Statistics and Machine Learning 

Toolbox in MATLAB is used for fitting the GPR model. Analogously to the 

RSM model, the model input 𝑥 consists of the three design factors 𝑇, 𝑡 

and 𝐶𝑎𝑐, and the model output 𝑦 respectively corresponds to the 

measured concentrations. The model validation is performed by cross-

validation equally by calculating the coefficient of determination, and 

the root mean square error for the model, as described in Section 2.2.4. 

Further explanation on the validation is given in the supplementary 

material. 
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2.2.6 Mechanistic Model 
 

The backbone of most published models for the pretreatment of 

lignocellulosic biomass are mass and energy balances; however, 

different types of reaction equations are employed. Mostly, these are 

pseudo-first or second-order reaction kinetics 32–34. Generally, it is 

rather difficult to develop a wholesome model, as some reaction 

mechanisms and some components are unknown and vary highly 

between different feedstocks and pretreatment methods 35. 

Furthermore, measuring these components in experimental setups is 

not straightforward, as subsequent reactions occur relatively fast at a 

particular stage. Hence, mechanistic models for biomass pretreatment 

commonly only capture one specific pretreatment method in a certain 

range of operational conditions for a selected number of components, 

depending on the provided experimental data and the respectively 

estimated parameters.  
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For the model in this study, we choose an equivalent approach based on 

mass balances and reaction kinetics. The considered set of components 

𝐽 in this model is listed in Table 1: 

Table 1: List of considered components in the pretreatment model. 

Number Component Shorthand symbol in model 

1. Xylan (Xyn) 

2. Xylose (Xyl) 

3.  Cellulose (Cel) 

4. Glucose (Glu) 

5. Arabinan (Arn) 

6. Arabinose (Ara) 

7. Acetyl Groups (Act) 

8. Acetic Acid (Aac) 

9. Furfural (Fur) 

10. 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (5-

HMF) 

(Hmf) 

11. Formic acid (Fac) 

12. Further Degradation Products (Deg) 
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The set of occurring reactions 𝐼 which are considered in the model are 
illustrated in the following Figure 1: 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the considered reactions occurring during the 

pretreatment, describing the transfer of components of the HF, CF, and LF into 

hydrolysate and residue 

Hence, the number of reactions is |𝐼| = 8. The reaction equations, 

including their stoichiometry, are provided in the supplementary 

material. Each reaction 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 occurs at a reaction rate 𝑟𝑖  which can be 

calculated with the rate constant 𝑘𝑖 of the reaction and the 
concentrations of the participating reactants 𝐶𝑗 in 𝑤𝑡% or 𝑔/100𝑔 of dry 

biomass for 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝑖 ⊂ 𝐽 with 𝐽𝑖  as a subset of the set of all reactants 𝐽.  

 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑘𝑖 ∙∏ 𝐶𝑗
𝑗𝜖𝐽𝑖

   ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼. (2-3) 

The rate constant 𝑘𝑖 for every reaction 𝑖 can be determined by the 

Arrhenius law as follows: 

 𝑘𝑖 = 𝐴𝑖 ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝐸𝐴,𝑖

�̃� ∙ 𝑇
) ∙ 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑

𝑛𝑖    ∀ 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼, (2-4) 

with 𝐴𝑖  as the frequency factor in 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1, 𝐸𝐴,𝑖  as the activation energy in 

𝑘𝐽 ∙ 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1, �̃� as the universal gas constant in 𝑘𝐽 ∙ 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 ∙ 𝐾−1, 𝑇 as the 

temperature of the reaction in 𝐾, 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑  as the concentration of supplied 

acid in case of dilute acid pretreatment in 𝑤𝑡% or 𝑔/100𝑔 of dry 

biomass and 𝑛𝑖  as reaction order exponent for the participation of acid 
in each respective reaction.  

For each component 𝐶𝑗 a component balance can be formulated: 
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𝑑𝐶𝑗
𝑑𝑡
=∑𝑠𝑖
𝑖∈𝐼𝐽

∙ 𝑟𝑖    ∀ 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽, (2-5) 

with 𝐼𝐽 ⊂ 𝐼 as the subset of reactions which involve component 𝑗 and 𝑠𝑖  

as the stoichiometric factor for the reaction 𝑟𝑖 . All stoichiometric factors 

can be summarized in the stoichiometric matrix 𝑆 with the dimensions 
|𝐼| × |𝐽|: 

 
𝑆 =

(

 
 
 
 
 

−1 1.136 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 1.111 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 1.136 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1.364 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 1 0 0
0 −1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1)

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

(2-6) 

The values for the reaction towards xylose, glucose arabinose, and acetic 

acid take into account the anhydrous form in which the individual 

molecule is present in the biomass’s polymeric structure 24. All 

equations as indicated are implemented in MATLAB and solved 

subsequently. The differential equations are solved with the ode15s 

solver. The model validation is performed by a train & test single-split 

validation. Also, the coefficient of determination and the root mean 

square error for the model are used as described in Section 2.2.4. 

Further explanation regarding the validation is provided through the 
supplementary material. 

 

2.2.7 Parameter Estimation & Identifiability Analysis 
 

2.2.7.1 Parameter Estimation 

The approach in this section is based on maximum-likelihood 

estimation described by Sin and Gernaey (2016) 36. A detailed summary 

can be found in the supplementary material. The values which are 

determined by the maximum-likelihood estimation are the mean 

estimate 𝜃𝑖 of the parameter 𝑖, the standard deviation 𝜎𝑖  and the lower 

and upper bound of the 95 % confidence interval of the estimate 𝑙𝑖  and 
𝑢𝑖 . 
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2.2.7.2 Identifiability Analysis 

Depending on the modelled system, a mechanistic model can comprise 

a very high number of parameters that are supposed to be estimated. 

Depending on the model structure and the amount of available 

experimental data, this can lead to high standard deviations for the 

estimated values. Hence, it is paramount to identify a subset of 

parameters 𝜃𝑘 ∈ 𝜃 which is significant for the model output and 

uniquely estimable by parameter estimation from a distinct data set 37. 

The described identifiability analysis methodology is based on a local 

sensitivity analysis known as one-factor-at-a-time (OAT) method as 

described by Brun et al. (2002) 38. The analysis quantifies the 

significance of each parameter – expressed by the value 𝛿𝑚𝑠𝑞𝑟 – and 

describes the collinearity of each possible combination of datasets by a 

collinearity index 𝛾. A detailed explanation regarding the calculation is 
given in the supplementary material.  

 

2.2.8 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 
 

2.2.8.1 Monte Carlo-Based Uncertainty Analysis 

Due to several error sources introduced in the model, e.g., measurement 

errors in experimental data, there is a need to quantify the uncertainty 

in the model output 37. Several ways of performing this assessment exist, 

of which a Monte Carlo method is employed here. According to Sin et al. 

(2009), Monte Carlo-based uncertainty analysis is practically 

performed in four steps: 1) definition of input uncertainty, in this case, 

the uncertainty from measurement errors in the parameter estimation, 

2) sampling, in this study Latin Hypercube Sampling, 3) Monte Carlo 

simulations, and 4) result analysis. A detailed description of the 

procedure can be found in the supplementary material. The entire 

procedure is implemented in MATLAB. 
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2.2.8.2 Variance-Based Sensitivity Analysis 

After performing an uncertainty analysis, which describes the model 

output uncertainty with uncertain input, the complementary analysis is 

a sensitivity analysis, aiming to apportion the output uncertainty on the 

different inputs 37. For this, commonly, the first-order sensitivity index 

𝑆𝑖  and the total sensitivity index 𝑆𝑇𝑖  are calculated for each variable. 

They describe respectively the sensitivity of the model output to the 

respective parameter solitarily, hence the first order, and the sensitivity 

of the model output to the parameter including all interactions with 

other parameter, hence the total sensitivity 39,40. In particular, in this 

study, a global sensitivity analysis based on the work of Saltelli et al. 

(2010) is implemented: the numerical calculation of both sensitivity 

indices is performed with Sobol sequence sampling: As a first step, two 

sampling matrices 𝐴 and 𝐵 are generated by Sobol sampling. 

Subsequently, two mixed matrices 𝐴𝐵
𝑖  and 𝐵𝐴

𝑖  are generated, in which 

column 𝑖 from the one matrix is replaced by the same column of the 

respective other matrix, and all other columns are maintained. Then, the 

model outputs are calculated for all four sampling matrices, and the 

respective sensitivity measures can be calculated. The first-order 

sensitivity index is calculated as: 

 𝑆𝑖 = 𝑉(𝑦) −
1

2𝑁
∑(𝑦𝐵(𝑗) − 𝑦𝐴𝐵𝑖(𝑗))

2
,

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (2-7) 

and the total sensitivity index as: 

 𝑆𝑖 =
1

2𝑁
∑(𝑦𝐴(𝑗) − 𝑦𝐴𝐵𝑖(𝑗)) 

2

𝑁

𝑗=1

, (2-8) 

according to the referred methods 41. A detailed description of the 

backgrounds of the method can be found in the supplementary material. 

The easyGSA toolbox in MATLAB is used for the analysis 39. 
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2.2.9 Optimization 
 

2.2.9.1 Optimization Excluding Uncertainty  

To maximize the monomer yield by optimizing the operative conditions 

of the biomass pretreatment, all presented data and knowledge-driven 

models can be employed. The optimization problem, which needs to be 

solved for this is independent of the model and can be formulated as 
follows: 

 

max𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥)
 

𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 ⊂ ℝ𝑛
 

 

(2-9) 

The optimization problem is defined as a constrained nonlinear 

program (NLP). Dependent on each model, different optimization 

techniques are applicable; they are described in detail for each model in 

the supplementary material. For the optimization with the RSM model, 

the rsm package in R is chosen 27. For the optimization with the GPR 

model, the ga solver in MATLAB is chosen. Finally, for the optimization 

with the mechanistic model, the fmincon solver with a sequential 

quadratic programming algorithm and a multi-start setup with the 

MultiStart function in MATLAB is chosen. 

2.2.9.2 Optimization Including Uncertainty 

As models predict results with inherent uncertainties, ideally, these 

should be considered when optimizing. Furthermore, the assumptions 

taken before building a model can significantly impact the prediction of 

the model output. Therefore, taking these into account while optimizing 

the operational conditions can potentially find a more robust optimum 

under more robust conditions. A more detailed introduction is given in 

the supplementary material. For this, the MOSKopt solver in MATLAB is 

used 42. 
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2.3 Results  

 

2.3.1 Feedstock Analysis 

 

The weight percentages per total dry weight of biomass of the 

composition of the wheat straw were determined according to the 
description in Section 2.2.1 and are listed in the following Table 2: 

Table 2: Composition analysis of the fiber fraction of wheat straw. 

Component This study Vassilev et al., 2012 
43 

Cellulose 40.7 wt.% (𝜎 = 0.0003) 44.5 wt.%  

Hemicellulose 33.6 wt.% (𝜎 = 0.0025) 33.2 wt.%   

Lignin  

(soluble & insoluble) 

24.9 wt.% (𝜎 = 0.0041) 22.3 wt.%  

 

Vassilev et al. (2012) reviewed nine different research papers that 

indicate the composition of wheat straw and present the mean value 43, 

which is used for a comparison here. Thus, it becomes evident that the 

wheat straw composition in this study is in good agreement with the 

literature values; only the present amount of cellulose is slightly lower 

than the reference value. 

Regarding the composition of the hemicellulosic fraction, also several 

values are reported in the literature. Hence, it is assumed that an 

average value of 80% is attributed to xylan, 10% to arabinan, and 10% 

to acetyl groups for straw 43,44. This assumption will be revisited and 

also taken into account in the optimization under uncertainty in 

subsection 2.3.8. 
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2.3.2 Hydrothermal Pretreatment 

 

For the experiments, a solid-to-liquid ratio of 1: 10 (𝑤/𝑤) is chosen with 

a dry mass of feedstock of 30 𝑔. The experiments are performed as 

described in Section 2.2.2, and the results are listed in Table 3. 

 

Table 3: HPLC analysis of the autothermal pretreatment experiments. 

No. Temperature 
 

Time Xyl Glu Ara Aac Hmf Fac Fur 

 ℃ 
 

Min wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% 

1 
 

165 40 1.62 0.56 0.15 0.61 0.00 0.13 0.00 

2 
 

177.5 54 1.67 0.46 0.54 1.31 0.01 0.23 0.02 

3 
 

177.5 40 1.70 0.54 0.41 0.92 0.01 0.18 0.01 

4 
 

177.5 26 1.62 0.57 0.11 0.47 0.00 0.10 0.00 

5 
 

190 40 1.69 0.39 0.67 1.33 0.01 0.29 0.03 

6 
 

160 20 1.59 0.57 0.07 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 

7 
 

160 60 1.66 0.58 0.86 0.75 0.00 0.15 0.00 

8 
 

177.5 40 1.54 0.49 0.32 0.85 0.01 0.17 0.01 

9 
 

177.5 40 1.65 0.53 0.39 0.92 0.00 0.18 0.01 

10 
 

195 60 1.66 0.29 0.84 2.95 0.05 0.87 0.54 

11 195 20 1.55 0.54 0.14 0.54 0.00 0.12 0.00 
 

The yield of xylose 𝑌𝑋𝑦𝑙  (𝑤 𝑤⁄ ) in the hydrothermal pretreatment lies at 

around 𝑌𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 5 − 6 %. It becomes evident that the selected 

pretreatment method combined with the feedstock and the 

experimental condition is not a suitable combination for the given 
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criteria in Section 2.2.1. The most obvious reason for this is possibly the 

high recalcitrance of the feedstock. Due to the mild conditions of the 

hydrothermal pretreatment, the polymeric chains are not entirely 

broken down into monomers, but many oligomeric sugars are released 
from the biomass and are not depolymerized furtherly 45,46.  

For a further analysis of the hydrolysate, a post-hydrolysis is performed 

as described in Section 2.2.3. The detailed results are listed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Results from the HPLC analysis of the posthydrolyzed autothermal 

pretreatment experiments. 

No. Temperature Time Xyl Glu Ara Aac Hmf Fac Fur 
 

 ℃ Min wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% 
 

1 
 

165 40 1.82 1.12 0.34 0.43 0.14 0.18 0.04 

2 
 

177.5 54 3.95 1.42 1.45 1.63 0.10 0.27 0.17 

3 
 

177.5 40 1.60 1.50 1.12 0.96 0.11 0.26 0.12 

4 
 

177.5 26 2.18 1.31 0.31 0.46 0.18 0.22 0.04 

5 
 

190 40 5.84 1.59 1.76 1.87 0.09 0.31 0.36 

6 
 

160 20 2.13 1.23 0.24 0.35 0.16 0.18 0.03 

7 
 

160 60 1.97 1.09 0.50 0.53 0.11 0.20 0.05 

8 
 

177.5 40 1.47 1.37 1.24 1.66 0.12 1.70 0.11 

9 
 

177.5 40 1.53 1.39 1.13 0.91 0.11 0.23 0.12 

10 
 

195 60 15.29 1.63 1.70 3.62 0.12 0.66 1.16 

11 195 20 2.34 1.36 0.43 0.54 0.14 0.25 0.06 

 

As a result, the only notable increase in the concentration of xylose 

monomers occurred for the experiment with the highest temperature 

and the longest reaction time; the yield is 𝑌𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 65.7 %. Other studies 

also report a maximum hemicellulosic sugar recovery for post-

hydrolyzed fractions of hydrothermally pretreated wheat straw of 

around 60 % to 70 % 45,46. Considering that such reaction conditions are 
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unfavorable from an economic perspective, the additional post-

hydrolysis step does not significantly improve the feasibility of the 

hydrothermal pretreatment in this setup. 

 

2.3.3 Dilute Acid Pretreatment 
 

For the experiments, a solid-to-liquid ratio of 1: 10 (𝑤/𝑤) is chosen with 

a dry mass of feedstock of 30 𝑔. The chosen acid is sulfuric acid and the 

acid concentration 𝐶𝑎𝑐 concerning the solid mass is chosen to be in the 

interval 𝐶𝑎𝑐 = [0.8,1.3] %. The experiments are performed as described 
in Section 2.2.2, and the results are listed in Table 5. 

For the sugar monomer yield, it becomes apparent that the dilute acid 

pretreatment releases a significantly higher amount of xylose 

monomers compared to the results of the hydrothermal pretreatment 

in Section 2.2.3. Especially points in the octants with a higher 

temperature than the center point, longer reaction times than the 

central point, and higher and lower acid concentrations than the central 

point – points 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, and 15 – show very high monomer 

yields. Taking into account the stoichiometric factor, an average 

hydrolysate volume of 𝑉 = 250 𝑚𝐿, as well as the amount of xylan in 

hemicellulose, the highest yield is obtained for point ten with 𝑌𝑋𝑦𝑙 =

98 %. Similar high yields have been reported for a combined dilute-acid 

and steam explosion pretreatment of wheat straw, for the pretreatment 

of wheat straw with a subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis step, or for 

lower absolute monomer concentrations. 47–49. The degradation of the 

cellulosic fraction is comparatively small. As the furfural production 

occurs by the degradation of xylose, the amount of furfural for these 

conditions is low. On the other hand, the amount of acetic acid for these 

conditions is high, indicating an equally high yield for this reaction. In 

conclusion, the dilute acid pretreatment for combining the given 

feedstock, pretreatment method, and experimental conditions seems 

advantageous and a good option for the study.  
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Table 5: Results from the HPLC analysis of the dilute acid pretreatment 

experiments. 

 

No. T Time Acid Xyl Glu Ara Aac Hmf Fac Fur Xyl 
yield 

 ℃ 
 

Min wt. % wt. % wt. % wt. % wt. % wt. % wt. % wt. % % 

1 
 

160 10 0.8 1.47 0.58 1.18 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.21 

2 
 

160 26 1.7 17.84 1.80 2.25 2.82 0.17 0.00 0.28 75.38 

3 
 

173 18 1.25 20.28 1.63 2.66 2.85 0.12 0.00 0.09 85.69 

4 
 

186 26 1.7 19.48 0.40 2.63 4.11 0.22 0.31 1.99 82.35 

5 
 

186 10 0.8 4.61 0.75 2.15 0.88 0.03 0.00 0.01 19.48 

6 
 

160 10 1.7 3.15 0.51 1.50 0.81 0.01 0.00 0.00 13.31 

7 
 

160 26 0.8 12.79 1.06 2.37 1.65 0.07 0.00 0.03 54.07 

8 
 

173 18 1.25 21.04 1.84 2.64 2.95 0.15 0.00 0.13 88.92 

9 
 

186 26 0.8 23.27 2.48 2.72 3.57 0.28 0.24 0.56 98.34 

10 
 

195 18 1.25 23.29 2.27 2.72 3.63 0.23 0.19 0.34 98.42 

11 
 

151 18 1.25 1.44 0.61 1.68 1.49 0.01 0.00 0.00 6.07 

12 
 

173 4.55 1.25 1.44 0.56 0.96 0.31 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.10 

13 
 

173 18 1.25 20.45 1.72 2.55 2.95 0.14 0.22 0.12 86.43 

14 
 

173 31.45 1.25 21.30 2.56 2.62 3.71 0.26 0.28 1.01 90.02 

15 
 

173 18 2.0 21.03 2.12 2.56 4.62 0.20 0.23 0.28 88.89 

16 
 

173 18 0.5 13.80 1.24 1.70 2.04 0.10 0.13 0.10 58.32 

17 
 

186 10 1.7 1.66 0.67 1.57 0.38 0.01 0.00 0.00 7.01 
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2.3.4 Model Calibration of Mechanistic Model 
 

All model calibration and validation will only be performed based on the 

dilute acid pretreatment. Furthermore, published studies indicate that 

the prediction of xylose with a rate constant, as shown in equation (2-

4), might impair predictions over the large design space considered in 

this study 32,50. Preliminary analyses with the presented experimental 

data confirm this. Hence, the mechanistic model will only be fitted to a 

spherical sector of the design space described earlier in Section 2.3.3, as 

the resulting xylose concentrations were the highest over the whole 

design space. The reasoning behind this is the potential application in a 

biorefinery context, where a maximum amount of monomers, as one of 

the defined criteria, is required. Hence, the data points for estimation 

are points 3, 8, 10, 13, 14, 15, and 16, as listed in Table 5. Data points 4 

and 9 are used for the model validation. The design space including 

these points is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Design space of the experiments for all 17 operational conditions(• 

not estimated, ○ training data set, ● testing data set). 

 

The scripts for the identifiability analysis and the parameter estimation 
are provided through a GitHub repository 29. 
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2.3.4.1 Identifiability Analysis 

The Identifiability analysis for the kinetic model is performed as 

described in Section 2.2.7.2. The values which are determined by the 

maximum-likelihood estimation are the mean estimate θ̂i of the 

parameter i, the standard deviation σi and the upper and lower bound 

of the 95 % confidence interval of the estimate li and ui. 

The used values for the parameters are obtained by a preliminary run 

of the parameter estimation as described in Section 2.2.7.1 with 

arbitrary initial values: all frequency factors were set to 𝐴𝑖 = 1 ∙

1010 𝑠−1, all activation energies were set to 𝐸𝑖 = 100 𝑘𝐽 ∙ 𝑚𝑜𝑙
−1 and all 

reaction order exponents were set to 𝑛𝑖 = 1. The values for the initial 

parameter values are provided in the supplementary material. The 
resulting values for 𝛿𝑚𝑠𝑞𝑟 are illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Values for the parameter significance calculated as δmsqr for all 

parameter values. 
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The figure clearly illustrates that the most significant parameters are all 

activation energies, whereas both the frequency factors and the reaction 

order exponents are of minor significance. This is in agreement with 

similar investigated results, e.g., in Prunescu et al. (2015) 34. In 

consequence, the activation energies are selected as the parameters to 

be estimated. 

2.3.4.2 Parameter Estimation 

The mechanistic model’s parameter estimation is performed as 

described in Section 2.2.7.1 for the eight parameters selected in Section 

2.3.4.1, namely the activation energies. The estimated parameters’ 

initial values are the results from the initial estimation, as performed in 

Section 2.2.7.1. They are listed in the supplementary material. With 

these set values, the estimated values for the activation energies, their 

standard deviations, and upper and lower bounds for the confidence 

intervals result are given in Table 6: 

 

Table 6: Values of the estimated parameters of the pretreatment model. 

Parameter �̂�𝒊 𝝈𝒊 𝒍𝒊 𝒖𝒊 
𝐸𝑋𝑦𝑛,𝑋𝑦𝑙 

 

121.29 0.1048 121.08 121.5 

𝐸𝐶𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑙𝑢 39.246 
 

0.2618 38.718 39.775 

𝐸𝐴𝑟𝑛,𝐴𝑟𝑎 56.917 
 

0.3761 56.158 57.677 

𝐸𝐴𝑐𝑡,𝐴𝑎𝑐  38.66 
 

0.2469 38.161 39.159 

𝐸𝐺𝑙𝑢,𝐻𝑀𝐹 66.425 
 

1.2743 63.851 68.998 

𝐸𝐻𝑀𝐹,𝐹𝑎𝑐  38.036 
 

2.5472 32.891 43.18 

𝐸𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐹𝑢𝑟  25.907 
 

0.7316 24.429 27.384 

𝐸𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐷𝑒𝑔 37.374 0.2053 36.959 37.789 
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Also, the following correlation matrix results from the parameter 
estimation: 

 

𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅 =

(

 
 
 
 
 

1 0 0.02 0 0 0 0.01 0.56
0 1 0 0 0.69 0.01 0 0
0.02 0 1 0 0 0 0.57 0.28
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0.69 0 0 1 0.01 0 0
0 0.01 0 0 0.01 1 0 0
0.01 0 0.57 0 0 0 1 0.51
0.56 0 0.28 0 0 0 0.51 1 )

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The resulting standard deviations of the parameter estimation are low 

and thus indicate a very good fit. This is equally reflected in the 

correlation matrix, where only a few estimated parameters have a 

significant but not critical covariance. In comparison with other 

reported values, the found values for the activation energies in this 

study are in good agreement with findings in other studies 34,51,52. 

Overall, it can be concluded that the parameter estimation in 

combination with the identifiability analysis leads to an excellent 
estimation result that can be further investigated. 

 

2.3.5 Model Validation 
 

With the given experimental data points for the dilute acid 

pretreatment, the RSM, the GPR, and the mechanistic model are fitted. 

For the GPR model. the used basis function 𝛽 is constant, and the used 

kernel function 𝜔 is an exponential function. For the mechanistic model, 

the split between training and testing data set is described in Section 

2.3.4. The scripts for all model validations are provided through a 

GitHub repository 29. 

The metrics for each model are calculated as indicated in Section 2.2.4. 

This comprises the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the RSM model, a 

k-fold cross-validation for the GPR with 𝑘 = 5 and a single-split 
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validation with training and testing data set for the mechanistic model. 

The validation metrics for all models for training and testing data sets 

(if applicable) are indicated in Table 7: 

Table 7: Validation metrics of the RSM, the GPR, and the mechanistic model. 

 RSM GPR Mechanistic 
Model 

𝑅𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
2  0.914 

 
0.999 0.988 

𝑅𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡
2  

 
− 0.141 0.305 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 
 

2.537 0.969 0.842 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 1.277 0.682 
 

The ANOVA returns 𝐹 = 6.403 on 10 and 6 degrees of freedom, in 

connection with 𝑝 = 0.0169 < 0.05. Hence, the null hypothesis is 

rejected, and the model is considered validated. In conclusion, the RSM 

model combined with a CCD appears to be a viable combination to build 

a data-driven model from experimental data in this study’s scope. The 

GPR training data set metrics indicate an excellent fit, whereas the 

testing data set 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 increases significantly, indicating a possibly 

inferior predictive capacity. For the mechanistic model, both metrics for 

both data sets show a very good fit with even lower 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 for the testing 
set than the GPR; hence, the model also validates well. 
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2.3.6 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 
 

2.3.6.1 Uncertainty Analysis 

The uncertainty analyses for all model outputs of the mechanistic model 

were performed as described in Section 2.2.8.1. The considered 

uncertainty here is the one deriving from the estimation of the model 

parameters. The errors are assumed to be normally distributed 

according to their standard deviation, as measurement errors from the 

experimental data as error source are assumed to have random 

character. With the correlation matrix and the standard deviation of the 

parameters, a multivariate normal random distribution is generated for 

𝑁 =  1000 Monte Carlo samples. The Monte Carlo procedure is 

performed 𝑁 times for all 17 operational conditions. The scripts for the 

uncertainty analysis are provided through a GitHub repository 29. The 

results for the uncertainty in the predictions of xylose, acetic acid, and 

furfural are illustrated in the following violin plot in Figure 4. The violin 

plots for the other components are provided with the supplementary 

material. 

For the uncertainty in the xylose prediction, it becomes apparent that 

the uncertainty in the prediction is generally very low and that the 

model predicts closely the experimental results from both the training 

and the testing data set. For data points that were excluded from the 

estimation, however, the model overpredicts these values significantly. 

As already mentioned in the introduction of Section 2.5.5, this is 

expected and reflects the fact that based on this expected behavior, only 

a subset of all available data points was chosen for the estimation as 

described in subsection 2.3.4.2. 
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Figure 4: Violin plots for the results of the Monte Carlo-based uncertainty 

analysis for N=1000 samples for all 17 operational conditions (• not 

estimated, ○ training data set, ● testing data set) for the concentrations of 

xylose, acetic acid, and furfural. 
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For the uncertainty in the xylose prediction, it becomes apparent that 

the uncertainty in the prediction is generally very low and that the 

model predicts closely the experimental results from both the training 

and the testing data set. For data points that were excluded from the 

estimation, however, the model overpredicts these values significantly. 

As already mentioned in the introduction of Section 2.5.5, this is 

expected and reflects the fact that based on this expected behavior, only 

a subset of all available data points was chosen for the estimation as 

described in subsection 3.4.2. 

Similar behavior for the uncertainty in the acetic acid prediction is 

displayed, however at a smaller scale as the concentrations are 

generally lower: the data points which were not used for estimation are 

slightly overpredicted, and all but one data point in the training and 

testing data set are predicted within the range of the model uncertainty. 

For point 15, the model underpredicts the acetic acid concentration. The 

used acid concentration for this data point is 𝐶𝑎𝑐 = 2.0 𝑤𝑡%, which 

possibly explains a higher release of acetyls from the polymeric 

structure than predicted by the model as the reaction might be more 

than proportionally dependent on the acid concentration. 

The uncertainty in the furfural prediction also happens at a generally 

low level; in contrast to the xylose and acetic acid predictions, the model 

does mostly not overpredict the values for data points, even for points 

that have not been estimated. Solely for point 15, the model 

underpredicts the furfural concentration. The operational conditions 

for this data point with 𝑇 = 186  ℃, 𝑡 = 26 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑎𝑐 = 2.0 𝑤𝑡% are 

all close to the upper bound of their range. Hence, these conditions are 

rather severe for the pretreatment, potentially leading to increased 

xylose degradation and a high furfural concentration. In conclusion, the 

mechanistic model shows low uncertainty in predicting all considered 

component concentrations.  
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2.3.6.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

Similar to the uncertainty analyses, the sensitivity analyses were 

performed for all mechanistic model outputs for all three operational 

parameters. The considered ranges for the variables are 𝑇 =
[173,195] ℃, 𝑡 = [18,30] 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑎𝑐 = [0.5,2.0] 𝑤𝑡 %. All sensitivity 

analyses were performed with 𝑁 =  8192 Sobol samples. The scripts 

for the sensitivity analysis are provided through a GitHub repository 29. 

The resulting first-order and total sensitivity indices for all three 

operational variables for all output concentrations are presented in the 

heatmap in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Heat map for the values of the sensitivity analysis of all operational 

parameters for all model outputs of the mechanistic model. 

Reviewing the results for the first-order sensitivity indices in detail, a 

tendency for moderate sensitivities in the time and acid concentration 

becomes apparent. Equally, a generally low sensitivity for the 

temperature is seen. Reciprocally, the results for the total sensitivity 

indices illustrate that only the influence of the temperature in the given 
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interval would be negligible. Referring back to the uncertainty analysis 

results in subsection 2.5.6.1, the conclusions regarding the 

underprediction of acetic acid for high acid concentrations agree with a 

high first-order sensitivity index for the acid concentration on the 

output of acetic acid. Similarly, the furfural output is susceptible to the 

acid concentration due to a higher release of xylose monomers; hence 

the higher the acid concentration, the higher the furfural output. 

Combined with a high temperature and time, this can yield very high 

furfural outputs, whereas a maximal acid concentration with moderate 

temperature and time yields moderate furfural outputs. The importance 

of all three parameters in different absolute orders is also seen in other 
studies 32,50. 

 

2.3.7 Optimization of Operational Conditions 
 

As the last part of the presented study, the operational conditions of the 

dilute acid pretreatment are optimized with all developed models. The 

scripts for all optimization setups are provided through a GitHub 

repository 29. The considered objective is the output concentration of 

xylose, which is to be maximized. The objective function, as stated in (2-

9), is the respective model evaluation function. The considered bounds 

for the input variables as stated in (2-9) are 𝑇 = [173,195] ℃, 𝑡 =
[18,30] 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑎𝑐 = [0.5,2.0] 𝑤𝑡. However, a further constraint is 

included that the optimal point can only lie within the design space of 

the CCD for which the design of experiments is valid. This is expressed 
with the following equation: 

 

 |
𝑇 ∙ ℃−1 − 173

13
| + |

𝑡 ∙ 𝑚𝑖𝑛−1 − 18

8
| + |

𝐶𝑎𝑐 − 1.25

0.45
| ≤ 𝛼, (3-1) 

 

With the value of 𝛼 = 1.69 for the CCD of the dilute acid pretreatment 
experiments. 
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2.3.7.1 Results 

The optimized variables, as well as the value for the objective function, 

are listed in Table 8: 

Table 8: Results for the optimized operational variables and the value for the 

objective function of all models. 

Variable Unit RSM GPR Mechanistic 
Model 

𝑇 
 

℃ 182.4 195 191.6 

𝑡 
 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 26.2 18 18 

𝐶𝑎𝑐 
 

𝑤𝑡% 1.25 1.25 1.13 

𝑪𝑿𝒚𝒍 𝒘𝒕% 𝟐𝟓. 𝟕𝟐 𝟐𝟑. 𝟐𝟑 𝟐𝟑. 𝟒𝟕 

 

For the RSM, the point does not lie in the vicinity of already measured 

data points but rather within the design space. A single experiment for 

these conditions is performed to verify these conditions, as described in 

Section 2.2.2. The resulting concentration of xylose is 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 20.97 𝑤𝑡% 

and hence a deviation from the predicted value by 18.5 %. The RSM 

model hence overpredicted the maximum concentration significantly. 

For the GPR, although the predicted concentration is notably lower than 

the one predicted with the RSM model, the experimental value for this 

point is 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 23.29 𝑤𝑡%, which is an excellent prediction. It is to 

mention that the point is part of the training data set of the GPR, namely 

point 10. 

The predicted xylose concentration is even higher for the mechanistic 

model than the one predicted by the GPR model, while the difference 

within both the selected conditions and the output concentrations is 

marginal. This point is not verified experimentally due to the close 

vicinity of this point to point 10 of the experimental design and the 

minimal difference in the output concentrations within the uncertainty 

range of the experimental values. Nonetheless, given the sensitivity 

analysis results in subsection 2.3.6.2, a slightly reduced acid 

concentration compared to point 10 is conclusive as the most sensitive 
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operational condition for the xylose concentration is the acid 
concentration. 

2.3.7.2 Comparison 

After calibrating all models to experimental data and calibrating them 

respectively, conclusions regarding their comparability and 

performance shall be drawn in this section. Figure 6 shows contour plots 

for all three introduced models, with the output being the xylose 

concentration for respectively two of the three operational conditions, 

while the third operational condition is fixed at its mean value.

 

 

Figure 6. Contour plots of the xylose concentration for two out of three 

operational conditions, with the third fixed at its mean value.  
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For the RSM model, the contour of the xylose output is characterized by 

the underlying second-order polynomial, illustrating the global 

optimum for a maximum xylose output as a single point within the 

design space. For the GPR model, the contour plot illustrates the general 

behavior, which accounts for GPR models: The prediction in close 

vicinity of known points is excellent, whereas the uncertainty in 

prediction significantly increases for areas that do not lie in the vicinity 

to known data points. This also relates to the fact that the validation 

metrics – particularly the RMSE – for the testing data set were the 

highest of all models. This leads to the fact that several local maxima can 

be seen in the contours for the training data points. Lastly, the contour 

plots of the mechanistic model resemble the kinetic behavior of the first-

order rate expressions, which predicts the global optimum towards 

higher temperatures, average times, and lower acid concentrations. 
Lower xylose concentrations are, however, overpredicted. 

As a concluding remark, it should be stated that all models involve a 

certain level of heuristics and approximations since the exact 

mechanisms of all occurring reactions in biomass pretreatment with the 

inherently high number of components is infeasible to describe. Hence, 

using a particular model always indicates a trade-off between different 

characteristics, and there is no best one-fits-all candidate modeling 

approach. To this end, it is noted that data sets resulting from typical 

designs of experiments usually are analyzed by RSM, where our study 

highlights shortcomings of this methodology 26,53. In point of fact, to 

determine optimal conditions, predicting unseen data with a small error 

is of vital importance. Therefore, a diligent approach is the benchmark 

of different modeling approaches against each other regarding the 

prediction of unseen or test data sets. Since the mechanistic model is 

validated best in this regard, it is used for the optimization under 

uncertainty and verifies the assumptions taken regarding the feedstock. 
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2.3.8 Optimization of Operational Conditions under 

Uncertainty 
 

The purpose of the optimization step is to use the model to rigorously 

explore the design space for any conditions that can improve process 

yield. Therefore, the model is optimized under uncertainty to assess the 

effects of both the model uncertainties and the assumption regarding 

the feedstock. The uncertainty in the parameters is expressed through 

the covariance matrix and used for sampling. For the assumption in the 

feedstock composition, it is assumed that the original amount of xylan 

in hemicellulose of 80% is uniformly distributed in an interval of 

[70,80] %, and the arabinan and acetyl amounts are uniformly 

distributed in an interval of [10,15] % as a worst-case scenario. The 

solver is performing 𝑁 = 250 Monte Carlo simulations for each solver 

iteration and initially performs 25 simulations and subsequently 

performs 75 iterations. The chosen infill criterion is mcFEI, and the 

corresponding infill solver is a particle swarm solver. The scripts for the 

optimization under uncertainty are provided through a GitHub 

repository 29. 

Additionally, two further constraints for the concentration of acetic acid 

and furfural are introduced in order to assure that the predicted 

optimum does not yield higher concentrations of both components 

compared to the optimum, which was found without considering the 
uncertainty in the feedstock: 

 
𝐶𝐴𝑎𝑐 ≤ 3.705 𝑤𝑡%, 

 
(3-2) 

 𝐶𝐹𝑢𝑟 ≤ 0.5289 𝑤𝑡%. (3-3) 

   

When hedging against the uncertainty with the mean value of the 

predictions of the objective function and constraints, optimizing the 

conditions predicts a concentration of xylose of 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 22.68 𝑤𝑡% at a 

temperature of 𝑇 = 191.2℃, 𝑡 = 18 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 1.12 𝑤𝑡%. The 

resulting objective is only marginally smaller than the one predicted 

without considering uncertainty while maintaining the same 

operational conditions. Hence, it can be concluded that even with 
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varying feedstock composition, the operational conditions remain 
optimal, and on average, the output yield is reduced by about 3.3 %. 

When hedging against the uncertainty with the mean value plus one 

standard deviation of the predictions of objective function and 

constraints, optimizing the conditions predicts a concentration of xylose 

of 𝐶𝑋𝑦𝑙 = 20.88 𝑤𝑡% at a temperature of 𝑇 = 182.6℃, 𝑡 = 18 𝑚𝑖𝑛 

and 𝐶𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑 = 0.84 𝑤𝑡%. The yield for the output concentration is now 

reduced by around 10.8 % compared to the deterministic optimum. The 

chosen operational conditions vary significantly: the selected 

temperature is reduced, and the dilute acid concentration. This is 

because the formation of particularly acetic acid and partially furfural 

are influenced by the dilute acid concentration and the temperature in 

the case of acetic acid, as seen in the first-order sensitivity indices 

presented in Figure 5. In order to not infringe the constraints with the 

hedge against uncertainty, milder conditions are selected. 

In conclusion, the optimization under uncertainty showed both that the 

assumption taken about the feedstock composition and the intrinsic 

uncertainty of the model due to the parameter estimation do not 

significantly influence the prediction of the objective to produce a 

maximum amount of xylose. A study with corn stover as feedstock 

confirms that feedstock variability – apart from trivial effects – does not 

significantly influence the monomer yields 54. Moreover, the 

optimization under uncertainty with a variability of the feedstock 

composition only moderately influences the xylose concentration, as the 

chosen operational conditions are milder. 
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2.4 Conclusions 

 

In the scope of this paper, a model for biomass pretreatment was 

developed based on a case study and validated for optimizing the 

operational conditions of the pretreatment to assist the conceptual 

process design of a biorefinery. Wheat straw was chosen as feedstock, 

and pretreatment experiments with both hydrothermal and dilute acid 

pretreatment were performed. The analysis of the experiments showed 

the clear favorability of the dilute acid pretreatment. A response surface 

model, a Gaussian process regression model, and a mechanistic model 

based on mass and energy balances and first-order reaction kinetics 

were fitted to the data. All models show considerably good validation 

metrics. However, the optimal conditions found with the three models 

differ, which is relatable to each model’s properties. A comparative 

analysis shows that the predictions of the mechanistic model are most 

reliable for the underlying case study, which is thus recommended for 

use in conceptual process design. Furthermore, optimizing the 

operational conditions under different uncertainty scenarios shows that 

the model assumptions do not affect the predicted performance and 

consequently confirm the robustness of the model for use in process 
design applications under uncertainty. 

Furthermore, more fundamental knowledge about the reaction 

mechanisms and the factors influencing them will significantly improve 

the predictive quality of knowledge-driven pretreatment models and 

broaden their validation range. Moreover, this allows for evaluating 

different pretreatment methods and feedstocks with the same 

knowledge-driven model, facilitating the conceptual process design 

even further and helping to assess viable biorefinery concepts for more 

sustainable production of chemicals. 
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2.7 Supplementary Material 

2.7.1 Design of Experiments 
Both pretreatment methods are highly influenced by the pretreatment 

temperature and the residence time. Furthermore, for the dilute acid 

pretreatment, the amount of used acid is influential. This results in an 

experimental design with two factors for the autothermal and three 

factors for the dilute acid pretreatment. 

In the light of the desired optimization of operational conditions and the 

development of a mechanistic model for the pretreatment, a central 

composite design (CCD) is chosen. The properties and setup of a CCD 

are described by Dean et al. as follows: The CCD consists of a factorial 

design with two levels (-1,1) for reach investigated factor, a set of center 

points, with the median value (0) of each factorial and a set of axial or 

star points, which are identical to the center points except for one factor 

but take values both below and above the median of the two factorial 

levels (−𝛼, 𝛼). The center point is replicated in order to calculate the 

variance of the experimental data. The CCD can either be circumscribed, 

inscribed, or face-centered. With the circumscribed design, the factorial 

points are on the two levels, and the axial points lie on a circle, 

circumscribing the factorial block with 𝛼 > 1. For the inscribed design, 

the star points lie on the two levels (-1,1), and the factorial points lie on 

(−𝛼, 𝛼) with 𝛼 < 1. For the face-centered design, both the factorial and 

the axial points lie at (-1,1) [1]. In this study, the CCD is calculated with 

the RSM library in R [2]. 
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2.7.2 Reaction Equations of the Mechanistic Model 
All indicated reactions are stoichiometrically formulated in Table S1, 

with water as reactant being excluded due to it being the main 

component of the reaction phase and hence assuming its concentration 

constant. 

Table S1: Stoichiometric reaction equations of the mechanistic model 
 

1. 𝑋𝑦𝑛 → 1.136 𝑋𝑦𝑜 
2. 𝐶𝑒𝑙 → 1.111 𝐺𝑙𝑢 
3. 𝐴𝑟𝑛 → 1.136 𝐴𝑟𝑎 
4. 𝐴𝑐𝑡 → 1.365 𝐴𝑎𝑐 
5. 𝐺𝑙𝑢 → 𝐻𝑀𝐹 
6. 𝐻𝑀𝐹 → 𝐹𝑎𝑐 
7. 𝑋𝑦𝑙 → 𝐹𝑢𝑟 
8. 𝑋𝑦𝑙 → 𝐷𝑒𝑔 

 

2.7.3 Parameter Estimation & Identifiability Analysis 

 
2.7.3.1 Parameter Estimation 

According to Sin et al. (2016), the model parameters 𝜃 are treated as 

true, their estimators �̂� are treated as random variables. Parameters, in 
general, have to be estimated from data, which is inherently error- 
prone. Therefore, a stochastic process is assumed: 

 

 
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝜃) + 휀,  휀~𝑁(0, 𝜎2). 

(1) 

The model output 𝑦 is a function of the model parameters 𝜃 plus 

assumed measurement errors with Gaussian white noise 휀. Due to the 

mentioned error-prone measurements, the estimation has a degree of 

uncertainty. This uncertainty of the parameters propagates to the model 

output when using it for simulation purposes. In order to obtain values 

for 𝜃, they are estimated from a likelihood estimation 𝐿 following a 

multivariate normal distribution: 
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1 (𝑦 − 𝑓(𝜃)2 
𝐿(𝑦, 𝜃) = ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− ). 

𝜎√2𝜋 2𝜎2
 

(2) 

The most likely estimate of the parameters 𝜃 are the parameters �̂�,  
which maximize the likelihood function: 

 

 
�̂� = arg max 𝐿(𝑦, 𝜃). 

(3) 

A particular case of the maximum likelihood estimation assumes 
independent measurement errors with Gaussian white noise. Then the 
likelihood function becomes the following loss function: 

 

(𝑦 − 𝑓(𝜃))2 
𝑆(𝑦, 𝜃) = ∑ . 

𝜎2 

(4) 

The minimum of this function again equals the estimators: 
 

 
�̂� = arg min 𝑆(𝑦, 𝜃). 

(5) 

To assess the quality of the estimated parameters, the covariance matrix 
of the estimators is calculated and analyzed: 

 

 
𝐶𝑂𝑉(�̂�) = 𝑠2 ∙ (ℐ′ ∙ ℐ)−1, 

(6) 

Where ℐ is the Jacobian of the estimated parameters: 
 

 
𝜕𝑓(𝜃) 

ℐ = 
𝜕𝜃 

, 

(7) 
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And 𝜎2 the unbiased estimation of the variance, obtained from the 

residuals of the minimization of the loss function: 
 

𝜎2 = 
𝑆𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑦, 𝜃)

,
 

𝑛 − 𝑝 

(8) 

With 𝑛 as the number of measurements and 𝑝 as the number of 

estimated parameters. Based on the covariance matrix, the confidence 

interval of the prediction is calculated. For this, the covariance matrix of 

the prediction is determined by a linear error propagation approach: 
 

 
𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝑦) = ℐ ∙ 𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝜃) ∙ ℐ′, 

(9) 

which then yields the (1 − 𝛼) confidence interval of the predictions: 
 

 
 

𝑦1−𝛼 = 𝑦 ± √𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(𝐶𝑂𝑉(𝑦)) ∙ 𝑡(𝑁 − 𝑚, 𝛼⁄2), 

(10) 

Assuming a student-t distribution [3]. The estimation problem is solved 

with the lsqnonlin solver of the Optimization toolbox in MATLAB. 

 
 

2.7.3.2 Identifiability Analysis 

According to Brun et al. (2002), the identifiability analysis uses the first- 

order derivative of an output 𝑦 with respect to the inputs 𝒙. The absolute 

sensitivity 𝑠𝑎 is defined as the effect on perturbing 𝑥 around its nominal 

value 𝑥0: 
 

𝜕𝑦 
𝑠𝑎 = 

𝜕𝑥
. 

(11) 

Consequently, the relative sensitivity 𝑠𝑟 is defined as the effect on 

perturbing 𝑥 around a nominal value 𝑥0 with a fixed fraction of the 

nominal value: 
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𝜕𝑦 𝑥0 
𝑠𝑟 = 

𝜕𝑥 
∙ 

𝑦0. 

(12) 

The values for the absolute and the relative sensitivity are calculated 
numerically with a small perturbation ∆𝑥 of the model input: 

 

𝜕𝑦 𝑓(𝑥0 + ∆𝑥) − 𝑓(𝑥0 − ∆𝑥) 

𝜕𝑥 
= 

2∆𝑥 
.
 

(13) 

The following methodology consists of two steps. The first step is a 
parameter significance ranking. The parameter significance 𝛿𝑚𝑠𝑞𝑟 is 
calculated as follows: 

 
 

 

𝑚𝑠𝑞𝑟 
1 𝑁

 
𝛿 = √ ∑ (𝑠𝑟𝑖). 

𝑁 𝑖=1 

(14) 

As the second step, the collinearity indices 𝛾𝑘 of all parameter subsets 
𝜃𝑘 for 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 as the subset in the set 𝐾 of full factorial combinations of 

all parameters are calculated. The collinearity index is defined as 
follows: 

 

1 
𝛾𝑘 =  , 

√min 𝜆𝑘 

(15) 

with 𝜆𝑘 being the following eigenvalue: 
 

𝜆𝑘 = eigen(𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚′ ∙ 𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑘), 
𝑘 

(16) 

where the normalized sensitivity is defined as: 
 

𝑠𝑟𝑘 

𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑘 = 
‖𝑠𝑟 

. 
‖ 

(17) 

The interpretation of these calculations is twofold: Ideally, all 
parameters, which are identified to have high cumulated significance 

𝛿𝑚𝑠𝑞𝑟 are found in a parameter subset 𝑘∗, which then possibly shows a 

low collinearity index. In that way, all the significant parameters can be 
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uniquely identified in a parameter analysis, being favorable for a robust 
model [4]. The entire procedure is implemented in MATLAB. 

 
 

7.4 Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis 

 
7.4.1 Monte Carlo-Based Uncertainty Analysis 

In detail, Monte Carlo method described by Sin et al. (2009) is 
structured in the following way: 

1. Input Uncertainty Definition 

For all the parameters 𝑚, which are considered uncertain, a range or 

distribution for each is defined. The distribution is usually normal or 

uniform, but other distributions are also possible. With estimated 

parameters, favorably the covariance matrix and standard deviations 

are provided. 

2. Sampling 

For the sampling, a sufficiently high number 𝑁 is set, as well as an 
appropriate sampling technique. In this case, Latin Hypercube Sampling 
is chosen due to its reliability for a high-dimensional input space. The 
output is a sampled input space 𝑋𝑁 × 𝑚. 

3. Monte Carlo Simulation 

The sampled input space 𝑋𝑁 × 𝑚 is now used to create the respective 
output space 𝑌𝑁 × 𝑛 for all output variables 𝑛 by evaluating the model 
for all samples 𝑁. 

4. Analysis 

From the output, the mean value, standard deviations, and percentiles 

are calculated. In the case of priorly estimated parameters, both have to 

be considered contextually to interpret the uncertainties conclusively 

[5]. The entire procedure is implemented in MATLAB. 

7.4.2 Variance-Based Sensitivity Analysis 
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Saltelli et al. (2010) describe the method as follows: For independent 
inputs, the variance of the model output 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦) can be partitioned in 
the following way: 

 

𝑘 

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑦) = ∑ 𝑉𝑖 + ∑ ∑ 𝑉𝑖𝑗 +. . . +𝑉123…𝑘. 

𝑖 𝑖 𝑘 

(18) 

The variance results to: 
 

𝑉𝑖 = ∫ 𝑓(𝜃𝑖)2 𝑑𝜃𝑖, 

(19) 

and the corresponding function evaluation to: 
 

 
𝑓(𝜃𝑖) = 𝐸(𝑦|𝜃𝑖) − 𝑓0. 

(20) 

For the sensitivity analysis, both the first-order sensitivity index 𝑆𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖 

of an input parameter 𝜃𝑖, as well as its total sensitivity index 𝑆𝑇𝑖 can be 

calculated. The first order sensitivity explains this parameter’s single 
effect, indicating the expected variance reduction if this parameter 
could be fixed. Hence, the total sensitivity is the expected variance if all 
the parameters except the respective one could be fixed [6]. 

 

 

7.5 Model Validation & Metrics 

 
Each model in the presented study is validated differently. The 
particular procedures of each model are listed in the following section: 

 Analysis of Variance 

The RSM model as a statistical model is classically validated by 

analyzing the significance of each term through an analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) [8]. As the underlying statistical hypothesis of RSM is that 

there is a relationship between the input variables and the predicted 

output variable, the ANOVA utilizes the mean and variance of each 

estimated model term in order to determine the quality of the fit [9]. For 
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a detailed explanation of the statistical backgrounds on ANOVA, the F- 
test, and the p-value, the reader is referred to the book by Dean et al. 
(2012) [9]. 

 Cross-Validation 

In machine learning, a standard model validation practice is cross- 

validation and, in particular 𝑘-fold cross-validation [10]. Here, the set of 

data points is divided into 𝑘 equal parts, and subsequently, 𝑘 − 1 parts 

are used for training the model – in this case, the GPR – and the 𝑘-th part 

of the data is held back for testing the model. This procedure is repeated 

𝑘 times so that each of the equal parts is used once for testing and 𝑘 − 1 

times for training the model. For each iteration, the desired validation 

metrics – in this case, the coefficient of determination and the root mean 

square error – are calculated. A typical value for cross-validation is 𝑘 = 

5 [10]. 

 Train & Test Single-Split Validation 

In contrast to cross-validation, where one data set is split into several 

parts and repeatedly used, for the classic train & test split validation, the 

data set is split into one dedicated training data set and one dedicated 

testing data set; the split ratio depends on the underlying case [10], [11]. 

The used metrics for quantifying both the goodness of fit and the 

predictive quality of the model, both the coefficient of determination 𝑅2 

and the root mean square error 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 are suitable metrics. The former 

is calculated as follows: 
 

∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖  
𝑅2 = 1 − , 

∑𝑖∈𝐼 𝑦𝑖 − �̅� 

(21) 

With 𝑦𝑖 being the measured data points in the set 𝐼, �̂�𝑖  being the 

equivalent data points predicted by the model and �̅� being the mean 
value of the measured data in set 𝐼. The latter is calculated with the 
following equation: 

 
 

 

∑𝑖∈𝐼(𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖 )2 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ 
|𝐼| 

, 

(22) 
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With the cardinality of the set of data points |𝐼| in order to calculate the 

mean value. Due to the particularities of each introduced model, the 

precise procedure for their validation differs in certain aspects. A 

detailed description of each model can be found in the supplementary 

material. 

 
 

7.6 Optimization 

 
For solving the constrained nonlinear problem with each presented 

model in order to optimize the operational conditions for the 

pretreatment, different functionalities and toolboxes are used. They are 

presented in the following section: 

 RSM 

The RSM model is two times differentiable and can be optimized 

analytically by calculating the gradient ∇ of the polynomial and its 

Hessian matrix ℋ to global optimality [12]. The operational conditions 

𝑥∗ that maximize the response variable need to fulfill the following 
conditions: 

 

∇𝑓𝑅𝑆𝑀(𝑥∗) = 0, 

ℋ(𝑥∗) < 0. 

(23) 

This optimization is constrained to the upper and lower bounds of the 
operational variables, which do not fulfill the criteria in equation (23); 
these have to be evaluated separately. Equally, for the optimization 

study, the rsm library in R is chosen 

 GPR 

In contrast to the RSM model, a GPR model is not per se differentiable; 

this depends on the employed kernel and basis function. Hence, a 

numerical solution of the NLP with the GPR model instead of an 

analytical solution is calculated in this study. In the scope of this study, 

a genetic algorithm as representative of metaheuristics is chosen. 

Genetic Algorithms are population-based solvers that mimic biological 
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evolution and impose constraints on the objective function of the 
underlying optimization problem. They do not necessarily guarantee 
global optimality; however, this shortcoming is alleviated due to the 

population-based approach [13]. For the optimization, the ga function 

as the genetic algorithm of the Global Optimization toolbox of MATLAB 
is used with the fitted GPR. 

 Mechanistic Model 

For the mechanistic model, the underlying functional relations are 
differentiable. However, obtaining an analytical solution to the 
optimization problem is far from straightforward due to the model 
being a system of partially coupled ordinary differential equations. 
Hence, for this NLP, a numerical solver based on sequential quadratic 
programming is employed, being a gradient-based solver that works 
efficiently for constrained NLPs [12]. The fmincon solver is used for the 
optimization, employing a sequential quadratic programming algorithm 

optimizer in MATLAB. Furthermore, the multi-start function of the 

Global Optimization toolbox in MATLAB is used to assure global 
optimality. 

 Optimization under Uncertainty 

Al et al. (2020) describe the solver as follows: The solver itself utilizes 

Monte Carlo simulations in connection with a stochastic kriging 

metamodel. The metamodel is closely related to the presented GPR but 

extended with a term that incorporates extrinsic uncertainty. The solver 

utilizes an infill criterion which calculates an expected improvement for 

the next iteration upon which this new point is evaluated and added as 

an input to the metamodel. The solver is benchmarked thoroughly and 

excels in combination with the introduced infill criterion compared to 

others [14]. 
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7.7 Parameter Estimation 
The initially estimated parameters for the activation energies and the 
reaction order exponents, which are fixed for the estimation of the 
activation energies, are listed in Table S2: 

Table S2: Values of the pretreatment model’s fixed parameters based on an 

initial estimation. 
 
 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
𝐴𝑋𝑦𝑛,𝑋𝑦𝑙 7.2492 ∙ 1011 𝑛𝑋𝑦𝑛,𝑋𝑦𝑙 1.3029 
𝐴𝐶𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑙𝑢 8.3404 ∙ 101 𝑛𝐶𝑒𝑙,𝐺𝑙𝑢 0.45938 
𝐴𝐴𝑟𝑛,𝐴𝑟𝑎 2.8249 ∙ 105 𝑛𝐴𝑟𝑛,𝐴𝑟𝑎 0.77198 
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑡,𝐴𝑎𝑐 1.8263 ∙ 103 𝑛𝐴𝑐𝑡,𝐴𝑎𝑐 0.9038 

𝐴𝐺𝑙𝑢,𝐻𝑀𝐹 6.6523 ∙ 105 𝑛𝐺𝑙𝑢,𝐻𝑀𝐹 0.44371 
𝐴𝐻𝑀𝐹,𝐹𝑎𝑐 1.7066 ∙ 103 𝑛𝐻𝑀𝐹,𝐹𝑎𝑐 1.2807 
𝐴𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐹𝑢𝑟 2.1498 ∙ 101 𝑛𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐹𝑢𝑟 0.042991 
𝐴𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐷𝑒𝑔 2.914 ∙ 102 𝑛𝑋𝑦𝑙,𝐷𝑒𝑔 0.46321 

 
 

The scripts for the parameter estimation are provided through a GitHub 
repository [15]. 
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7.8 Convergence of the Uncertainty Analysis 

 
The convergence of the uncertainty analysis is visualized in S 1 .  

 

 
Figure S1: Convergence of the uncertainty analysis in the prediction of xylose 

for N=10 (●), N=100 (●) and N=1000 (●) Monte Carlo samples 

For all 17 design points, the Monte Carlo simulations are repeated for 

𝑁 = 10, 𝑁 = 100 and 𝑁 = 1000 samples. It is visible, that the 

convergence is reached at fairly low sampling levels. 
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Abstract 

 

This study evaluated the individual and combined effects of inhibitory 

compounds formed during pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass on 

the growth of Bacillus subtilis. Ten inhibitory compounds commonly 

present in lignocellulosic hydrolysates were evaluated, which included 

sugar degradation products (furfural and 5-hydroxymethylfurfural), 

acetic acid, and seven phenolic compounds derived from lignin (benzoic 

acid, vanillin, vanillic acid, ferulic acid, p-coumaric acid, 4-

hydroxybenzoic acid, and syringaldehyde). For the individual inhibitors, 

syringaldehyde showed the most toxic effect, completely inhibiting the 

strain growth at 0.1 g/L. In the sequence, assays using mixtures of the 

inhibitory compounds at a concentration of 25% of their IC50 value 

were performed to evaluate the combined effect of the inhibitors on the 

strain growth. These experiments were planned according to a Plackett-

Burman experimental design. Statistical analysis of the results revealed 

that in mixture, benzoic acid and furfural were the most potent 

inhibitors affecting the growth of B. subtilis. These results contribute to 

a better understanding of the individual and combined effects of 

inhibitory compounds present in biomass hydrolysates, on the 

microbial performance of B. subtilis. Such knowledge is important to 

advance the development of sustainable biomanufacturing processes 

using this strain cultivated in complex media produced from 

lignocellulosic biomass, supporting the development of efficient bio-
based processes using B. subtilis. 
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3.1 Introduction 

 

Due to its low cost, large availability (181.5 billion tons/year)1, and 

sugar-rich composition, lignocellulosic biomass has attracted great 

interest to be used as a feedstock for the production of a wide range of 

bio-based products. One of the main advantages of using these materials 

in bioprocesses is that they do not compete with the food supply or 

existing arable land, as lignocellulosic materials include residues and 

side streams from agriculture, forestry, energy crops, biorefineries, and 

pulp mills2,3. In the last decade, lignocellulosic biomass has gained 

increased attention as a feedstock for many industrial processes, among 

which includes the production of enzymes. Although the global market 

for enzymes in industrial applications is expected to grow from USD 6.4 

billion in 2021 to USD 8.7 billion by 20264, high production costs and 

high levels of competition have put pressure on the enzyme industry to 

seek new sustainable alternatives for their processes. Using 

lignocellulose as a feedstock can improve the sustainability of the 

production chain and reduce substrate costs, which, next to capital 
investment (50%), make up a third of the total costs5. 

Lignocellulose mainly consists of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin 

fractions. In spite of the potential of lignocellulosic biomass as a source 

of sugars for bioprocesses, some key problems related to their 

utilization still must be overcome to accelerate the transition towards a 

society less dependent on fossil fuels. One of these main problems is due 

to the fact that sugars present in lignocellulosic biomass are not freely 

available for biochemical conversion by microorganisms. Therefore, a 

pretreatment step is commonly required to break the physical and 

chemical bonds between the main constituents of the biomass, releasing 

sugars that can be used for fermentation6. However, pretreatment is not 

a selective reaction, and besides solubilizing hemicellulose sugars, it 

also promotes the formation and release of several other compounds 

from the lignocellulose structure, which have negative effects on 

fermentation, affecting the microbial metabolism and reducing the 

efficiency of the strain to convert sugars into products. The severity and 

mechanism of inhibition depend on the chemistry of the specific 
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compound, the environment during microbial fermentation, and the 

tolerance of the microorganism to each toxic compound7. The by-

products generated from cellulose and hemicellulose fractions range 

from weak acids, for example from the acetyl groups present in 

hemicellulose, to furans formed during the degradation of sugars. Part 

of the lignin also breaks down during pretreatment, generating other 

inhibitory (phenolic) compounds8. The presence of inhibitory 

compounds together with sugars is one of the major challenges 

hindering the efficient utilization of lignocellulosic biomass 

hydrolysates in bioprocesses. Elucidating the individual and combined 

effects of these compounds on microbial performance to grow is 

essential to finding solutions to this problem, and obtaining an efficient 

and cost-competitive product formation from complex media produced 

from plant-based materials9. In this study, Bacillus subtilis was the 

microbial strain considered to evaluate the effect of inhibitory 

compounds, as it is a major workhorse in the production of industrial 

enzymes. This status is due to several reasons: it has high growth rates, 

is generally regarded as safe (GRAS) by the FDA, and is able to secrete 

high levels of protein10. Moreover, B. subtilis has a number of validated 

and putative transporters, which enable it to take up several types of 

monomeric sugars, making it a prime candidate for enzyme production 

based on biomass. Furthermore, the physiology and biochemistry of B. 
subtilis have been extensively studied due to its relevance to industry. 

The aim of this study was to elucidate the individual and combined 

effects of the inhibitory compounds present in lignocellulosic biomass 

hydrolysates on the growth performance of B. subtilis. The ten most 

common inhibitory compounds present in lignocellulosic hydrolysates 

were tested at different concentration levels, and the strain growth was 

monitored. The half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) was 

determined for each inhibitor. Then, assays using a mixture of the 

inhibitors were performed according to a Plackett–Burman 

experimental design. In the end, the results allowed us to conclude 

which individual inhibitory compounds and mixtures are the most toxic 

to B. subtilis. 
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3.2 Material and Methods 

 

3.2.1 Microorganism and Inoculum Preparation 

 

Bacillus subtilis BS168 was the microorganism used in the experiments. 

The strain was grown in M9 minimal media (Sigma-Aldrich, Burlington, 

MA, USA) supplemented with glucose (10 g/L) and tryptophan (0.05 

g/L), at 250 rpm and 37 ◦C. Cryopreserved cells were grown overnight 

on LB agar plates at 37 ◦C, after which a single colony was used to 

inoculate a 12 mL culture tube containing 5 mL of LB, and the culture 

was kept for 8 h. Then, 10 µL of this culture was grown for 15 h in a 250 

mL shake flask containing 20 mL of M9 medium (supplemented with 1 

mL of 10 g/L yeast extract solution) to serve as inoculum for the growth 
experiments. 

 

3.2.2 Culture Media and Conditions 

 

The following inhibitory compounds were tested in the experiments: 

furfural, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF), acetic acid, vanillin, vanillic 

acid, benzoic acid, ferulic acid, p-coumaric acid, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, 

and syringaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich). Stock solutions of all inhibitors 

were prepared in 98% (v/v) ethanol at concentrations close to their 

respective solubility. Subsequently, dilutions were made in M9 minimal 

medium to obtain the inhibitors at appropriate concentrations for use 

in the experiments. To determine the effect of inhibitors on microbial 

growth rate, cells were grown in microtiter plates incubated in a Growth 

Profiler 960 (EnzyScreen, Heemstede, The Netherlands) at 250 rpm, 37 

◦C. Microtiter plate wells (280 µL) were inoculated with 20 µL of 

diluted preculture, so that the starting optical density (OD600) was 

approximately 0.05. The OD600 was measured every 20 min. All tests 
were performed in triplicate. 
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3.2.3 Determination of Growth Rate and Lag Phase 

 

Growth rates were determined following the method described by 

Hemmerich et al. 11, which is based on an iterative procedure: first, the 

growth curve is transformed by a natural logarithm, followed by 

weighted linear regression to obtain the logarithmic growth phase. 

Then, three stopping criteria are applied. If the stopping criteria are not 

met, a new iteration is started. The three stopping criteria are defined 

as follows: firstly, the set R2 value has to be met. The second criterion 

dictates that the increase in biomass in the last data point needs to be 

higher than the increase in the previous point to exclude data from the 

transition to the stationary phase. The final stopping criterion dictates 

that there must be an overall positive increase in biomass to rule out 

any measurement artefacts. If all these stopping criteria are met, the µ 

is calculated according to Equation (1). 

Equation 1 

𝜇 =
1

𝑐𝑋
×

𝑑𝑐𝑋

𝑑𝑡
≈

∆ 𝑙𝑛(𝑐𝑥)

∆𝑡
 

The lag phase of bacterial growth can be mathematically defined as the 

time up to the maximum of the second derivate of the growth curve12. 

This is the time point at which the growth rate increase is maximal. 

Determination of the lag phase was performed manually in Excel 

(Microsoft, Richmond, VA, USA) by taking the moving average of 7 

points in the growth. The half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) 

was defined as the concentration of the inhibitor at which the growth 
rate µ was half that of the control13. 
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3.2.4 Plackett–Burman Experimental Design 

 

The Plackett–Burman experimental design was chosen to evaluate the 

effect of mixtures of inhibitors, since it allows the screening of 

numerous parameters in a relatively small number of experiments14. In 

these experiments, 12 different combinations of 10 different inhibitors 

were tested in triplicate. The concentration at which the growth rate 

was 50% of the control without inhibition (IC50) was calculated to each 

inhibitor by linear regression of the linear part of the inhibition curves. 

As combining multiple inhibitors at their corresponding IC50 values 

resulted in no growth, lower concentrations were also tested. One-

eighth of the IC50 values yielded an optimal response for the 

determination of the main effects of inhibitors on growth rate. The 

design and statistical analysis of the Plackett–Burman experimental 

design were performed using the software Minitab (Minitab Inc., State 

College, PA, USA). Additional data about the Plackett–Burman design 

are shown in the Supplementary Materials. 
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Individual Effects of Inhibitory Compounds 

Experimental growth curves and lag phases of B. subtilis grown in 

varying concentrations of the 10 different inhibitory compounds are 

shown in Figures 1 and 2. To obtain an appropriate range of growth for 

all inhibitory compounds, multiple independent experiments were 

performed with varying concentrations. The results obtained for each 

category of inhibitor compound (furan derivatives, weak acids, and 

phenolic compounds) are presented and discussed below. 

3.3.1.1 Furan Derivatives  

The degradation of pentoses and hexoses during pretreatment results 

in the formation of furfural and 5-HMF, respectively8. Both furan 

derivatives are toxic to the cell as they inhibit the glycolytic and 

fermentative enzymes essential to central metabolic pathways and the 

cross-linking of proteins, and cause DNA damage15,16. In addition, furan 

derivatives deteriorate membrane integrity because of their high 

hydrophobicity, causing membrane leakage/disruption and ultimately 

leading to lower ATP production and a drop in the growth rate17.  

Furfural inhibited the growth of B. subtilis at concentrations as low as 

0.05 g/L (Figure 1A). The growth rate was about half the value of the 

control at a concentration of 0.2 g/L and was further reduced to roughly 

35% at concentrations of 0.5 g/L and higher (Figure 2A). Higher 

concentrations resulted in a longer lag phase, while growth rates 

remained constant. B. subtilis appears to be more sensitive to furfural 

compared to certain yeast species, as it is shown that furfural 

concentrations below 0.5 g/L had a positive effect on the cell growth of 

Pichia stipitis, for example,18. Zheng et al.19 discovered a B. subtilis strain 

(DS3) capable of growing on and utilizing furfural as sole carbon source. 

There is a possibility that other B. subtilis strains, including the one used 

in this study, could also utilize furfural as their sole carbon source, but 

this has not yet been proven and was also not investigated in this study. 

5-HMF is commonly present in lower concentrations than furfural in 

hemicellulose hydrolysates; due to the low amount of hexoses usually 

present in hemicelluloses, the conditions usually applied for 

pretreatment (which do not degrade large amount of hexoses), and the 
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high reactivity of 5-HMF8. In the present study, 5-HMF showed an 

overall similar response to that of furfural: at higher concentrations, the 

microbial growth rate was reduced to a low, constant level, while the lag 

phase was prolonged (Figures 1B and 2A). Zhang et al.20 investigated the 

effect of furfural and 5-HMF on the growth rate of a Bacillus coagulans 

species and found stronger growth inhibition of furfural compared to 5- 

HMF at concentrations below 3 g/L. However, at higher concentrations, 

the inhibition by 5- HMF was more severe than furfural. Although 

inhibition occurred at lower concentrations in the current work, the 

trend of inhibition found by Zhang and co-authors matches with the 

results obtained in this study: B. subtilis is more resistant to higher 

concentrations of furfural than 5-HMF (Figure 2A), but inhibition by 

furfural occurs even at low concentrations. In contrast, Pereira et al.21 

found that the growth of B. subtilis NCCB 70064 was inhibited less by 5-

HMF compared to furfural. Moreover, the authors observed growth 

even at 2 g/L of 5-HMF, while in our study, no growth was observed at 
5-HMF concentrations over 1 g/L (Figure 2A). 

3.3.1.2 Weak Acids  

 During pretreatment of lignocellulosic biomass, weak acids such as 

acetic acid, formic acid, levulinic acid, and benzoic acid can be formed or 

released from the material structure. Undissociated weak acids are 

generally liposoluble and able to diffuse across the plasma membrane 

into the cytosol. Due to the neutral intracellular pH, weak acids 

dissociate, lowering the pH of the cell [8]. Multiple explanations have 

been proposed to explain the inhibitory effect of weak acids entering the 

cell. Active transport and ATPase can remove the dissociated acids and 

protons, respectively, but both are at the expense of ATP. As the proton-

pumping capacity of the cell falls short at higher acid concentrations, the 

depletion of the ATP content, lower proton motive force, and 

acidification of the intracellular environment will lead to low cell 

viability [22]. In addition, it has been suggested that enzymes are not 

only inhibited by internal acidification, but also by the accumulation of 

the anionic form of the acid [23]. The inhibitory effects of weak acids are 

highly dependent on the ratio of dissociated to undissociated forms, 

which is dictated by the pH of the environment and pKa of the 

compound.  
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The two weak acids investigated in this study included acetic acid and 

benzoic acid. Acetic acid is released from the hemicellulose structure, 

while benzoic acid is a lignin degradation product [9]. For an acetic acid 

concentration of 0.75 g/L, no significant inhibition was observed in 

terms of lag phase or maximal growth rate (Figures 1C and 2B). 

However, when observing the growth curve (Figure 1C), an inhibitory 

effect is clear at this concentration. It seems that B. subtilis has a 

biphasic growth pattern when acetic acid is present in the medium. B. 
subtilis cultures are able to consume acetate and produce acetoin when 

extracellular acetate levels rise to toxic levels. Acetoin is a non-toxic pH-

neutral overflow metabolite that can be used as a carbon source in later 

growth stages [24], which could explain the biphasic growth pattern 

observed in the present study. At a concentration of 2 g/L, growth only 

occurs after 48 h at 29% of the rate of the control.  

The inhibitory effect of acetic acid is highly dependent on the pH of the 

medium. The productivity of P. stipitis, for example, dropped by 50% 

when the strain was grown in 0.8 g/L or 13.8 g/L of acetic acid at pH 5.1 

or 6.5, respectively [25]. On the other hand, an increase in productivity 

at concentrations up to 1 g/L was observed for Candida guilliermondii, 
while other authors observed the same effect up to 10 g/L for 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae [26,27]. This allows us to conclude that the 

inhibiting effect of acetic acid is dependent on the species of 

microorganism and experimental conditions used for cultivation.  

Unlike the acetic acid, the inhibitory effect of benzoic acid was clearly 

visible from 0.5 g/L onwards, while the lag phase was fairly constant 

(Figure 1D). The constant lag phase might indicate that the cell does not 

have a specific coping mechanism for benzoic acid. The cell does need to 

expend energy to reduce the intracellular concentration of the acid, as 

well as maintain a suitable intracellular pH; this energy cannot be used 

for growth, thus reducing the growth rate [28]. According to the 

literature, the minimal inhibitory concentration of benzoic acid for 

several yeast species varies between 0.17 and 1.25 g/L [29]. Benzoic 

acid was also found to be a potent inhibitor of the growth of 

Rhodosporidium toruloides, increasing the lag phase of this yeast by 

60% compared to the control when present in concentrations higher 
than 1 mM [9]. 
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Figure 1. (continues on the next pages) 
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Figure 1. Experimental growth curves of Bacillus subtilis in M9 minimal media 

containing different concentrations of inhibitory compounds. (A) Furfural; 

(B) 5-Hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF); (C) Acetic acid; (D) Benzoic acid; (E) 

Ferulic acid; (F) Vanillic acid; (G) Vanillin; (H) p-Coumaric acid; (I) 4-

Hydroxybenzoic acid; (J) Syringaldehyde. Average standard deviation of the 

data points was 17%. The lag phases shown in the bar graphs are average 

values of multiple experiments. The black line corresponds to the average lag 

phase of the controls without inhibitors present. 
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3.3.1.3 Phenolic Compounds 

Phenolic compounds include acids (e.g., ferulic acid, p-coumaric acid, 

vanillic acid, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid), alcohols (e.g., guaiacol, catechol, 

vanillyl alcohol), and aldehydes (e.g., vanillin, syringaldehyde), some of 

which are considered the most potent inhibitors of microbial growth 30. 

Molecular weight, polarity, and side groups dictate the specific 

inhibitory effect of each phenolic compound. Phenolic compounds 

generally cause a loss of integrity of cell membranes, leading to a loss of 

barrier capacity of the membrane. Consequently, a change in the 

intracellular environment occurs, reducing ATP levels, impairing proton 

motive force, and reducing protein function and nutrient transport8. In 

addition, phenolic compounds can cause enzyme denaturation, damage 

the cytoskeleton, as well as cause DNA damage by enhancing the 

formation of reactive oxygen species, and induce programmed cell 

death31.  

Ferulic acid, vanillic acid, and vanillin are derivatives of the guaiacyl 

building block of lignin32. For the range of 0.25–1.5 g/L of ferulic acid, 

the growth of B. subtilis was increasingly inhibited with a concomitant 

prolonged lag phase (Figures 1E and 2C). The gradual increase in the lag 

phase might indicate that the organism has a way to adapt and survive 

under conditions with increasing levels of ferulic acid. For vanillic acid, 

a concentration of 2 g/L caused a reduction in growth to 55% compared 

to the control, with a 50% increase in the lag phase (Figure 1F and 2C). 

At 4 g/L of vanillic acid, the growth rate was still at 35% of the control, 

while the lag phase was increased up to 36 h. This lag phase was longer 

than that with the chemically similar ferulic acid at the highest 

concentration, indicating that for vanillic acid, a coping mechanism 

might also be present. It was found that ferulic acid is a stronger 

inhibitor to the growth of Clostridium beijerincki than vanillic acid33.  

The results match with the effect of vanillic acid reported on the growth 

of other bacteria. For Escherichia coli and Bacillus cereus, for example, 

vanillic acid started to show a negative effect on the strain growth from 

0.84 g/L and 0.42 g/L, respectively34. Although vanillin is chemically 

closely related to vanillic acid, it appears to be considerably more toxic. 

B. subtilis could not grow at vanillin concentrations higher than 0.6 g/L 
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(Figures 1G and 2C), while growth was still observed at 4 g/L of vanillic 
acid (Figures 1F and 2C). 

 

Figure 2. Averaged growth rates of Bacillus subtilis cultivated in M9 minimal 

media containing different concentrations of inhibitory compounds. Data 

from 4 independent experiments were normalized to the corresponding 

control and average values are shown.  
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p-Coumaric acid and 4-hydroxybenzoic acid are derivatives from the p-

hydroxyl building block of lignin32. While p-coumaric acid significantly 

inhibited the growth rate of B. subtilis in concentrations higher than 

0.25 g/L, the lag phase did not increase as much as with other inhibitory 

acids such as ferulic, vanillic, or acetic acids (Figures 1H and 2D). 

However, no growth was visible at concentrations of 1 g/L or higher. 

Herald and Davidson35 studied the effect of p-coumaric acid on the 

growth of E. coli and B. cereus for different pH levels. Near-complete 

(99.5%) inhibition of B. cereus was found at a concentration of 0.5 g/L 

at all pH levels tested (6, 6.5, and 7). In contrast, a reduction of only 9% 

in the growth rate of E. coli was observed at 0.5 g/L and pH 7, whereas 

growth was completely inhibited at pH 5 at the same concentration. 

Similar to the toxicity of weak acids discussed previously, the inhibiting 

effect of p-coumaric acid for E. coli appeared to be heavily dependent on 

pH. When compared to other inhibitors such as ferulic, acetic, and 

vanillic acids, B. subtilis was inhibited at lower concentrations of p-

coumaric acid without a strong increase in the lag phase. This might 

indicate that B. subtilis does not have a mechanism to adapt to the toxic 

effects of p-coumaric acid, while it does for ferulic, acetic, and vanillic 
acids. 

4-Hydroxybenzoic acid is a phenolic derivative of benzoic acid. The 

inhibitory effect of 4-hydroxybenzoic acid on the growth rate of B. 
subtilis gradually increased with the increase in the concentration of 4-

hydroxybenzoic acid to 2 g/L, while the lag phase was constant (Figures 

1I and 2D). However, at 4 g/L, the growth rate was significantly reduced, 

and the lag phase was increased to approximately 3.5 times the control 

lag phase. Unlike the present study, Cho et al.36 found that the growth of 

B. subtilis was reduced to 50% of the control at a concentration of 0.956 

g/L of 4-hydroxybenzoic acid. However, in their study, a paper disk 

assay was used, which was mentioned as showing inconsistent results 

compared to liquid cultures due to the solubility and polarity of 4-
hydroxybenzoic acid. 
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Syringyl propanoids are abundant lignin building blocks in angiosperm 

plants, which includes all grain-type plants31. During pretreatment, 

syringyl propanoid building blocks of lignin can degrade to 

syringaldehyde, among other compounds. Syringaldehyde is known to 

play an important role in membrane disruption. In the present study, 

syringaldehyde was the most toxic compound to B. subtilis as no growth 

was observed at 0.1 g/L or higher concentrations (Figures 1J and 2E). 

Syringaldehyde has also been reported to fully inhibit butanol 

production and significantly reduce the growth of Clostridium species 

at a concentration of 1 g/L37. 

 

3.3.2 Combined Effect of Inhibitory Compounds 

 
For the optimization of the pretreatment conditions, or effectively 

engineering tolerant microbial strains, knowledge of the contribution of 

individual and combined inhibitors to the overall toxic level of 

lignocellulosic hydrolysates and the underlying toxicity mechanisms are 

important information still lacking in the literature. Some studies have 

focused on the interactions of inhibitors by factorial designs or binary 

combinations17,27,38. However, testing interactions of a multitude of 

inhibitors present in lignocellulosic biomass hydrolysates via factorial 

designs is not a feasible task when considering the vast number of 

experimental runs to be performed (2k, where k = number of 

inhibitors). Therefore, the main effect of each compound in a mixture of 

10 inhibitors was tested in the present study using a Plackett–Burman 

experimental design. Although the Plackett–Burman design does not 

provide one-on-one interactions, this analysis does provide an 

indication of the main inhibitory effect when a large number of process 

parameters (presence of inhibitors) are used. Residual plots were used 

to verify whether the model is adequate and meets three general 

assumptions of the analysis: residuals are randomly distributed, 

residuals are independent of one another, and residuals are normally 
distributed (graphs not shown).  
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The relative magnitude of the main effects of each compound when 

present in a mixture are presented in the Pareto Chart plotted in Figure 

3A. As can be seen, when present in a mixture, benzoic acid, furfural, 

vanillin, and syringaldehyde were the main inhibitory compounds 
affecting the growth rate of B. subtilis (results significant at p < 0.05). 

 

Figure 3. (A) Pareto chart of standardized effects to estimate the effect of 

inhibitors on the reduction in the growth rate of B. subtilis. Bars exceeding 

the dashed red reference line have a significant main effect for p < 0.05. A: 5-

HMF; B: Furfural; C: Acetic acid; D: Vanillin; E: Vanillic acid; F: Benzoic acid; 

G: 4-Hydroxybenzoic acid (4HBA); H: Ferulic acid (TFA); J: Syringaldehyde; 

K: p-Coumaric acid (PCA). (B): IC50 values determined to each inhibitory 

compound. 
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It is worth noting that while all inhibitors were diluted equally in terms 

of inhibitory effect (12.5% of the IC50 value, shown in Figure 3B, results 

clearly show that the impact of each inhibitor is completely different 

when present in a mixture. A similar result was observed when 

evaluating the effect of inhibitory compounds on the growth of 

Rhodosporidium toruloides9. According to the authors, benzoic acid was 

the most potent individual inhibitor affecting the growth of the yeast, 

while in a mixture, furfural presented the highest toxicity. Zaldivar et 

al.17 also found that binary combinations of inhibitors with furfural 

usually resulted in a stronger inhibition than that caused by the 

individual inhibitory compounds. Since biomass hydrolysates often 

contain multiple inhibitors, understanding the combined effect of these 

compounds on microbial performance is of paramount importance to 

design an efficient strategy to maximize the yield of a bioprocess from 

lignocellulosic hydrolysates. In this sense, the experimental design 

performed in this study gives useful indications of the main effects of 

the tested compounds on the growth rate of B. subtilis when multiple 

inhibitors are present. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

 

Using a systematic approach, this study provides a solid base on the 

individual and combined effects of 10 inhibitors on the growth of 

Bacillus subtilis. When considering individual effects, syringaldehyde 

was the most toxic compound affecting microbial performance, whereas 

benzoic acid and furfural had the biggest main effects from a mixture of 

inhibitors. By combining the information provided in this study with the 

compositional analysis of a lignocellulosic hydrolysate, better 

predictions related to the potential toxicity of the hydrolysate and poor 

microbial performance can be made. This will allow scientists to 

prioritize strategies to overcome toxicity, not only for detoxification 

purposes but also for adaptive laboratory evolution experiments, to 

increase the tolerance of the strain to specific toxic compounds present 

in the hydrolysate to be used, accelerating the development of efficient 

fermentation processes using complex media produced from 

lignocellulosic biomass. 
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3.7 Supplementary Material 

 

 

Figure S1. Residual plots from Plackett Burman design. 
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Table S1. Coded coefficients of Plackett Burman 

Term Effect Coef SE Coef T-Value P-Value VIF 

Constant 
 

0.38583 0.00417 92.6 0.007 
 

5-HMF 0.065 0.0325 0.00417 7.8 0.081 1 

Furfural −0.17167 −0.08583 0.00417 −20.60 0.031 1 

Acetic acid −0.01167 −0.00583 0.00417 −1.40 0.395 1 

Vanillin −0.14500 −0.07250 0.00417 −17.40 0.037 1 

Vanillic acid −0.00167 −0.00083 0.00417 −0.20 0.874 1 

Benzoic acid −0.23833 −0.11917 0.00417 −28.60 0.022 1 

4HBA −0.01833 −0.00917 0.00417 −2.20 0.272 1 

TFA 0.03833 0.01917 0.00417 4.6 0.136 1 

Syringaldehyde −0.11500 −0.05750 0.00417 −13.80 0.046 1 

PCA −0.02167 −0.01083 0.00417 −2.60 0.234 1 
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Table S2. Analysis of variance from Plackett Burman. 

Source DF AdjSS AdjMS F-Value P-Value 

Model 10 0.381483 0.038148 183.11 0.057 

Linear 10 0.381483 0.038148 183.11 0.057 

5HMF 1 0.012675 0.012675 60.84 0.081 

Furfural 1 0.088408 0.088408 424.36 0.031 

Acetic acid 1 0.000408 0.000408 1.96 0.395 

Vanillin 1 0.063075 0.063075 302.76 0.037 

Vanillic acid 1 0.000008 0.000008 0.04 0.874 

Benzoic acid 1 0.170408 0.170408 817.96 0.022 

4HBA 1 0.001008 0.001008 4.84 0.272 

TFA 1 0.004408 0.004408 21.16 0.136 

Syringaldehyde 1 0.039675 0.039675 190.44 0.046 

PCA 1 0.001408 0.001408 6.76 0.234 

Error 1 0.000208 0.000208 
  

Total 11 0.381692 
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Abstract 

 

Low microbial tolerance to toxic compounds formed during biomass 

pretreatment is a significant challenge for the cost-effective production 

of bio-based products from lignocellulosic biomass. Engineering 

tolerance through rational design can be problematic due to a lack of 

prerequisite mechanistic knowledge. Therefore, we applied adaptive 

laboratory evolution to obtain tolerant Bacillus subtilis strains (BS168, 

KO7, KO7-S), capable of using DDGS-derived hydrolysate as a 

fermentation medium. Unlike non-evolved strains, the evolved isolates 

were able to grow in hydrolysate-based medium, and showed up to 48% 

of amylase production in a hydrolysate-based medium compared to an 

optimized and richer expression medium. Whole-genome resequencing 

data of independently evolved isolates revealed key mutations in both 

global regulators and specific genes related to tolerance and the 

employed cultivation conditions. As Bacillus subtilis is a frequently-

used chassis organism, this study contributes to the implementation of 

lignocellulose as a feedstock for industrial fermentation.
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4.1 Introduction 

 

The global production volume of bioethanol hit a record of more than 

109 billion liters in 2019 and is expected to rise to 134.5 billion liters in 

2024 1. As a consequence, the production of a major by-product of the 

bioethanol process, called Dried Distillers Grains with Solubles (DDGS), 

will rise concomitantly 2–4. Currently, selling of DDGS as animal feed is 

of vital importance to the economic viability of the bioethanol industry 
3. However, as the animal feed market is expected to be saturated, there 

is a growing need to find alternative ways to convert DDGS into high-

value products 2,3. In recent years, there has been an increased focus on 

the potential use of DDGS as a substrate for microbial fermentation to 

generate value to the bioethanol production process. The rich 

nutritional composition of DDGS in terms of carbon, nitrogen and other 

micronutrients proved to be an ideal starting point for the bio-

manufacturing of a variety of products, including organic acids, biofuels 
and hydrolytic enzymes 5.  

Bacillus subtilis (and other closely related species like Bacillus 
licheniformis) is recognized as one of the working horses in both 

industrial biotechnology and academia for the production of platform 

chemicals, biopolymers and enzymes 6. This species is a widespread 

candidate as a production host due to its robustness in industrial 

fermentations, well-defined endogenous metabolism, distinct genetic 

background combined with established and emerging genetic 

manipulation tools and is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) 6,7. 

While DDGS contains a considerable amount of carbohydrates, 

pretreatment of DDGS is required to fractionate and hydrolyze the 

lignocellulosic fibers to release the fermentable sugars. A multitude of  

chemical, physical and biological pretreatment methods and conditions 

are described in literature 5,8–10. Often, biomass pretreatment involves 

the undesirable formation of lignocellulose-derived by-products, which 

have negative effects on fermentation and lead to a decrease in overall 

sugar yield. These inhibitory compounds include, amongst others, furan 

derivatives, organic acids and phenolic compounds 11. Detoxification of 
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lignocellulosic hydrolysate is possible, but leads to increased costs and 

concomitant loss of sugars. The development of microbial strains with 

increased tolerance has the potential to minimize the degree of 

detoxification required. Unfortunately, tolerance is a complex trait, 

involving the coordinated action of hundreds of genes 12. As biomass 

hydrolysates contain a plethora of different toxic compounds, rational 

design is problematic due to the lack of prerequisite knowledge 13,14. 

Even if the exact tolerance mechanism can be rationally engineered, it 

can be challenging to fine-tune the expression of the genes involved to 

deliver the desired phenotype 15. 

In contrast, tolerance adaptive laboratory evolution (TALE) enables 

strain optimization without a priori knowledge about the genetic 

changes necessary to increase tolerance towards hydrolysate-

associated inhibitory compounds. By serial passaging of cells in 

conditions with increasing selective pressure, one can select cells, which 

acquire beneficial mutations for the chosen environment. The use of 

automated liquid handler systems allows dynamic control of the applied 

stress during the experiment, so as to maintain a strong selection 

pressure while not crashing the cultures. Employing ALE to overcome 

stress-induced growth inhibition by hydrolysate-associated inhibitory 

compounds is a popular method, as it involves tuning expression of 

multiple genes to alter complex physiological stress responses. 

Although ALE has been used to obtain tolerant strains for species like 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Escherichia coli, Clostridium thermocellum 

and Corynebacterium glutamicum, this method scarcely has been 

applied to yield tolerant B. subtilis strains16–21.  

In this study, we applied TALE using hydrolysate-based medium to 

obtain a tolerant B. subtilis strain. Following the initial growth 

screening, we inserted an amylase expression cassette in the selected 

evolved isolates to demonstrate that the cells could use DDGS 

hydrolysate as a fermentation medium to manufacture of bio-based 

products. By comparing whole-genome-sequencing data of independent 

parallel replicates starting from the same ancestral strain, it was 

possible to identify key mutations related to an improved fitness (i.e. 

increased growth performance) and improved tolerance in DDGS-
hydrolysate.  
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4.2 Material and Methods 

 

4.2.1 Plasmid and Strain Construction 
 

4.2.1.1 Strain Overview 

The TALE experiments were performed using B. subtilis background 

strains BS168, PY79 KO7 and PY79 KO7s (Table 1) 22. In both PY79 

derivatives, seven deletions have been made (ΔnprE, ΔaprE, Δepr, Δmpr, 
ΔnprB, Δvpr, Δbpr) to prevent produced proteins from being degraded 

by native extracellular proteases 23. Additionally, the sporulation gene 

sigF has been deleted in PY79 KO7s  (“Bacillus Genetic Stock Center”).  

For each of the three background strains, a xylose-consuming variant 

was constructed to increase the utilization of C5 sugars present in the 

DDGS hydrolysate. In these variants, three alterations were made. First, 

the heterologous xylose isomerase gene xylA and the xylulokinase gene 

xylB from E. coli and the homologous xylose transport protein AraE, 

were co-overexpressed by using a replicative plasmid (pHT315:pSCG7-
SG46-araE:p43-xylA-xylB 25). Second, the genomic native promoter and 

Shine Dalgarno-sequence of the araE gene were exchanged with a 

promoter and Shine Dalgarno-sequence associated with high 

expression 26. Third, the gene encoding for the transcriptional repressor 

protein of araE, called araR, was deleted. Hence, six strains were made 

available, of which five were selected for the TALE experiment, being 

the background BS168 wild type (wt), BS168 xyl, KO7 wt, KO7-S wt and 
KO7-S xyl.   

During strain construction, bacteria were routinely grown in LB media 

at 37 °C at 250 RPM or on LB agar plates at 37 °C. When required, 

antibiotics were supplemented to the media (100 µg mL−1 ampicillin 

(Amp) for E. coli strains, and 5 µg mL−1 chloramphenicol (Cam), 5 µg 

mL−1 kanamycin (Kan), 10 µg mL−1 erythromycin (Ery), and 100 µg 
mL−1 spectinomycin (Spc) for B. subtilis strains).  

 

4.2.1.2 User Cloning and ProUSER Vectors 
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The pJOE8999 and PHT315 plasmids were made by using the USER 

cloning system 27. All DNA fragments, pJOE8999 and PHT315 backbones 

were amplified by PCR using Phusion U Hot Start DNA Polymerase, 

which is able to amplify DNA fragments containing uracil. The ProUSER 

plasmids were digested by AsiSI and Nt.BbvCI restriction enzymes (New 

England BioLabs, United States) as described in 28. The specific digestion 

of the ProUSER plasmid by AsiSI and Nt.BbvCI, creates 6 and 8 bp single-

stranded DNA overhangs, which enabled USER cloning using the nicked 

backbones. DNA fragments and plasmid backbones were gel purified 

(NucleoSpin PCR clean-up gel extraction kit, Macherey-Nagel) and used 

for USER cloning as previously described 28.  

4.2.1.3 Transformation 

E. coli transformations were performed using cloned vectors as 

described in 29 to yield the required plasmid material. B. subtilis strains 

(BS168, KO7 and KO7-S) were either transformed by natural or induced 

competence. The use of natural competence was carried out as 

described previously 30, with the exception that histidine was not added 

to the SM1 and SM2 media and cells were recovered for at least 2 hours 

prior to exposing them to antibiotics. To induce competence, a 

mannitol-inducible comKS-cassette was inserted downstream of the 

glms locus of B. subtilis (unpublished material) and transformation was 

carried out as previously described 31. 

4.2.1.4 Start Strain Construction 

Deletions of the ΔaraR gene and substitutions of the promoter region 

(PSGC14-SG46-araE) were made using a shuttle vector (pJOE8999) 32. The 

vector carries a mannose-inducible cas9 gene system, capable of 

introducing a double-strand break at its target site. Repair by 

homologous recombination, using an engineered template containing 

both upstream and downstream flanking regions of the target site can 

be used to delete or substitute a desired DNA sequence. As such, both 

upstream and downstream flanking regions of the araR gene and the 

promoter region of the native araE gene were amplified using 

compatible USER primers and cloned into an amplified pJOE8999 

backbone by using USER cloning as described above (pJD2, pJD5, Table 

2). The replicative plasmid pJD18 was constructed to co-overexpress of 
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xylA, xylB and araE and transformed into the xylose-consuming variants 
(Table 2). 

Post evolution, a mannitol-inducible comKS-cassette was inserted 

downstream of the glms locus in both the start strains and selected 

evolved isolates by transformation of pSIJ1005 (unpublished material). 

Subsequently, an amylase expression cassette (amyQ, B. 
amyloliquefaciens) was integrated into the same glmS region by 

transformation of pJD21, replacing the comKs-cassette. As pJD21 
contains the strong constitutive promoter P3P and integration in the 

glmS region has been found to be associated with high expression levels, 

strong expression of amyQ was expected (Table 2) 33. The genomic 

deletions/substitutions and plasmids sequences were verified using a 

Mix2Seq Sanger sequencing kit (Eurofins Genomics, Luxembourg).  
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Table 1 Overview of constructed strains used in this study 

Strain Genotype Source 
E. coli DH5α ϕ80dlacZΔM15 Δ(lacZYA-argF)U169 

recA1 endA1 56 hsdR17 (rk− mk+) 
supE44 thi-1 gyrA relA1 
 

Lab 
collection 

B. subtilis 168 WT 
 

trpC2 DSM23778 

BS168  B. subtilis 168 WT, pHT315 
 

This study 

BS168 xyl BS168::ΔaraR::PSGC14-SG46-araE, pJD18 
 

This study 

BS168 amyQ BS168, glms::P3P-amyQ::cm 
 

This study 

BS168 xyl amyQ BS168 xyl, glms::P3P-amyQ::cm 
 

This study 

B. subtilis KO7 WT ΔnprE, ΔaprE, Δepr, Δmpr, ΔnprB, Δvpr, 
Δbpr 
 

23 

KO7 B. subtilis KO7 WT, pJD13 
 

This study 

KO7 xyl KO7::ΔaraR:: PSGC14-SG46-araE, pJD18 
 

This study 

KO7 amyQ KO7, glms::P3P-amyQ::cm 
 

This study 

KO7 xyl amyQ KO7 xyl, glms::P3P-amyQ::cm 
 

This study 

B. subtilis KO7-S ΔnprE, ΔaprE, Δepr, Δmpr, ΔnprB, Δvpr, 
Δbpr, ΔsigF 
 

23 

KO7-S B. subtilis KO7-S, pJD13  
 

This study 

KO7-S xyl KO7-S::ΔaraR:: PSGC14-SG46-araE, pJD18 
 

This study 

KO7-S amyQ KO7-S, glms::P3P-amyQ::cm 
 

This study 

KO7-S xyl amyQ KO7-S xyl, glms::P3P-amyQ::cm 
 

This study 
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Table 2 Overview of constructed plasmids used in this study 

Plasmid Description Source 
pJOE8999 Plasmid containing Pman-cas9, pUC 

ori E. coli, PE194ts ori B. subtilis, 
and kanamycin resistance marker  
 

32 

pJD2 pJOE8999 derivative containing 
araR homology regions  
 

This study 

pJD5 pJOE8999- derivative containing 
ParaE homology regions for indel 
PSGC14-SG46 

 

This study 26 

pHT315 Replicative plasmid containing 
pHT315 ori, ColE1 ori, ampicillin 
resistance marker, erythromycin 
resistance marker 
 

34 

pJD18  pHT315 derivative containing PSCG7-

SG46-araE and P43-xylA-xylB 
 

This study 

pProUSER13C1B ProUSER plasmid containing P3P, 
glmS 
homology regions, and 
chloramphenicol resistance marker 
 

28 

pJD21 pProUSER13C1B derivative for 
integrating P3P-amyQ downstream 
of glmS 
 

This study 

pSIJ1005 Unpublished material Unpublished 
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4.2.2 DDGS Pretreatment and Enzymatic Hydrolysis 
 

DDGS was kindly provided by United Wisconsin Grain Producers 

(Friesland, WI, USA). Prior to steam explosion, the DDGS biomass was 

soaked in 0.5% w/w sulfuric acid for 20 minutes. The DDGS slurry 

(solid/liquid ratio of 20% w/w) was filtered through cotton fabric using 

a pressure press (Fischer HP25-M). Wet solids were pretreated in 

batches of approximately 2.2 kg in a 10 L steam explosion reactor (190 

°C, 5 minutes incubation, 12.5 bar, Knislinge Mekaniska Verkstad AB 

designed by Process- & Industriteknik AB, Lund University, Sweden) as 

described by Palmqvist et al. 35. Batches of pretreated slurry were 

pooled and subsequently separated by solid-liquid filtration. Wet slurry 
was stored at -20 °C prior to being subjected to enzymatic hydrolysis. 

The pretreated DDGS biomass was diluted to 25% solid content (w/V) 

by adding 0.1 M sodium citrate buffer (final pH 5.1). The enzymatic 

hydrolysis was performed using an enzyme loading of 25 FPU/ g 

cellulose (Optimash® F200, DuPont Nutrition and Bioscience). 

Suspended solutions were incubated in glass bottles (VWR) for 48 h, 

placed on a horizontal Bottle Roller system housed in an incubator 

(Thermo ScientificTM, 80 rpm, 50 °C). After the enzymatic hydrolysis, 

the sugar-rich liquid was filter-sterilized and used as a carbon and 

nitrogen source in subsequent experiments. Glucose, xylose, arabinose, 

acetic acid, 5-HMF and furfural concentrations were quantified using a 

HPLC system (RI, Dionex Ultimate 3000, Germany) equipped with an 

Aminex HPX-87H column (300 × 7.8 mm, Bio-Rad, USA) eluted with 

0.005 M H2SO4 at 50 ◦C for 50 min. with a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min. Total 

phenolic compounds were determined by a colorimetric method using 

a Folin-Ciocalteu reagent 36. The composition of DDGS-based 

hydrolysate can be found in Table 3. 
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4.2.3 TALE and ALE Experiments 
 

During the TALE experiment, a modified M9-based medium (called 

M9extra) was supplemented with increasing amounts of DDGS 

hydrolysate. The M9extra medium was made as described previously 

and contained the following: monosaccharides as carbon source 

(approximately the same as DDGS-hydrolysate: 30 g L−1 glucose, 10 g 

L−1 xylose, 5 g L−1 arabinose), M9-salts (12.8 g L−1 Na2HPO4 ·7H2O, 3 g 

L−1 KH2PO4 , 0.5 g L−1 NaCl, 1 g L−1 NH4Cl, 2 mM MgSO4 , 0.1 mM CaCl2), 

supplemented with 60 µM FeCl3 , a trace element solution (1.25 µM 

MnCl2·4H2O, 0.21 µM CoCl2 ·6H2O, 0.85 µM ZnSO4 ·7H2O, 0.06 µM CuCl2 

·2H2O, 0,08 µM H3 Bo3, 0.105 µM NiCl2·6H2O, 0.125 µM NaMoO4 ·2H2O), 

and 50 mg L−1 L-tryptophan. In addition, media were supplemented 

with antibiotics (10 µg mL−1 erythromycin) 28. The added hydrolysate 

was supplemented with the same concentration of components present 

in the M9 extra medium (FeCl3 , trace element solution, tryptophan, 

antibiotics) to keep the concentration constant throughout the TALE for 
more targeted selection pressure. 

The TALE experiments were started with four independent biological 

replicates for each of the five starting strains (Table S4). In parallel, 20 

bacterial cultures were passaged during the late exponential growth 

phase for an average of 330 generations using an automated liquid 

handler platform (15 mL 37 °C, 1200 rpm magnetic stirrer) as described 

previously 37. OD600 measurements were performed periodically to 

determine growth rates and time of passaging of all ALEs (Tecan Sunrise 

plate reader). Each ALE flask, i.e. batch, was passed into a new fresh 

flask around an OD600 of 0.9 (equal to 3.86 for a benchtop 

spectrophotometer with a 1 cm light path) at the late exponential phase. 

Once a set growth rate was reached, DDGS hydrolysate supplementation 

to the M9extra media was increased by steps of 5% (w/V). Periodically, 

aliquots of samples were frozen in 25% glycerol solution and stored at 

−80°C for analysis. At the end of the evolution, strains were able to grow 

reproducibly at 95-100% hydrolysate supplemented media. In addition, 

a control ALE was performed with M9 extra medium to identify 
mutations related to media- or cultivation-specific adaptation 38,39.  
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4.2.4 Growth Screening Experiment 
 

Growth characterization was performed for both the start strains and 

evolved strains. After the TALE experiment, start, mid- and endpoint 

populations were inoculated from glycerol stocks in 4 mL of LB medium 

(supplemented with 10 µg mL−1 erythromycin) and grown overnight 

(16h, 37 °C) in 24 deep-well plates. In parallel, endpoint populations 

were streaked on LB agar plates (supplemented with 10 µg mL−1 

erythromycin) and grown overnight (16h, 37 °C). Subsequently, 5 µL of 

overnight culture (end- and midpoint populations) and 21 single 

colonies (endpoint clones) from each starting strain (20 in total) were 

inoculated in 800 µL of LB medium (supplemented with 10 µg mL−1 

erythromycin) and grown for 9 hours into 96 microtiter deep-well 

plates. Next, 5 µL of the cultures were transferred in 800 µL of 50% 

(V/V) M9-extra/hydrolysate and grown overnight (16h, 37 °C) in 96 

plates to increase the selection pressure during the pre-culture 

progressively. The growth screening experiments were started by 

inoculating 5 µL of overnight pre-culture in 295 µL of 100% 

hydrolysate-based medium. Growth performance was assessed by 

incubation in a growth profiler 960 for 48 hours (250 rpm, 37 °C, 

CR1496dg, EnzyScreen BV, Leiden, The Netherlands).  

 

4.2.5 Amylase Production Screening Experiment 
 

Selected endpoint clones were inoculated from frozen glycerol stocks on 

LB agar plates (supplemented with 10 µg mL−1 erythromycin) and 

grown overnight (16h, 37 °C). Cell pre-cultures were prepared as 

described in section 1.4. For screening experiments, cultures were 

started by inoculation of 5 µL of overnight pre-culture in 195 µL of 100% 

hydrolysate-based medium. Cells were incubated in 96 well microtiter 

plates, using a microplate spectrophotometer (BioTek ELx808). After 

24 hours, cultures were centrifuged at 6000 g for 5 minutes at 4 °C, the 

pellet was discarded, and the supernatant was used for further analysis.  
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Additionally, amylase production experiments were performed in 

Axygen 24-well deep well plate (Corning Life Science, Corning, New 

York, USA) for both hydrolysate-based medium and a rich synthetic 

media, called Cal18-2. Cal18-2 media 40 contained the following: (40 g 

L−1 yeast extract (LP0021B, Thermofisher Scientific), 1.3 g L−1 MgSO4 

·7H2O, 50 g L−1 maltodextrin (DE 13-17 (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, 

USA)), 20 g L−1 NaH2PO4 ·2H2O, 6.7 mL L−1 Na2MoO4 stock solution (2.0 

g L−1 ), 6.7 mL L−1 trace metal solution (consisting of 4.48 g L−1 MnSO4 

·H2O, 3.33 g L−1 FeCl3·6H2O, 0.625 g L−1 CuSO4 ·5H2O, 7.12 g L−1 ZnSO4 

·7H2O), and 100 µL L−1 Pluronic L-61 (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, 

USA), adjusted to pH = 6). Strains were streaked on LB agar plates 

(supplemented with 10 µg mL−1 erythromycin) and grown overnight 

(16h, 37 °C). Cell pre-cultures were prepared as described above, with 

the exception that Cal 18-2 pre-cultures were grown in Cal 18-2 medium 

instead of 50% hydrolysate-based medium. Amylase production 

experiments started at an initial OD600 of 0.1, and after 72 h, cultures 

were centrifuged at 6000 g for 5 minutes at 4 °C, the pellet was 

discarded, and the supernatant was used for further analysis.  

The amylase assay was adapted from Xiao et al. 41. Culture supernatants 

were diluted in 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 5.9) solution. 

Subsequently, 10 μL of the diluted supernatant was mixed with 40 μL 

starch solution (2g L−1 in 100 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 5.9). The 

samples were incubated at 65 °C for 10 min and stopped by adding 50 

μL of 1 M HCl. The reactions were mixed with 50 μL iodine solution 

consisting of 5mM I2 and 50 mM KI. The absorbance values were 

measured at 580 nm.  
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4.2.6 Whole-genome Re-sequencing and Analysis 
 

For each TALE and ALE experiment, start clones, endpoint populations 

and selected evolved isolates were selected and prepared for whole-

genome re-sequencing. Genomic DNA was extracted from overnight 

cultures (grown in LB medium) using the MasterPure Gram Positive 

DNA Purification Kit (Lucigen). Quality was assessed by evaluating 

Abs260nm/Abs280nm using a Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher scientific, USA). 

DNA concentration was measured using a Qubit ds-DNA broad range 

assay (Thermo Fisher scientific, USA), and paired-end sequencing 

libraries were generated using the Illumina 300 cycle (150 bp x 2) kit 

(San Diego, CA, USA). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina 

NextSeq 500/550 system (Illumina, USA). The average coverage for 

each sample was over 60. Genome sequencing reads were analyzed 

using the in-house mutations analysis pipeline called “ALE mut 

pipeline” to generate lists of mutations for each evolved strain 42. The 

reference strain for this analysis was BS168 with the GenBank accession 

number NC_000964 and PY79 with the GenBank accession number 

CP006881.1. The variant calling data is available through the public 
ALEdb platform at http://aledb.org. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 

 

In this study, TALE experiments were performed to generate B. subtilis 
strains, more tolerant to the toxic compounds present in DDGS-

hydrolysate, and as such, contribute to the development of 

manufacturing bio-based products using second-generation carbon 

(Figure 1). The TALE experiment was performed using B. subtilis 

background strains BS168, KO7 and KO7-S. Seven deletions have been 

made in the KO7 and KO7-S background strains (ΔnprE, ΔaprE, Δepr, 
Δmpr, ΔnprB, Δvpr, Δbpr), to prevent produced proteins from being 

degraded by native extracellular proteases 23. Additionally, the 

sporulation gene sigF has been deleted in PY79 KO7s. For each of the 

three background strains, a xylose-consuming variant was constructed 

to increase the utilization of C5 sugars present in the DDGS hydrolysate. 

Of the six available strains, five were selected for the TALE experiment, 
being BS168 wt, BS168 xyl, KO7 wt, KO7-S wt and KO7-S xyl.   

Prior to the TALE experiment, steam explosion pretreatment and 

enzymatic hydrolysis of the DDGS biomass were performed to produce 

the DDGS-hydrolysate (4.3.1). Subsequently, the inhibitory effect of 

compounds present in the pretreated hydrolysate medium was 

assessed (4.3.2). The TALE experiments were executed with four 

independent biological replicates for each of the five start strains 

(4.3.3). The characterization of the evolved strains was done by a 

growth screening (4.3.4) and a protein production screening (4.3.5). By 

comparing whole-genome-sequencing data of independent replicates, 

we aimed to identify mutations related to the improved phenotypes 

(4.3.6). 
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Figure 1 The overall workflow of the study. A) DDGS biomass was subjected 

to a steam explosion pretreatment, after which polymeric fibers were 

converted to monomers by enzymatic hydrolysis. B) DDGS-hydrolysate was 

used to perform an initial characterization of the tolerance of the starting 

strain and to perform the TALE experiments. C) Evolved populations were 

grown on LB plates and evolved isolates were picked for the initial growth 

screening. Selected isolates were inserted with an amylase expression 

cassette and a production screening was performed. D) The best producing 

evolved isolates and evolved end populations were sent for whole-genome 

resequencing and mutational analysis was performed. 
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4.3.1 DDGS-based Hydrolysate 
 

Steam explosion pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis yielded a 

DDGS-based hydrolysate containing sugars, protein and inhibitory 

compounds, including furan derivatives, organic acid and phenolic 

compounds (Table 3). The presence of both sugars and protein is one of 

the reasons for the increased interest in using DDGS as a starting point 

for microbial fermentation 5. Steam explosion is one of the most widely 

studied pretreatment strategies in both lab-scale and different pilot 

plants and is considered a cost-effective method near 

commercialization 43–45. Nonetheless, the formation of by-products 

derived from lignocellulosic biomass during the process is confirmed in 

our experiments and poses a well-known hurdle, which needs to be 

overcome.  

 

Table 3 Composition of hydrolysate-based medium 

Compound Concentration (g L-1) 

Glucose 29.1 

Xylose 9.9 

Arabinose 5.1 

Protein 10.5 

5-HMF 0.3 

Furfural 0.9 

Acetic acid 2.0 

Phenolic compounds 3.3 
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4.3.2 Characterization of Start Strains 
 

All start strains showed gradually impaired growth performance with 

increasing hydrolysate supplementation (Figure 2). It is noteworthy 

that cells start to grow earlier at 10% hydrolysate supplementation 

(V/V) compared to the control, which could indicate some nutrients 

present in the hydrolysate medium that are beneficial to the cells. 

Overall, it is clear that all strains do not cope with high amounts of 

hydrolysate supplementation, confirming the need for strains with 

improved tolerance. These results are in line with the previous chapter, 

that showed that compounds commonly present in lignocellulosic 

hydrolysate have an inhibitory effect on B. subtilis 14.  

 

 

Figure 2 Growth performance of A) BS168, B) BS168 xyl, C) KO7s, D) KO7 xyl, 

and E) KO7s xyl in M9extra minimal media supplemented with increasing 

amounts of DDGS-hydrolysate. Lines show the mean growth curves of 3 

biological replicates, the average standard deviation of all data points is equal 

to 1.01. 
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4.3.3 Fitness Trajectory During TALE and ALE 

Experiments 
 

The TALE experiments successfully yielded strains with increased 

tolerance to lignocellulosic hydrolysate (Figure 3). During the 

experiment, the hydrolysate concentration was increased stepwise for 

28 days, corresponding to an average of 330 generations of evolution. 

Cultures were passed into a new fresh flask around an OD600 of 0.9 nm 

(equal to 3.86 for benchtop reader) at the late exponential phase. During 

the TALE experiments, the population growth rate fluctuated in 

response to increasing hydrolysate supplementation. These 

fluctuations have been previously described in TALE experiments as 

restorative shifts 46. General stress responses will be induced upon 

exposure to higher amounts of hydrolysate, reallocating resources from 

cell growth to metabolic detoxification of inhibitors by means of 

differential gene expression. Over time, adaptive mutations arise that 

are specific for present toxic compounds and allow global gene 

expression to return to its pre-perturbed state. As the specific tolerance 

responses should be more energy-efficient than global stress responses, 

more resources and energy are available for cell growth 12. Evolved 

populations were able to grow reproducibly at 95-100% hydrolysate 

supplemented media by the end of the experiment. Cryogenic stock 

samples were made of both midpoint evolution populations (60-65% 
hydrolysate) and the endpoint populations (95-100% hydrolysate). 

In addition to the TALE experiments, an evolution experiment 

employing a constant condition was performed (ALE) with BS168 xyl 

and KO7-S xyl backgrounds (Figure 3FG). Cells were grown in M9extra 

minimal media supplemented with the same glucose, xylose and 

arabinose concentrations as the TALE experiment to identify adaptive 

mutations related to media components and/or cultivation conditions. 

While KO7s xyl started the experiment at a lower growth rate than the 

BS168 xyl background, both had similar final growth rates at the end of 
the experiment. 
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Figure 3 Population growth rate and hydrolysate supplementation over the 

course of representative TALE experiments of A) TALE #5 BS168, B) TALE #1 

BS168 xyl, C) TALE #9 KO7s, D) TALE #13 KO7, E) TALE #17 KO7s xyl, F) ALE 

#21 BS168 xyl and G) ALE #26 KO7s xyl. Plots for the remaining replicates 

are shown in Figure S8 and Figure S9.   
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4.3.4 Growth Screening 
During the initial screen in a 100% hydrolysate-based medium, the 

growth of 21 isolates of each evolved population was qualitatively 

assessed to select tolerant strains for further production experiments 

(Figure 4). For all 20 TALE experiments, growth in 100% could be 

reproduced for multiple end-isolates, while no growth was observed in 

any of the start strains. Endpoint populations of TALE experiments #9, 

#11-18, and #20 did not show growth, which most likely indicates the 

tolerant evolved isolates were not represented or lost during the 

preculture of the evolved population (Figure S9). While midpoint 

populations of the BS168 strain showed inferior growth compared to 

the endpoint populations/isolates, the midpoint population of the 

KO7/KO7-S strains did not show any growth at all. Up to 4 isolates of 

each of the 20 end populations were selected for further screening 

based on qualitative assessment .

 

Figure 4 Growth performance of start strains, midpoint populations, endpoint 

populations and evolved isolates of representative ALE experiments. Graphs 

show 1 of the 4 replicates for A) BS168, B) BS168 xyl, C) KO7s, D) KO7, and 

E) KO7s xyl backgrounds grown in in 100% hydrolysate-based medium. 
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4.3.5 Production Screening  
 

As a proof of the principle that evolved strains are not only able to grow, 

but also capable of producing protein using second-generation carbon 

sources, an amylase expression cassette was inserted in the evolved 

isolates. Of the selected clones, 60 were successfully transformed, 

representing all TALE experiments except for one replicate (TALE #4, 

BS168 xyl). Subsequently, protein production was evaluated based on 

the amylase activity of the culture supernatant in both a hydrolysate-
based medium and a rich synthetic media (Cal18-2). 

Most of the selected evolved strains showed amylase production in a 

100% hydrolysate-based medium (Figure 5 A2). For the evolved BS168 

strains, 4 out of 23 cultures grew but did not show amylase activity in 

the culture supernatant. For the KO7/KO7-S background, only 1 out of 

the 37 evolved isolates did not show any amylase activity (TALE#12 

I11). As most of the extracellular proteases are knocked out for the 

KO7/KO7-S background, the amylase-expression cassette might have 

been mutated, hampering production in some of the isolates. When 

assessing the averaged amylase activities for the different backgrounds 

(Figure 5 A1), two significant differences were observed. First of all, the 

averaged amylase activity of evolved strains of the KO7-S background 

were higher (p<0.05) than those of the BS168 background. Again, 

extracellular proteases present in the BS168 background could degrade 

part of the produced amylase and likely play a key role. Second, the 

evolved strain variants which were constructed with the aim to increase 

the consumption of C5 sugars (BS168 xyl, KO7-S xyl) show a higher 

average amylase activity compared to the wild type strains. As 

arabinose and xylose represent a third of the monosaccharides present 

in the DDGS-hydrolysate, increasing C5 consumption could lead to more 
available resources for protein production.  
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Figure 5 Amylase production of evolved isolates measured by amylase 

activity of culture supernatant in A2) 100% hydrolysate-based medium in 96 

well plate-format after 24 h and B) Cal18-2 media in a 24-well plate format 

after 72 h. A1) show average amylase activities for the different strain 

backgrounds of A2. Evolved isolates which did not show any production were 

excluded from the average. * p<0,05  
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In addition, start strains and evolved isolates were grown in non-toxic, 

more optimal conditions for protein expression to verify that start 

strains were actually capable of producing amylase (Figure 5B). Apart 

from the fact that the overall amylase activity is higher as a result of the 

higher oxygen transfer, more prolonged incubation and a non-toxic, 

richer medium, start strains are in the same range compared to their 
evolved descendants.  

Lastly, evolved isolates representing each strain background were used 

for a production experiment in 24-well deep well plates containing 

100% hydrolysate medium. Surprisingly, cells showed up to 48% 

amylase productivity in DDGS hydrolysate compared to Cal 18-2 

medium (Figure S11). Considering that Cal 18-2 is optimized for protein 

expression and contains 268% of protein and 116% of sugars compared 

to the DDGS hydrolysate, it is very promising to find that amylase 

production is in the same range.   

 

4.3.6 Whole-genome Re-sequencing 
 

To determine the genetic make-up of the improved phenotypes of each 

TALE experiment, start strains and 20 evolved isolates TALE isolates 

showing the highest amylase productivity and eight evolved ALE control 

isolates were sent for whole-genome resequencing (Table S4). Start 

strain-specific mutations were excluded from the analysis. During the 

quality assessment, isolate TALE#14 I4 was excluded from further 

analysis due to sequencing issues. The remaining 19 evolved isolates 

had an average number of mutations of eight with a standard deviation 

of two. Functional annotations of all mutated genes or genetic regions 

are summarized based on GO terms in a Sankey diagram (Figure 647). 

Almost two-third of the mutated genes are involved in stress response 

mechanisms, metabolism, transcriptional regulation, sporulation, and 

cell motility, highlighting their importance for the improved phenotype.  
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Converged mutations were identified by comparing all clonal isolates of 

all 19 TALE experiments and 8 ALE M9extra control experiments. Genes 

or genetic regions that showed a mutation in >2 independent TALE or 

ALE experiments, in either replicates from the same or different 

backgrounds were considered converged mutations and are 

summarized in Figure 7. A more detailed overview of all observed 

mutations per isolate is given in Table S6. Mutations of genes or genetic 

regions across the independent replicates strongly suggest that they are 

adaptive 48. Evolved isolates acquired TALE-specific converged 

mutations (codY, mntA, scoC, rpoC, ponA, veg and oppD), as well as 

converged mutations shared by both TALE and M9 ALE experiments 

(katA, perR and genes associated to the flagellar structure). While it is 

Figure 6 The Sankey diagram showing the functional allocation for each of the 

mutations of the different strain backgrounds. 
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likely the TALE-specific mutations are associated with increased 

tolerance, the shared mutations point towards media- and cultivation-

specific adaptations.  

Figure 7 Heat map of converged mutated genes across independent TALE and 

ALE experiments for different backgrounds. Numbers indicate the number of 

evolved isolates in which mutations in the given genes or genetic regions were 

observed. In the Cumulative TALE column, the total number of evolved isolates 

in which mutations were observed are added up for all TALE experiments. 

*Genes associated to the flagellar structure are pooled, these include fliG 

(TALE#9), fliR (TALE#9, #10, ALE #28), fliH (TALE #12, ALE #21), fliF (TALE 

#15, ALE #23), fliI (TALE #13), fliK (TALE #16, ALE #27), fliY, (TALE #17), fliZ 

(TALE #18, ALE #24), fliP (TALE #19), flhA (ALE #26) 
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The most frequently mutated gene, specific for only the TALE 

experiments, was the transcription factor codY. The pleiotropic 

regulator CodY is involved in the expression of several hundred genes, 

including those related to degradative enzymes, transport systems, 

intracellular catabolic systems, chemotaxis, motility, genetic 

competence and sporulation 49,50. Remarkably, all eight BS168 strains 

were found to have amino acid substitutions for the residue arginine-

214 (R214X). As R214 is part of the highly conserved DNA-binding 

domain (202-222), called the HTH-motif, the observed substitutions 

will likely influence the transcriptional regulation by CodY (Figure S12). 

Previous studies showed that substitutions of arginine-214 led to a 

reduced ability of CodY to bind to the target genes. In contrast, it is also 

shown that the context of the HTH-motif in DNA binding domains may 

influence the recognition and specificity of HTH-mediated protein-DNA 

interactions 51. Considering the conserved nature of the codY gene, it is 

possible that the SNPs observed outside of the HTH-domain in the KO7, 

KO7-S and KO7-S xyl backgrounds (T125I, A186T, E193G, 2xY241C, 

L245P, L245P), could still influence the regulatory function of the 

protein. 

As many independent converged mutations suggest to have a causal 

relation with the improved tolerance of the evolved isolates, it is 

interesting to reflect on the replicates which did not share the mutations 

in the codY gene (TALE#16, TALE#17, TALE#18, TALE#19) and 

attempt to find mutations which have a similar functional outcome 

related to tolerance. The end isolate of TALE #16 only showed eight 

SNPs, of which only five were not shared with other evolved isolates. 

Intriguingly, this included the HTH-domain global regulator gene cymR. 

Transcriptome analysis of ΔcymR mutants showed that many genes 

related to stress response were altered 52. Moreover, the evolved 

isolates of TALE #17, TALE#18, TALE#19 and TALE#20 all showed the 

exact similar SNP in the rpoC gene (125,619, CT) (Figure 7, Table S6). 

The expression of rpoC is regulated by CodY and known to regulate 

stress response genes, including those of extracytoplasmic function 

(ECF), σ factors (σM, σW, and σX) and the general stress σ factor (σB) 
53. 
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A total of 8 out of 19 evolved isolates shared mutations in the promoter 

region (-8, -15) of the manganese transporter lipoprotein, mntA. It has 

been shown that manganese plays a vital role in both PerR-mediated 

regulation of genes, which are involved in protection against reactive 

oxygen species and the activity of the general stress σ factor (σB) 54,55. 

Moreover, overexpression of mntA in Streptococcus oligofermentans 

led to 12-fold higher survival rates upon exposure to peroxide stress, 

while the mntA knock-out showed 5.7 lower survival rates 56. Notably, 

mutations in the mntA promoter region seemed to only occur in evolved 

isolates of the KO7, KO7-S and KO7-S xyl background.  

Converged mutations observed in the transcriptional repressor scoC, 

were exclusively present in evolved isolates of the BS168 and BS168 xyl 

background. Mutations varied from SNPs to truncations which deleted 

about 50% of the gene. The ScoC regulator plays a crucial role in 

regulating extracellular protease expression and sporulation. As there 

are no mutations observed in the KO7/KO7-S strains, the regulation 

regarding to extracellular proteases is likely of importance. For evolved 

isolates of the BS168/BS168 xyl background, targets of ScoC (aprE and 

nprE) account for ∼95% of the total extracellular protease activity 57. 

Increased production of extracellular proteases may be advantageous, 

as it would enable strains to make use of the proteins present in biomass 

hydrolysate. In accordance, it has been shown that both CodY and ScoC 

act as direct repressors, forming a rare feed-forward regulatory loop. As 

such, both inactivations of codY and scoC are required for the de-

repression of aprE and nprE in nutrient-rich environments 58. The same 

feed-forward loop is utilized to regulate of the oligopeptide ABC 

transporter oppD. Notably, not only is oppD directly negatively 

regulated by both CodY and ScoC, mutations in oppD gene are mutually 

exclusive from scoC mutations (TALE#2, TALE#6) in the evolved 

isolates of the BS168/BS168 xyl background. Although scoC and oppD 

are in the same regulatory pathway, the exact mechanism of how 

mutations in either scoC or oppD are beneficial for growth in biomass 

hydrolysate remains enigmatic.  Another TALE-specific converged 

mutation was a deletion of Δ39 bp at the 3’ end of the Penicillin-binding 

protein 1A/1B, ponA. As the protein is involved in cell wall biogenesis, 

it could have a potential link to the tolerance of the strain, although 

there is no obvious link as the observed deletion does not alter any of 
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the enzymatic active sites of the protein. Lastly, protein Veg was 

mutated in 2 evolved isolates of the KO7-S background. Protein Veg is 

responsible for biofilm regulation via repression of sinR  59.  

Next, we identified converged mutations in both TALE and control ALE 

experiments, which may be generally beneficial under the employed 

cultivation conditions. Except for TALE#2, all other 18 TALE 

experiments yielded evolved isolates which were either mutated in the 

promoter region of the vegetative catalase, katA or its transcriptional 

repressor perR. Mutations in the katA promoter were either around the 

-10/-35 regions, or in the regulatory domain called the Per box. In 

contrast, mutations in the perR gene led to substitutions across the 

whole length of the gene. Moreover, 6 out of the 8 evolved isolates 

derived from control ALE experiments also showed mutations in either 

the promoter region of katA or perR. This suggests that the observed 

mutations are linked to the cultivation conditions of the experiment and 

the M9extra-medium rather than tolerance towards biomass 

hydrolysates. As the mutations are so dominantly present across the 

different evolution experiments, a higher expression of the vegetative 

catalase katA may be advantageous by protecting the cell from stress-

derived oxidative damage. Apparently, the increased ability to ward off 

reactive oxygen species is not only beneficial when cultivating cells in 

biomass hydrolysate, but also in the M9extra medium. Intriguingly, the 

evolved isolate from TALE#2 showed a deletion in the promoter region 

of the metalloregulation DNA-binding stress protein, called mrgA. Being 

part of the same regulon as katA, the role of MrgA is associated with 

protection against oxidative damage and is under transcriptional 

repression of PerR. As with some of the katA-mutants, the Per box of the 

promoter region of mrgA was altered 60. Similarly, evolved strains of the 

M9extra control experiment which showed mutations in neither katA or 

perR (ALE#25 and ALE#26), were mutated in other genes related to 

protection against oxidative stress (rsbX and trxB, respectively) 61,62. 
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Eleven different genes encoding parts of the flagella structure were 

mutated in both TALE and ALE experiments, and hence are likely to play 

a role in improving growth in the applied cultivation conditions. 

Mutations included 8 deletions, 7 introductions of stop codons and 3 

substitutions. It is worth mentioning that none of the evolved isolates of 

the BS168/BS168 xyl TALE experiments showed mutations in genes of 

the flagella structure, while this was the case for the ALE control. The 

absence/presence of flagella-associated mutations had severe 

consequences on the phenotype and ability to form a biofilm, as is 

clearly visible in Figure S13. It has been extensively described that both 

the biosynthesis and the operation of flagella represents a considerable 

cost for the host and that loss of flagella functions can be generally 

beneficial in well-mixed cultivations 63. As such, improved growth has 

been observed in both evolutionary studies and rationally designed cell 
factories 64,65.  

In short, mutations associated with increased tolerance included global 

regulators (codY, scoC, rpoC, ponA, veg) and more specific genes 

(transporters mntA and oppD). Loss of flagella function and protection 

against oxidative damage appeared to be generally beneficial under the 

employed cultivation conditions. As commonly observed in stress 

tolerance ALE studies, point mutations in global regulators likely tune 

expression levels of many different stress-related genes to restore 

growth 15,66. Although alterations of the global regulator genes render it 

challenging to provide a molecular mechanistic basis for the improved 

phenotype, mutations present in many independent experiments (like 

codY) are highly likely to be causal and can be used for future rational 

strain design. Current work can be expanded to evolutionary studies 

focusing on individual inhibitory compounds present in biomass 

hydrolysate to unravel general and specific chemical tolerance 

mechanisms systematically. Additional rational design and evolutionary 

engineering can generate strains even closer to their biological limit. 

Nevertheless, as industrial implementation requires high concentration 

of sugars and concomitantly higher amounts of inhibitors, the 

realization of a cost effective bioprocess using lignocellulose demands a 

multidisciplinary approach looking beyond the cell, fine-tuning both 

pretreatment, detoxification and fermentation conditions to keep the 
inhibitory compounds within the limits of biology.  
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4.4 Conclusions 

 

This study demonstrated that TALE could efficiently be applied to 

obtain B. subtilis strains with increased tolerance to biomass 

hydrolysate-associated inhibitory compounds. Production experiments 

showed that evolved isolates could reach up to 48% of amylase 

productivity in DDGS hydrolysate when compared to optimized 

expression medium, containing more protein (268%) and sugars 

(116%). Whole-genome resequencing data of independently evolved 

isolates revealed key mutations related to tolerance and the employed 

cultivation conditions. As B. subtilis is a well-known industrial chassis 

organism, the obtained results are relevant for using lignocellulose as a 
feedstock for the manufacturing of bio-based products.  
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4.7 Supplementary material  

Table S4 Strains selected for Whole Genome Resequencing 

Strain ID Background 
Start strain  0 BS168 xyl 
Start strain 0 BS168 
Start strain 0 KO7-S 
Start strain 0 KO7 xyl 
Start strain 0 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#1 I6 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#2 I10 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#3 I12 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#4 I7 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#5 I17 BS168 
Evolved isolate TALE#6 I15 BS168 
Evolved isolate TALE#7 I1 BS168 
Evolved isolate TALE#8 I6 BS168 
Evolved isolate TALE#9 I13 KO7-S 
Evolved isolate TALE#10 I2 KO7-S 
Evolved isolate TALE#11 I1 KO7-S 
Evolved isolate TALE#12 I7 KO7-S 
Evolved isolate TALE#13 I15 KO7 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#14 I20 KO7 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#15 I6 KO7 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#16 I19 KO7 xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#17 I4 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#18 I5 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#18 I19 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate TALE#20 I6 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#21 I1 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#22 I1 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#23 I1 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#24 I1 BS168 xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#25 I1 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#26 I1 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#27 I1 KO7-S xyl 
Evolved isolate ALE#28 I1 KO7-S xyl 
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Table S5 Oligos used in this study 

No.  Name  Sequence (5’ to 3’) 

768 pJOE8999_BB-U-

fw 

AAGGCCUTTCTAGATTAAGAAATAATCTTCATC 

765 pJOE8999_BB-U-

rv 

AGGTACAUTTTACTCAATTCTCTAATCACGG 

JD01 gRNAaraR-U-fw ATGTACCUACGCAAGGCGTGAAACGGATGAAGTTTT

AGAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAA 

767 gRNAaraR-U-rv ACCCTAUAGTGAGTCGTATTAAAAAGGCCC 

JD02 araR-up-U-fw ATAGGGUCGACGGCCAATGGCACCATTCCATAAGCA

AGC 

JD03 araR-up-U-rv ATATTTGUACGTACTAATTAAATGTAATTTTCGTTA

AATTTTAATATAAGTACGTACAAT 

JD04 araR-down-U-fw ACAAATAUAGAAAAAGCAATGTATGGGTCTCCCCG 

JD05 araR-down-U-rv AGGCCTUATCCAATTGACAGCCAGAGCGCTCC 

JD44 ParaE-down-U-rv AAAGGAAGUATTTGAAAATGAAGAATACTCCAACTC

AATTAGAACCAAATGTTC 

JD48 ParaE-up-U-rv ACTTCCTTUCATGTCActgataatttaacaCACTTTcaaaag

agtgtcaacgtgtattgacgcagtAAAAAGCAATGTATGGGT

CTCCCCG 

JD51 ParaE-up-U-fw ATAGGGUCGACGGCCACCAATTGACAGCCAGAGCGC

TC 

JD52 ParaE-down-U-fw AGGCCTUATTTTCTCCATTAATACGTGTCAGGATCT

TTAAAGC 

JD53 gRNAaraE_U_fv ATGTACCUACGCCGCTTTACTCAACATTCGGGTTTTA

GAGCTAGAAATAGCAAGTTAAAA 

JD16 pHT315_BB-U-fw AGCGCAGCUGAAATAGCTGCGCTTTTTTGTGTCATA

ATTAAGCCAGCCCCGACACC 

JD17 pHT315_BB-U-rv AGCTGAAAUAGCTGCGCTTTTTTGTGTCATAACAGC

TCACTCAAAGGCGGTAATACG 
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JD18 xylB-U-fw ATTTCAGCUGCGCTTTTTTCGAAACAAACGCATTTG

ACCAAACAAGC 

JD19 xylB-U-rv ATTATCTGTUCGACAAATAATCGTGGCGATGCGCAA

CTG 

JD20 xylA-U-fw AACAGATAAUGGTTTACCAGATTTTCCAGTTGTTCC 

JD21 xylA-U-rv ATGCAAGCCUATTTTGACCAGCTCG 

JD22 P43-U-fw AGGCTTGCAUGTGTACATTCCTCTCTTACCTATAAT

GGTACCGC 

JD23 P43-U-rv ATTTTACAUTTTTAGAAATGGGCGTGAAAAAAAGCG

C 

JD24 PHT2-U-fw ATGTAAAAUTACCGCTCGCCGCAGCCG 

JD46 PHT2-U-rv ACTTCCTTUCATGTCAaacttcattttaaatgtgtcggaaatact

tgtcaagcttgccatcttaacGCCTGGGGTGCCTAATGAGTG 

JD44 araE-U-fw AAAGGAAGUATTTGAAAATGAAGAATACTCCAACTC

AATTAGAACCAAATGTTC 

JD29 araE-U-rv AGCTGCGCUTTTTTTCATTTTATCCAAAGCTTTTCA

ATTTCCTCGAGCG 

JD77 amyQ-U-fw ggcgaUAGGAGGACAAACATGATTCAAAAACGA 

JD78 amyQ-U-rv ggtgcgaUTTATTTCTGAACATAAATGGAGACGGACCC

T 
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Figure S8 Population growth rate and hydrolysate supplementation over the 

course of all TALE experiments: A) TALE #1 BS168 xyl, B) TALE #2 BS168 xyl, C) 

TALE #3 BS168 xyl, D) TALE #4 BS168 xyl, E) TALE #5 BS168, F) TALE #6 BS168, 

G) TALE #7 BS168, H) TALE #8 BS168, I) TALE #9 KO7-s, J) TALE #10 KO7-s, K) 

TALE #11 KO7-s, L) TALE #12 KO7-s, M) TALE #13 KO7 xyl, N) TALE #14 KO7 xyl, 

O) TALE #15 KO7 xyl, P) TALE #16 KO7 xyl, Q) TALE #17 KO7-s xyl, R) TALE #18 

KO7-s xyl, S) TALE #19 KO7-s xyl and T) TALE #20 KO7-s xyl 
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Figure S9 Population growth rate over the course of all control ALE 

experiments: A) ALE #21 BS168 xyl, B) ALE #22 BS168 xyl, C) ALE #23 BS168 

xyl, D) ALE #24 BS168 xyl, E) ALE #25 KO7-S xyl, F) ALE #26 KO7-S xyl, G) 

ALE #27 KO7-S xyl, H) KO7-S xyl #28 BS168 
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 Figure S10 Growth performance of start strains, midpoint populations, endpoint 
populations and evolved isolates of all TALE experiments: A) TALE #1 BS168 xyl, B) TALE 
#2 BS168 xyl, C) TALE #3 BS168 xyl, D) TALE #4 BS168 xyl, E) TALE #5 BS168, F) TALE 
#6 BS168, G) TALE #7 BS168, H) TALE #8 BS168, I) TALE #9 KO7-s, J) TALE #10 KO7-s, 
K) TALE #11 KO7-s, L) TALE #12 KO7-s, M) TALE #13 KO7 xyl, N) TALE #14 KO7 xyl, O) 
TALE #15 KO7 xyl, P) TALE #16 KO7 xyl, Q) TALE #17 KO7-s xyl, R) TALE #18 KO7-s xyl, 

S) TALE #19 KO7-s xyl and T) TALE #20 KO7-s xyl. Start strains (●), midpoint population 

(●),endpoint population (●) and endpoint isolates (●). 
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Figure S11 Amylase production of evolved isolates measured by amylase 

activity of culture supernatants in 100% hydrolysate-based medium and 

Cal18-2 media in a 24-well plate format after 72 h. 

 

 

Figure S12 Structure of the CodY protein (exemplified by the PDB ID:5loe. 

Mutated amino acids and their side-chains are indicated in red and the HTH 

DNA-binding domain is colored pink. Structure was visualized using PyMOL 

(Schrödinger LLC). 
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Figure S13 Pictures of end isolates TALE#5 I17 and TALE#9 I17 after 24h 

growth in cal-18 medium. Presence/absence of biofilm is clearly visible.  
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Table S6 Full list of mutations in the endpoint isolates of TALEs and ALEs shown in table 3. For each TALE experiment, “A” 

indicates the ALE experiment number, “F” indicates the flask number, “I” indicates the isolate number, and “R” indicates 

the technical replicate. 

BS168 xyl TALE #1-4 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence Change Gene Product Details A1 F58 
I6 R1 

A2 
F60 
I10 R2 

A3 F57 
I12 R3 

A4 F59 
I7 R4 

1,672 SNP T>C dnaA chromosomal replication initiator 
informational ATPase 

H421H 
(CAT>CAC) 

  1     

73,935 SNP T>C prkT serine/threonine-protein kinase Y43H 
(TAT>CAT) 

    1   

78,236 SNP A>T ftsH ATP-dependent cytoplasmic membrane 
protease 

N418I 
(AAT>ATT) 

      1 

127,648 SNP A>G rpoC RNA polymerase (beta' subunit) E696G 
(GAA>GGA) 

    1   

197,804 SNP C>G cdaR regulator of diadenylate cyclase activity P260A 
(CCC>GCC) 

1       

506,071 SNP C>A ydbM putative acyl-CoA dehydrogenase P307Q 
(CCG>CAG) 

    1   

842,292 SNP A>G ltaSB enzyme responsible for 
polyglycerolphosphate LTA synthesis 

Y569H 
(TAC>CAC) 

    1   

961,037 INS (A)5>6 R1 R3 katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic 
sulfonate ABC transporter (ATP-binding 
protein) 

intergenic (-
51/-357) 

1   1   

961,062 DEL Δ1 bp R4 katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic 
sulfonate ABC transporter (ATP-binding 
protein) 

intergenic (-
76/-332) 

      1 

961,067 SNP T>A R4 katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic 
sulfonate ABC transporter (ATP-binding 
protein) 

intergenic (-
81/-327) 

      1 
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961,069 SNP G>T R4 katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic 
sulfonate ABC transporter (ATP-binding 
protein) 

intergenic (-
83/-325) 

      1 

1,073,374 SNP C>T (R1 )  scoC transcriptional regulator of extracellular 
protease production, sporulation and 
bacilysin production (MarR family) 

W115* 
(TGG>TAG) 

1       

1,073,401 SNP A>T (R4) scoC transcriptional regulator of extracellular 
protease production, sporulation and 
bacilysin production (MarR family) 

L106* 
(TTG>TAG) 

      1 

1,073,672 SNP A>T (R3) scoC transcriptional regulator of extracellular 
protease production, sporulation and 
bacilysin production (MarR family) 

F16I (TTC>ATC)     1   

1,224,521 SNP A>G oppD oligopeptide ABC transporter (ATP-
binding protein) 

E356G 
(GAA>GGA) 

  1     

1,248,775 SNP A>T cotO spore outer coat protein K37N 
(AAA>AAT) 

      1 

1,323,881 SNP C>T xkdD phage PBSX P27L 
(CCG→CTG) 

  1     

1,481,481 SNP T>C ykzU, ykuH conserved hypothetical 
protein/conserved protein of unknown 
function 

intergenic 
(+30/-66) 

    1   

1,524,173 SNP T>G rnjA ribonuclease J1 T205P 
(ACC>CCC) 

    1   

1,569,011 SNP G>A ylbG conserved hypothetical protein V30I (GTA>ATA)   1     

1,690,758 SNP C>G codY transcriptional regulator, GTP and 
BCAA-dependent 

R214G 
(CGT>GGT) 

1     1 

1,690,759 SNP G>A codY transcriptional regulator, GTP and 
BCAA-dependent 

R214H 
(CGT>CAT) 

  1 1   

1,764,843 SNP A>G recA multifunctional SOS repair factor S67G 
(AGC>GGC) 

  1     

2,063,773 SNP T>A yobHc fragment of putative DNA phage repair 
protein 

pseudogene 
(391/654 nt) 

      1 
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2,134,705 SNP T>C ldcB D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase 
lipoprotein (D-ala releasing from 
tetrapeptide hydrolysis) 

Y228C 
(TAT>TGT) 

1       

2,291,897 SNP C>A scuA assembly factor BSco of the Cu(A) site 
of cytochrome c oxidase 

E130* 
(GAG>TAG) 

    1   

2,435,685 SNP T>C ppiB peptidyl-prolyl isomerase E36G 
(GAA>GGA) 

  1     

2,485,359 SNP T>C yqjF conserved protein of unknown function F150S 
(TTC>TCC) 

1       

2,778,062 SNP C>T yrhH putative methyltransferase D120N 
(GAT>AAT) 

1       

2,861,836 DEL (A)9>8 mreB, ysxA cell-shape determining 
protein/conserved nucleotide-related 
metabolism protein 

intergenic (-
88/+4) 

    1   

3,383,490 DEL (ATTATAATT)2>1 yusZ, mrgA putative short-chain acyl 
dehydrogenase/metalloregulation DNA-
binding stress protein 

intergenic 
(+15/-67) 

  1     

3,799,612 SNP G>A ywkB putative metabolite transporter A242V 
(GCG>GTG) 

  1     

3,803,671 SNP C>A rho transcriptional terminator Rho G338V 
(GGC>GTC) 

  1     

4,000,709 SNP T>C yxjF putative hydroxyacid dehydrogenase N202D 
(AAT>GAT) 

  1     

4,124,455 SNP T>C liaM permease for export of regulatory 
peptide LiaD* 

Y163C 
(TAT>TGT) 

    1   
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BS168 WT TALE #5-8 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence 
Change 

Gene Product Details A5 
F60 
I17 R1 

A6 
F61 
I15 R2 

A7 F57 
I1 R3 

A8 F60 
I6 R4 

423,163 SNP A>G gerKB spore germination receptor subunit Y61C 
(TAT>TGT) 

    1   

718,125 SNP T>C yerD putative osmotic shock glutamate synthase 
subunit (flavoprotein subunit, ferredoxin-
dependent) 

Y78C 
(TAT>TGT) 

      1 

944,526 SNP A>G perR transcriptional regulator (Fur family) K14E 
(AAG>GAG) 

  1 1 1 

944,551 SNP C>T perR transcriptional regulator (Fur family) P22L 
(CCT>CTT) 

  1     

944,586 SNP T>C perR transcriptional regulator (Fur family) S34P 
(TCT>CCT) 

      1 

961,037 INS (A)5>6 katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic sulfonate 
ABC transporter (ATP-binding protein) 

intergenic (-
51/-357) 

1       

1,073,459 DEL Δ1,532 bp scoC,yhaH,yhzF,trpP [scoC],yhaH,yhzF,[trpP]       1   

1,073,489 SNP C>T scoC transcriptional regulator of extracellular 
protease production, sporulation and 
bacilysin production (MarR family) 

A77T 
(GCA>ACA) 

1       

1,073,527 SNP G>C scoC transcriptional regulator of extracellular 
protease production, sporulation and 
bacilysin production (MarR family) 

S64C 
(TCT>TGT) 

1   1 1 

1,224,521 SNP A>G oppD oligopeptide ABC transporter (ATP-binding 
protein) 

E356G 
(GAA>GGA) 

  1     

1,605,538 SNP T>A sigE, sigG RNA polymerase sporulation-specific sigma-
29 factor (sigma-E)/RNA polymerase 
sporulation-specific sigma factor (sigma-G) 

intergenic 
(+48/-92) 

  1     

1,690,758 SNP C>A codY transcriptional regulator, GTP and BCAA-
dependent 

R214S 
(CGT>AGT) 

1 1 1 1 

1,749,907 SNP G>T rnjB dual activity 5' exo-and endoribonuclease J2 D164Y 
(GAC>TAC) 

    1   
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1,763,199 SNP A>G pgsA CDP-diacylglycerol-glycerol-3-phosphate 3-
phosphatidyltransferase 

N193D 
(AAC>GAC) 

  1     

1,994,711 SNP C>T ppsA non-ribosomal plipastatin synthetase A 
involved in synthesis of plipastatin 

E1083K 
(GAA>AAA) 

  1     

2,308,413 SNP A>G degR, ypzA activator of degradative enzymes (aprE, 
nprE, sacB) production or activity/putative 
spore coat protein 

intergenic (-
74/-82) 

1       

2,344,013 DEL Δ39 bp ponA peptidoglycan glycosyltransferase 
(penicillin-binding proteins 1A and 1B) 

coding 
(2570-
2608/2745 
nt) 

  1 1   

2,435,324 DEL (A)7>6 ypzD, ppiB putative germination protein/peptidyl-prolyl 
isomerase 

intergenic 
(+100/+36) 

  1     

2,626,240 SNP T>C dnaK molecular chaperone, ATP-dependent M570V 
(ATG>GTG) 

1       

2,775,128 SNP T>C cypB cytochrome P450 CYP102A3 R643G 
(AGG>GGG) 

1       

3,059,489 DEL (C)8>7 ytnP, trmB putative quorum-quenching lactonase/tRNA 
(guanine-N(7)-)-methyltransferase 

intergenic (-
88/+58) 

      1 

3,324,382 SNP T>C yunD putative 
nuclease/nucleotidase/phosphoesterase 

H226R 
(CAT>CGT) 

    1   

3,474,002 SNP A>G yvbI conserved protein of unknown function I211V 
(ATC>GTC) 

      1 

3,975,557 DEL (A)5>4 cydC ABC membrane transporter (ATP-binding 
protein) required for cytochrome bb' 
function (reductant efflux pump) 

coding 
(1235/1704 
nt) 

  1     

3,994,666 SNP G>A yxjL two-component response regulator [YxjM] A100T 
(GCG>ACG) 

    1 
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KO7S WT TALE #9-12 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence Change Gene Product Details A9 F56 
I13 R1 

A10 
F54 I2 
R2 

A11 F58 
I1 R3 

A12 F59 
I7 R4 

52,896 SNP T>C veg Protein veg V45A 
(GTT>GCT) 

  1 1   

62,658 DEL Δ2 bp mfd Transcription-repair-coupling factor coding (2229-
2230/3534 nt) 

      1 

484,682 SNP A>G dctP C4-dicarboxylate transport protein Q325R 
(CAG>CGG) 

    1   

924,071 INS (A)5>6 R9 R10 R11 
R12 

katA, SsuB Vegetative catalase/Aliphatic sulfonates 
import ATP-binding protein SsuB 

intergenic (-
51/-228) 

1 1 1 1 

1,158,754 SNP A>G argC N-acetyl-gamma-glutamyl-phosphate 
reductase 

T229T 
(ACA>ACG) 

1       

1,282,039 INS (G)6>7 yjqA, yjqB Uncharacterized protein yjqA/UPF0714 
protein yjqB 

intergenic (-
97/-9) 

      1 

1,380,183 SNP T>C ktrD Ktr system potassium uptake protein D M360T 
(ATG>ACG) 

      1 

1,473,627 SNP A>G fruA PTS system fructose-specific EIIABC 
component 

Q445R 
(CAA>CGA) 

1       

1,574,708 SNP A>G ylmH Putative RNA-binding protein ylmH Q6R 
(CAG>CGG) 

      1 

1,653,530 SNP C>T codY GTP-sensing transcriptional pleiotropic 
repressor CodY 

T125I 
(ACA>ATA) 

      1 

1,653,878 SNP A>G codY GTP-sensing transcriptional pleiotropic 
repressor CodY 

Y241C 
(TAT>TGT) 

  1 1   

1,653,890 SNP T>C codY GTP-sensing transcriptional pleiotropic 
repressor CodY 

L245P 
(CTA>CCA) 

1       

1,657,920 SNP T>A fliG Flagellar motor switch protein FliG V255D 
(GTC>GAC) 

1       

1,658,610 SNP C>T fliH putative flagellar assembly protein fliH Q149* 
(CAA>TAA) 

  1 1   
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1,669,467 SNP C>T fliR Flagellar biosynthetic protein fliR R204* 
(CGA>TGA) 

      1 

2,235,729 SNP C>T resD Transcriptional regulatory protein resD E26K 
(GAA>AAA) 

1       

2,383,370 SNP T>C yqgX Uncharacterized protein yqgX I14V 
(ATC>GTC) 

    1   

2,700,146 SNP C>T lonA Lon protease 1 V167I 
(GTT>ATT) 

    1   

2,963,941 SNP A>G mntA, menC Manganese-binding lipoprotein mntA/o-
succinylbenzoate synthase 

intergenic (-
128/+152) 

1       

2,972,835 SNP T>C ytdA Putative UTP--glucose-1-phosphate 
uridylyltransferase 

N192D 
(AAC>GAC) 

      1 

3,182,935 SNP T>C yusE Thioredoxin-like protein yusE A103A 
(GCA>GCG) 

1       

3,191,622 SNP T>C yuzM Uncharacterized protein yuzM M9T 
(ATG>ACG) 

1       

3,407,798 SNP A>G yvpB Uncharacterized protein yvpB S112G 
(AGC>GGC) 

1       
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KO7 XYL TALE #13, #15, #16 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence Change Gene Product Details A13 
F56 
I15 R1 

A15 
F58 I6 
R3 

A16 F57 
I19 R4 

681,397 SNP A>G yerD putative membrane protein 
yerD/Hypothetical Protein 

intergenic (-
6/-103) 

  1   

683,800 SNP A>G pcrA ATP-dependent DNA helicase pcrA Q466R 
(CAG>CGG) 

    1 

924,071 INS (A)5>6 katA Vegetative catalase/Aliphatic sulfonates 
import ATP-binding protein SsuB 

intergenic (-
51/-228) 

1 1 1 

1,653,712 SNP G>A codY GTP-sensing transcriptional pleiotropic 
repressor CodY 

A186T 
(GCA>ACA) 

  1   

1,653,890 SNP T>C codY GTP-sensing transcriptional pleiotropic 
repressor CodY 

L245P 
(CTA>CCA) 

1     

1,655,979 DEL Δ1 bp fliF Flagellar M-ring protein fliF coding 
(431/1596 nt) 

  1   

1,659,332 DEL Δ141 bp fliI Flagellum-specific ATP synthase fliI coding (418-
558/1317 nt) 

1     

1,662,121 DEL (AGCTGAAAGCC)2>1 fliK putative flagellar hook-length control 
protein fliK 

coding (806-
816/1464 nt) 

    1 

1,803,627 SNP G>T pksN frameshift (+1) in homopolymer run at 
nucleotide position 6839 in gene 

pseudogene 
(6260/16546 
nt) 

  1   

2,096,896 SNP T>C yodT putative aminotransferase YodT I350M 
(ATA>ATG) 

    1 

2,529,258 SNP T>C yrkH Uncharacterized protein yrkH Y280C 
(TAT>TGT) 

1     

2,629,680 SNP A>G cymR HTH-type transcriptional regulator CymR L104P 
(CTC>CCC) 

    1 

2,688,788 SNP T>C ysxE Uncharacterized protein ysxE E19G 
(GAG>GGG) 

1     

2,963,941 SNP A>G mntA Manganese-binding lipoprotein mntA/o-
succinylbenzoate synthase 

intergenic (-
128/+152) 

    1 
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2,963,948 SNP G>A mntA Manganese-binding lipoprotein mntA/o-
succinylbenzoate synthase 

intergenic (-
135/+145) 

1 1   

3,010,076 SNP A>G yubD putative MFS-type transporter yubD L386P 
(CTG>CCG) 

1     

3,248,155 SNP C>T nhaK Sodium, potassium, lithium and 
rubidium/H(+) antiporter 

A15T 
(GCG>ACG) 

    1 

3,414,697 SNP A>G nagBA Glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminase 1 I101V 
(ATT>GTT) 

  1   

3,617,990 DEL Δ580 bp ywkB [U712_18650],[U712_18655] 1     ywkB 

3,772,635 SNP A>G dltB Protein dltB Y334C 
(TAT>TGT) 

  1   

3,831,557 SNP G>A licT Transcription antiterminator 
LicT/Uncharacterized protein yxiP 

intergenic (-
6/+90) 

1     
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KO7S XYL TALE #17-20 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence 
Change 

Gene Product Details A17 
F55 I4 
R1 

A18 
F53 I5 
R2 

A19 
F53 I19 
R3 

A20 F53 
I6 R4 

125,619 SNP C>T rpoC DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit beta' R21C 
(CGT>TGT) 

1 1 1 1 

907,728 SNP G>T perR Peroxide operon regulator G70C 
(GGT>TGT) 

1       

908,027 SNP T>C ygzB UPF0295 protein ygzB D107G 
(GAT>GGT) 

  1     

924,071 INS (A)5>6 katA Vegetative catalase/Aliphatic sulfonates 
import ATP-binding protein SsuB 

intergenic (-
51/-228) 

  1   1 

924,079 SNP T>A katA Vegetative catalase/Aliphatic sulfonates 
import ATP-binding protein SsuB 

intergenic (-
59/-220) 

    1   

1,364,839 DEL (A)8>7 ykoS putative membrane protein ykoS coding 
(30/1695 nt) 

      1 

1,395,470 SNP A>G kinD Sporulation kinase D L186P 
(CTA>CCA) 

  1     

1,653,734 SNP A>G codY GTP-sensing transcriptional pleiotropic 
repressor CodY 

E193G 
(GAG>GGG) 

      1 

1,663,565 SNP G>A flgE Flagellar basal-body rod protein flgG G116R 
(GGG>AGG) 

      1 

1,666,671 SNP T>A fliY Flagellar motor switch phosphatase FliY L321* 
(TTA>TAA) 

1       

1,667,358 SNP G>A fliZ Flagellar biosynthetic protein fliZ W37* 
(TGG>TAG) 

  1     

1,668,072 DEL Δ12 bp fliP Flagellar biosynthetic protein fliP coding (172-
183/666 nt) 

    1   

1,969,141 SNP T>C proH Pyrroline-5-carboxylate reductase 1 I259V 
(ATC>GTC) 

      1 

2,199,002 SNP C>T cheR Chemotaxis protein 
methyltransferase/Nucleoside diphosphate 
kinase 

intergenic (-
20/+220) 

    1   
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2,307,456 SNP T>C yqjA Uncharacterized protein yqjA Y305C 
(TAT>TGT) 

  1     

2,391,082 SNP C>T glpG Rhomboid protease gluP R72K 
(AGA>AAA) 

    1   

2,572,416 SNP T>C adhB putative zinc-type alcohol dehydrogenase-
like protein AdhB 

C371R 
(TGT>CGT) 

    1   

2,963,948 SNP G>A mntA Manganese-binding lipoprotein mntA/o-
succinylbenzoate synthase 

intergenic (-
135/+145) 

1 1 1 1 

2,996,490 SNP T>C rnpA 16S ribosomal RNA noncoding 
(5/1554 nt) 

    1   

3,586,470 SNP C>T ureB Urease subunit beta R60H 
(CGT>CAT) 

  1     

3,617,854 SNP A>G ywkB putative transporter YwkB M113T 
(ATG>ACG) 

    1   

3,813,837 SNP T>C pepT Peptidase T L304P 
(CTT>CCT) 

      1 

3,892,629 SNP C>T iolI Inosose isomerase E12K 
(GAA>AAA) 

1       
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BS168 XYL ALE #21-24 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence Change Gene Product Details A21 
F66 I1 
R1 

A22 
F68 I1 
R1 

A23 
F66 I1 
R1 

A24 
F66 
I1 R1 

121760 SNP T>C rlmG, rpoB 23S rRNA m2G1835 methyltransferase/RNA 
polymerase (beta subunit) 

intergenic 
(+87/-159) 

      1 

529425 SNP G>A trnS-Leu2, ydcL tRNA-Leu/ICEBs1 mobile element: integrase intergenic 
(+3/+80) 

      1 

944623 SNP C>T perR transcriptional regulator (Fur family) A46V 
(GCT>GTT) 

    1   

944637 SNP T>A perR transcriptional regulator (Fur family) F51I 
(TTT>ATT) 

  1     

961043 INS (46 bp)1>2 katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic sulfonate 
ABC transporter (ATP-binding protein) 

intergenic (-
57/-351) 

      1 

961054 SNP A>G katA, ssuB vegetative catalase 1/aliphatic sulfonate 
ABC transporter (ATP-binding protein) 

intergenic (-
68/-340) 

1       

1100592 SNP C>A yhfK putative NAD-binding epimerase / hydratase A125E 
(GCA>GAA) 

1       

1221661 SNP C>A oppB oligopeptide ABC transporter (permease) T23K 
(ACA>AAA) 

      1 

1445938 SNP G>A ykvQ putative sporulation-specific glycosylase 
(HGT island) 

pseudogene 
(301/699 nt) 

      1 

1580038 DEL (T)9>8 bshC, mraZ malate glucosamine cysteine ligase/inhibitor 
of RsmH and transcriptional regulator 

intergenic 
(+43/-83) 

      1 

1589333 SNP G>A murD UDP-N-acetylmuramoylalanyl-D-glutamate 
ligase 

A145T 
(GCC>ACC) 

1       

1684043 SNP T>C topA DNA topoisomerase I I128T 
(ATC>ACC) 

1       

1684164 SNP A>C topA DNA topoisomerase I Q168H 
(CAA>CAC) 

  1     

1685128 SNP C>G topA DNA topoisomerase I R490G 
(CGC>GGC) 

    1   
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1693526 INS (A)7>8 fliF flagellar basal-body M-ring protein coding 
(1031/1611 
nt) 

    1   

1695562 INS (A)7>8 fliH flagellar export apparatus subunit of 
cytoplasmic ATPase 

coding 
(309/627 nt) 

1       

1704223 SNP C>T fliZ flagellar regulatory protein Q5* 
(CAA>TAA) 

      1 

1716709 DEL Δ24 bp sigD RNA polymerase sigma-28 factor (sigma-D) coding (217-
240/765 nt) 

  1     

2373376 SNP C>A trpB tryptophan synthase (beta subunit) R44L 
(CGT>CTT) 

      1 

2891153 SNP G>T leuB 3-isopropylmalate dehydrogenase A322E 
(GCG>GAG) 

    1   

3075913 SNP G>A ytfP putative NAD(FAD)-utilizing dehydrogenase E183K 
(GAA>AAA) 

    1   

3315630 SNP G>A hom homoserine dehydrogenase T167I 
(ACC>ATC) 

1       
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BS168 XYL ALE #21-24 

Position Mutation 
Type 

Sequence Change Gene Product Details A25 
F54 I1 
R1 

A26 
F57 I1 
R1 

A27 
F53 I1 
R1 

A28 
F56 
I1 R1 

28,183 SNP C>T dnaX DNA polymerase III subunit gamma/tau A457V 
(GCC>GTC) 

  
1 

 

149,756 SNP C>T rpoA DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit alpha L277F 
(CTT>TTT) 

   
1 

507,506 SNP G>A rsbX Phosphoserine phosphatase rsbX C105Y 
(TGC>TAC) 

1 
   

570,528 SNP T>C ydgF putative transporter YdgF N194S 
(AAC>AGC) 

 
1 

  

907,885 SNP G>T perR Peroxide operon regulator G122V 
(GGC>GTC) 

   
1 

924,077 SNP T>C katA Vegetative catalase/Aliphatic sulfonates 
import ATP-binding protein SsuB 

intergenic (-
57/-222) 

  
1 

 

1,071,581 SNP C>T yhfQ Putative ABC transporter substrate-binding 
lipoprotein yhfQ 

P272L 
(CCG>CTG) 

1 
   

1,659,714 DEL Δ771 bp fliI, fliJ [U712_08530],[U712_08535] 
 

1 
   

1,662,478 SNP T>G fliK putative flagellar hook-length control 
protein fliK 

I388S 
(ATC>AGC) 

  
1 

 

1,669,460 INS (ATTAGGTATC)1>2 fliR Flagellar biosynthetic protein fliR coding 
(603/780 nt) 

   
1 

1,670,899 SNP C>T flhA Flagellar biosynthesis protein flhA Q50* 
(CAG>TAG) 

 
1 

  

1,928,885 SNP C>T ppsD Plipastatin synthase subunit D L1973L 
(CTG>CTA) 

   
1 

2,803,182 DEL Δ4 bp pyk Pyruvate kinase coding (1215-
1218/1758 
nt) 

   
1 

3,070,780 SNP C>T comA Transcriptional regulatory protein ComA A175T 
(GCA>ACA) 

 
1 
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3,389,130 SNP A>G mgfK UPF0052 protein yvcK L89P 
(CTT>CCT) 

1 
   

3,391,818 SNP G>A trxB Thioredoxin reductase S65F 
(TCT>TTT) 

 
1 

  

3,512,331 SNP G>A ywtF Putative transcriptional regulator ywtF G80E 
(GGA>GAA) 

   
1 

3,596,507 SNP A>C murAA UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-
carboxyvinyltransferase 1 

M203R 
(ATG>AGG) 

   
1 

3,596,615 SNP G>A murAA UDP-N-acetylglucosamine 1-
carboxyvinyltransferase 1 

A167V 
(GCT>GTT) 

 
1 

  

3,969,880 SNP T>C walK Sensor histidine kinase WalK D554G 
(GAT>GGT) 

1 
   

3,970,969 SNP G>A walK Sensor histidine kinase WalK A191V 
(GCA>GTA) 

 
1 
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Abstract 

 

One of the hurdles to realising industrial-scale second-generation 

biorefineries is the high operational cost associated with the use of 

enzymes. Replacing the current glucose-based substrates for the 

production of enzymes with cheaper alternatives can offer a way to 

lower the enzyme production cost. To this end, the major by-product of 

the corn-based bioethanol industry, called Distillers’ dried grain with 

solubles (DDGS), is an interesting candidate. DDGS has a rich nutritional 

composition for fermentation, is increasingly available as production of 

liquid biofuels increases, and allows the possibility of integrating 

enzyme production on-site of the biorefinery. In this study, we 

processed DDGS by steam explosion pretreatment and enzymatic 

hydrolysis to obtain relevant conversion yields and a techno-economic 

assessment was performed. Key parameters to improve the economic 

potential of DDGS-based on-site enzyme production were identified 

using a sensitivity analysis and applied in an optimistic scenario. 

Although DDGS-based enzyme production was not economically viable 

for the base case assuming experimentally derived yields, possible 

modifications were identified that could significantly improve the 

economics of the process. These include omitting the costly drying of 

DDGS and improved extraction of the considerable amount of protein 

present in the feedstock. In parallel, continuous optimization of both the 

cell factory and fermentation process designs are key to ensure 

adequate enzyme yields.
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 Nomenclature 

 

5-HMF  Hydroxymethylfurfural 

𝐶  Equipment cost of the unit operation 

𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 Capital cost associated with DDGS hydrolysate 

  production 

CAPEXenzyme  Capital cost associated with enzyme production 

CCO  Corn oil cost associated with enzyme production 

CCSL  Corn steep liquor cost associated with enzyme 

  production 

𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆  DDGS-based medium production cost  

𝐶𝐷𝐹𝐶   Direct fixed cost associated with DDGS  
  hydrolysate production 

CDS  Condensed Distillers’s Solubles 

CE  Annual electricity cost associated with enzyme 
  production 

Cenzyme   Enzyme production cost  

𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼  Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index 

𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦  Facility-dependent cost associated with DDGS 

  hydrolysate production 

CFO  Fixed operational cost associated with enzyme 
  production 

CGlucose  Glucose cost associated with enzyme production 

CHN  Residual nutrient cost associated with enzyme 

  production 

𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟   Labour cost associated with DDGS hydrolysate 
  production 
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𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠   Material cost associated with DDGS hydrolysate 
  production  

CNH3
  Ammonium cost associated with enzyme  

  production 

CSO2
  Sulfur dioxide cost associated with enzyme  

  production 

𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝑢𝑝  Single investment required to prepare the new 

  factory for operation and validation 

𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠  Operational cost associated with DDGS  

  hydrolysate production 

𝐶𝑊𝐶   Funds tied up in operating the biorefinery 

DDGS  Distillers’ Dried Grain with Solubles 

HPLC   High-performance liquid chromatography 

NREL  National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆   Operational cost associated with DDGS  

  hydrolysate production 

OPEXenzyme Operational cost associated with enzyme  

  production 

SCP  Single cell protein 

T   Temperature 

TEA  Techno-economic assessment  

TS  Thin Stillage 

UWGP  United Wisconsin Grain Producers 

𝑣  Annual amount of biomass processed in the  

  biorefinery 

WDG   Wet distiller’s grains 

𝑥  Scaling factor 
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5.1 Introduction 

 

Biorefineries can significantly contribute to the more sustainable 

production of chemicals, materials, and fuels as they use  renewable 

biomass as a feedstock instead of fossil fuels 1,2. While first-generation 

biorefineries using easily accessible sugar- or starch-based carbon are 

economically viable, this practice has received criticism as it can 

compromise other sustainable development goals, such as zero hunger 

and global food security 3–6. The realization of second-generation 

biorefineries circumvents this problem by using lignocellulosic biomass 

as a feedstock. Although lignocellulose is an abundant and cheap 

resource, polymeric carbohydrates are not freely accessible for 

microbial fermentation 7,8. For this reason, pretreatment is required to 

break the molecular bonds between the main constituents of 

lignocellulose before (hemi)cellulases are applied to convert the 
biomass to fermentable sugars.  

Despite the significant improvement in the performance of commercial 

cellulases during the last years, enzymes still represent a significant cost 

factor for cellulosic biorefineries 9. To achieve the transition to a bio-

economy and the associated replacement of bulk petrochemicals by bio-

based alternatives, the availability of bulk amounts of low-cost enzymes 

is paramount 10. A frequently proposed strategy to reduce enzyme 

production costs is to replace conventional substrates with cheaper 

alternatives, as the cost of carbon is often more than 50% of the total 
direct cost of production 11–14.  

To this end, the major by-product of the conventional corn-based dry-

grind bioethanol process, called Dried Distillers Grains with Solubles 

(DDGS), is an interesting candidate for several reasons. First, the global 

production volume of bioethanol is expected to rise to 134.5 billion 

liters in 2024, and the production of DDGS is estimated to increase 

concomitantly 15–18. The selling of DDGS as a co-product is responsible 

for approximately 22% of the value output of a dry-grind bioethanol 

plant, making it crucial to the economic viability of the bioethanol 

industry 16,19. However, as there is a risk that this market could be 

saturated, alternative ways to convert DDGS into high-value products 
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are currently explored 15,16. Second, using DDGS as a substrate for 

microbial fermentation is regarded as promising, since the composition 

of DDGS is rich in carbon, organic nitrogen, and other micronutrients 

required for the bio-manufacturing of a variety of products, including 
organic acids, biofuels, and in this context hydrolytic enzymes 16,20–23.  

As it is likely that future second-generation biorefineries will be either 

integrated or co-located near first-generation biorefineries as a result of 

feedstock availability (corn stover), this offers possibilities to produce 

the enzymes on-site 13. In this setup, DDGS biomass could serve as a 

feedstock for enzyme production and the produced enzymes could then 

be used in both the first- and second-generation biorefineries (Figure 

1). On-site enzyme production offers the possibility to omit the cost 

associated with purification, formulation, and transportation of the 
enzyme and use the whole fermentation broth instead 10,24,25.  

The focus of this study is to explore potential cost reductions by 

replacing glucose as a feedstock for enzyme production by DDGS 

biomass, rather than comparing on-site and off-site enzyme production. 

A detailed techno-economic assessment, developed by the NREL, 

provides a reference for a glucose-based on-site enzyme production 

facility integrated in an second-generation corn stover biorefinery 26,27. 

For simplicity, the comparison between glucose- and DDGS-based 

enzyme productions are made assuming a similar process design, i.e. on-

site enzyme production integrated into a second-generation 

biorefinery. 
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Figure 1 A) Schematic overview of the current dry-grind bioethanol 

production process and production of DDGS as the major by-product. B) An 

on-site enzyme production facility as a strategy to valorize DDGS. C) An 

adjacent 2nd generation corn stover biorefinery using low-cost enzymes. 

Abbreviations: Liq. Liquefaction, Sac. Saccharification, Ferm. Fermentation, 

Cent. Centrifugation, TS. Thin stillage, WDG. Wet distiller’s grains, CDS. 

Condensed Distiller’s Solubles, Evap. Evaporation, Dry. Drying, DDGS. 

Distiller’s Dried Grains with Solubles, Pret. Pretreatment, Enz. Enzymatic 

hydrolysis, S/L. Solid Liquid separation, SCP. Single Cell Protein.  
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Previous techno-economic assessments have shown that reducing 

enzyme production costs could be reduced by replacing the relatively 

expensive glucose syrup by either less expensive sugar streams or 

lignocellusic biomass 13,28. However, unlike the previous studies using 

lignocellulose, we determine biomass conversion yields in the process 

and account for the additional costs associated with biomass 

pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis. First, biomass compositional 

analysis, biomass pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis experiments 

were performed to provide the yields needed to estimate the required 

amount of DDGS biomass. Subsequently, a techno-economic analysis 

was performed to explore whether DDGS-based enzyme production can 

lead to cost reductions for on-site enzyme production compared to the 

use of glucose. 
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5.2 Material and Methods 

 

5.2.1 Materials  
 

Glucose, xylose, arabinose, acetic acid, formic acid, furfural, and 5-HMF 

were determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), 

using a Dionex Ultimate 3000 UHPLC + Focused System (Dionex Softron 

GmbH, Germany) equipped with a Bio-Rad Aminex column HPX-87H 

(300mm× 7.8mm) ( (60 C, mobile phase 5.0mM sulfuric acid, 0.6 

mL/min). Sugars and acids were determined by a Shodex RI-101 

refractive index detector, whereas 5-HMF and furfural were analyzed 

using ultraviolet measurements at 254nm. Chemicals were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich (Saint Louis, USA), unless otherwise stated. 

5.2.1.1 DDGS Compositional Analysis 

DDGS was kindly provided by the United Wisconsin Grain Producers 

(UWGP, Friesland, WI, USA). The compositional analysis of raw and 

pretreated DDGS biomass included the determination of hexane-, water-

, and ethanol- extractable material, the main carbohydrate polymers 

(cellulose, hemicellulose, lignin, and starch), protein, and inorganic 

materials (ash). This was performed as follows. Sample preparation of 

dried biomass was executed using a laboratory mill (PX-MFC 90D, 

Kinematica™Polymix™, 1 mm sieve) as described by the NREL 29. 

Subsequently, moisture content of the non-extracted DDGS biomass was 

measured by using a thermobalance MB 163-M (VWR International, 

Denmark). Crude protein content of non-extracted biomass was 

determined by the Dumas method as described by Kim et al. for DDGS 

(nitrogen factor 5.9) 30. Residual starch present in the DDGS biomass 

was measured using a kit from Megazyme (K-TSTA-100A). The hexane- 

, water-, and ethanol extractives were determined using a Soxhlet 

extractive apparatus, as described by AOAC92039 (ether is substituted 

by hexane) and the NREL 31,32. Protein concentration present in the 

water extractives were determined using a colorimetric assay (Biorad 

RC DC™).  
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Subsequently, structural carbohydrates, soluble/insoluble lignin, and 

ash fractions of the extracted biomass were determined as described 

previously by the NREL 33,34. 

5.2.1.2 DDGS Steam Explosion Pretreatment  

Prior to steam explosion pretreatment, the DDGS biomass was soaked 

in a dilute acid solution for 20 minutes (0.5% w/w sulfuric acid, 20% 

w/w dry mass). The DDGS slurry was filtered using a pressure press 

(Fischer HP25-M). Wet solids (44.8% dry mass) were processed in 

batches of approximately 2.2 kg using a 10 L steam explosion reactor as 

described by Palmqvist et al. 35 (190 °C, 5 minutes residence time, 12.5 

bar, Knislinge Mekaniska Verkstad AB designed by Process- & 

Industriteknik AB, Lund University, Sweden). Batches of pretreated 

slurry were pooled and subsequently separated by solid-liquid 

filtration. Wet solids were stored at -20 °C for enzymatic hydrolysis.  

5.2.1.3 Enzymatic Hydrolysis 

The pretreated DDGS biomass was diluted by adding 0.1 M sodium 

citrate buffer, leading to 10, 17.5, and 25% solid content (w/V) (final pH 

5.1). The enzymatic hydrolysis was performed using an enzyme load of 

5, 25, and 45 FPU/ g cellulose (Optimash® F200, International Flavors 

& Fragrances Inc.). Suspended solutions were incubated in glass bottles 

(VWR) for 72h, placed on a horizontal Bottle Roller system housed in an 

incubator (Thermo ScientificTM, 80 rpm, 50 °C). After the enzymatic 

hydrolysis, the liquefied biomass was filter-sterilized and 

concentrations of glucose, xylose, arabinose, acetic acid, 5-HMF, and 

furfural were determined by HPLC.  
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5.2.2 Modelling  
 

5.2.2.1 Overview 

The aim of this techno-economic model is to compare an on-site enzyme 

production facility using DDGS biomass or glucose syrup as a 

fermentation feedstock. The glucose-based enzyme production model 

(Area 400) developed by the NREL is used as a reference 26,27. 

Accordingly, the annual enzyme production rate was fixed on 2280 tons 

per year as assumed in the reference 26. The DDGS-based model includes 

costs for all unit operations to convert DDGS biomass to the enzyme 

product. Wastewater treatment was not included in this model, as the 

focus of this study was to compare different substrates for on-site 

enzyme production facility as part of an overarching biorefinery 
process.  

5.2.2.2 DDGS Feedstock 

As DDGS is currently a by-product of the dry-grind bioethanol process, 

it was assumed readily available to be fed into the steam explosion 

reactor of an on-site enzyme facility without additional costs. Although 

DDGS contains a considerable amount of macromolecules, only glucan, 

xylan, arabinan, and crude protein are modelled to be converted in 

enzyme product. The annual feedstock needed to produce the required 

amount of enzyme was 38,933 dry ton for the base case scenario. 

Moisture content was assumed to be 10% as an average as described 

elsewhere 36.  

5.2.2.3 Steam Explosion  

DDGS biomass (0.45 w/w dry matter), water, and sulfuric acid are 

added to the steam explosion unit. Required chemical were assumed 

stored in storage takes and a heat exchanger was used to recover waste 

heat of the pretreated slurry (80% heat recovery) 37. Biomass slurry and 

chemicals were transported through centrifugal pumps. The effects of 

different pretreatment methods is often roughly compared by using a 

severity factor 38. This factor is based on the applied residence time and 

temperature according to Equation 1: 
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Equation 1 

   log (𝑅0) = log (𝑡 × 𝑒
𝑇−100

14.75 ) 

where t is the residence time in minutes, T is the temperature in ° C and 

100 is the used reference temperature. The applied conditions in our 

steam explosion pretreatment led to a severity factor of 3.5. Conversion 

yields of glucose, xylose, and arabinose for the steam explosion 

pretreatment were based on experimental data (Figure 2). As biomass 

pretreatment leads to the unwanted formation of compounds that are 

inhibitory to the enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation, the pretreated 

slurry is fed to a detoxification tank 39.  

5.2.2.4 Detoxification Unit 

Detoxification was assumed to be performed by an overliming step with 

5% excess ammonia and a subsequent neutralization step with sulfuric 

acid as previously described 37.  

5.2.2.5 Enzymatic Hydrolysis 

Detoxified slurries fed to the enzymatic hydrolysis. Experimentally 

determined glucose, xylose, and arabinose yields (25% w/V, 72h) are 

assumed for the cost estimation. Enzyme loading of 20 mg per g 

cellulose (as previously described 26) was assumed to be valid for the 

applied enzyme loading during the performed experiments (25 FPU / g 

cellulose). As the outgoing sugar stream is too dilute for industrial fed-

batch applications, a mechanical vapour recompression (MVR) 
evaporator is assumed to concentrate the outgoing sugar stream.  

5.2.2.6 Enzyme Fermentation  

In this model, enzymes are assumed to be produced in 5 parallel aerobic 

submerged fermentation (120h, 300 m3, 80% working volume) as 

described in detail by the NREL 14. The enzyme yield during microbial 

fermentation is dependent on the substrate components, protein 

composition of the enzyme, and the generic cell mass composition of the 

used cell factory, and the maintenance requirements of the cell factory. 

The overall enzyme yield is defined as the sum of the yields on the 

various substrates present in the DDGS-hydrolysate. Substrates include 

glucose, xylose, arabinose, and protein. Enzyme yield on the monomeric 
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sugars was based on the NREL 2011 biorefinery model 14. Using the 

assumptions of the NREL (an overall molar selectivity of carbon to 31% 

protein, 4% cell mass, and 65% CO2), a mass yield of 0.24 g enzyme per 

g sugar is used for the base case. Furthermore, it is assumed proteins in 

the DDGS hydrolysate are readily available and converted into enzymes 

at an efficiency of 90%. 

 

5.2.3 Economic Analysis 

 
5.2.3.1 Enzyme Production Costs 

Enzyme production costs include capital costs and operational costs 

(Equation 2), which are based on a previous study performed by the 
NREL 27.  

Equation 2 

Cenzyme =  CAPEXenzyme + OPEXenzyme 

 

OPEXenzyme consist of fixed operational cost (labor, maintenance, 

insurance, tax) and variable cost for glucose, corn steep liquor, corn oil, 

host nutrients, ammonia, sulfuric acid, and electricity (Equation 3).  

Equation 3 

OPEXenzyme =  CFO + CGlucose + CCSL + CCO + CHN + CNH3
+ CSO2

+ CE 

 

In this study, the economics of replacing glucose, corn steep liquor, and 

corn oil with DDGS-based hydrolysate medium is evaluated. Hence, the 

question to be answered is whether the production cost of DDGS-based 

hydrolysate is less than the cumulative cost of glucose syrup, corn steep 
liquor, and corn oil (Equation 4). 

Equation 4 

𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 <  𝐶𝐺𝑙𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑒 + 𝐶𝐶𝑆𝐿 + 𝐶𝐶𝑂   
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Capital and residual operational costs related to the enzyme 

fermentation are assumed equal to the values of the NREL study 

(Equation 5). 

Equation 5 

∆CAPEXenzyme + ∆CFO + ∆CHN + ∆CNH3
+ ∆CSO2

+ ∆CE = 0 

 

5.2.3.2 DDGS-hydrolysate Production Costs 

The production of DDGS-based medium includes capital and operational 

costs (CAPEXDDGS, OPEXDDGS) associated to the additional unit of 

operations, being steam explosion and enzymatic hydrolysis (Equation 
6).  

Equation 6 

𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 =  𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 + 𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆  

 

The total capital investment is a sum of direct fixed capital (CDFC), start-

up cost (Cstart-up), and working capital (CWC) 40. The CDFC includes direct 

costs (equipment cost, installation, piping, instrumentation, electrical, 

insulation buildings, yard improvement, and auxiliary facilities cost) 

and the related indirect costs (construction, engineering, contractor’s 

fee, and contingency). Direct cost is a fixed fraction of the equipment 

cost and indirect costs are dependent on the direct cost (Table S3).  Cstart-

up is the specific investment required to prepare a new plant for 

operation and validation.  

CWC is the funds (raw materials, consumables, labor, utilities) needed to 

operate the biorefinery. It is assumed these funds are retrieved upon 

closure of the factory and therefore working capital is not included in 

the estimation of 𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 (Equation 7).  

Equation 7 

𝐶𝐴𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 = 𝐶𝐷𝐹𝐶 + 𝐶𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡−𝑢𝑝 
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Equipment cost was based on previous studies (Equation 8) 14,37,41.  

Equation 8 

𝐶 

𝐶0 
=  

𝑣 

𝑣0 

𝑥

 

 

With C as the equipment cost of the unit operation, v as the annual 

amount of biomass processed in the biorefinery (kg/year), x as the 

scaling factor, and all 0-indexed variables referring to the original 

capacity of the reference plant [24].  

Start-up costs are defined as the one-time investment needed to prepare 

the new facility for operation. CAPEXDDGS per kg enzyme was calculated 
by assuming straight-line depreciation for a period of 15 years. 

OPEXDDGS consist of feedstock costs, other material costs, labor 

dependent costs, facility dependent costs and utilities as previously 

described 37,40 (Equation 9,  

Table S4).  

Equation 9 

𝑂𝑃𝐸𝑋𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 = 𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐺𝑆 + 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 + 𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑟 + 𝐶𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝐶𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 

 

CDDGS was based on the determined yields of each unit of operation and 

fixed annual enzyme production (2280 tons per year) 26. As DDGS is 

commonly sold as animal feed, the value is largely based on the protein 

content 42. Therefore, it is assumed that the value of DDGS used in the 

current study depreciates linearly with protein content, i.e. one-third of 

the average market value of 2020 ($175 per dry ton, CDDGS= $117) 36. 

Other material costs include enzymes, ammonia, sulfuric acid, and water 
26. Cellulase loading was assumed to be 20 mg g-1 cellulose as previously 

described 14. Other materials (sulfuric acid, ammonia, water), labor 

(including basic rate, benefits, supervision, operating supplies, and 

administration) and utilities (cooling-, heating agent, and electricity), 
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and requirements for steam explosion pretreatment are taken from 
Baral et al. 37. 

 

All costs were adjusted for the analysis year 2020 (Equation 10). 

Equation 10 

𝐶𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 = 𝐶0  
𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼𝐴𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑠 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟  

𝐶𝐸𝑃𝐶𝐼0
 

 

With C0 being the original cost and the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost 

Index (CEPCI) indices for the corresponding years 43. 

5.2.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis and Optimization 

The base case was estimated based on economic and technical 

parameters from performed wet-lab experiments and literature data. As 

these inherently entail a degree of uncertainty, the sensitivity of 

selected parameters on the operational DDGS hydrolysate costs were 

evaluated by a change of ±20%. Subsequently, the best-case scenario 

DDGS substrate cost was estimated using optimistic assumptions. 

Whenever  Equation 4 was valid, (i.e. scenarios where the enzyme price 

decreased compared to glucose-based media), and operational cost 

calculations were iterated to account for the lower enzyme cost.   
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5.3 Results and Discussion 

 

When estimating the amount of DDGS needed for an on-site enzyme 

production process, four conversion factors need to be determined: 1) 

the amount of carbohydrates (glucan, xylan, arabinan) and protein 

present in the DDGS, 2) the yield of these compounds after the 

pretreatment, 3) enzymatic hydrolysis, and 4) the yield from 

hydrolysate to enzyme during fermentation. First, the experimentally 

determined yields will be discussed. Subsequently, economic analysis 

for the use of DDGS for enzyme production for different scenarios is 
presented and compared to the glucose-based process.  

 

5.3.1 DDGS Conversion Factors 

 
5.3.1.1 Biomass Characterization 

In general, the values for various components of the DDGS biomass 

determined in this study agree with the literature 44 (Table 1). The total 

extractable material, obtained by water-, ethanol-, and hexane-

extraction, was a significant part of the total biomass, adding up to 

45.3%. The majority of the water-extractable material originates from 

the thin stillage syrup sprayed on the dried distillers’ grains 44. This 

syrup includes mainly fermentation by-products, soluble oligo- and 

monosaccharides, proteins, and organic acids. Around 4.2% of the total 

22.1% of the protein was present in the water extractives. Ethanol 

extractable material (4.6%) contains chlorophyll, waxes, and other 

minor components, while the hexane extractable material (11.2%) 

mostly contains lipids/corn oil. Total glucan content was 12.9%, of 

which 2.5% was found to be in the form of starch. Formic acid and 5-

HMF are counted as glucan, as it is likely that these compounds are 

derived from glucose rather than other hexoses during the biomass 

characterization procedure. Glucan content is lower compared to what 

was reported previously 44. Besides variation between DDGS sources, 

this deviation can be explained because extracted biomass was used in 

our approach for the carbohydrate determination, preventing water-
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soluble sugars present in the water extractives to be counted double 44. 

Xylan, arabinan, mannan, galactan, and furfural cumulatively accounted 

for 19.4% of the biomass. In the perspective of using DDGS as feedstock 

for enzyme production, the total carbohydrate content and protein 

content are important. The DDGS feedstock used in this study originates 

from a biorefinery process in which part of the protein is separated and 

sold as a high-value protein product 45. As such, the DDGS biomass used 

contained less protein and more carbohydrates compared to 

conventional DDGS (21% vs 31% crude protein content) 46. Soluble and 

insoluble lignin was relatively low in the DDGS biomass (7.4%), which 

is consistent with earlier reports 16. The remaining dry biomass is 
composed of acetate (0.8%) and ash (0.1%). 

 

Table 1 Compositional analysis of raw and pretreated DDGS biomass 

 Raw DDGS 
wt.% 

St. dev.  Pretreated 
DDGS wt.%  

St. dev. 

Dry matter  89.1 1.8 37.1 0.8 
Water extractives  29.5 0.6 22.6 1.7 
Hexane extractives 11.2 1.3 12.2 0.4 
Ethanol extractives 4.6 1.0 7.3 0.7 
Lignin 7.3 1.4 12.0 0.7 
Glucan 12.9 0.6 16.0  0.6 
Xylan  9.9 0.5 6.3  0.1 
Arabinan  6.1 0.5 3.5  0.0 
Mannan  0.4 0.1 0.3  0.2 
Galactan 1.2 0.1 1.4  0.3 
Furfural (anhydrous)  1.9 0.4 1.2  0.1 
Acetate 0.8 0.0 0.7  0.0 
Protein 20.9 0.8 30.4  0.8 
- of which are water 
soluble 

4.2 0.1 9.2 0.0 

Ash 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1   
   

Total 102.6%  102.7%  
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5.3.1.2 Steam Explosion Pretreatment  

Steam explosion pretreatment with the addition of dilute sulfuric acid 

catalyst (0.5% w/w) is designed to solubilize the hemicellulosic fraction 

and improve the subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis step. The efficiency 

of the applied pretreatment was assessed by measuring the sugars 

liberated to the pretreatment liquid and the determination of the solid 

fraction. Data from the steam explosion have been grouped into C5 

carbon molecules (xylose, arabinose, and furfural) and C6 carbon 

molecules (glucose, galactose, mannose, and 5-HMF). Most of the C6 

sugars (92%) were accounted for as polymers in the solid fraction or as 

monosaccharides in the liquids, nearly closing the mass balance of the 

pretreatment (Figure 2). In contrast, this is not the case for the C5 group 

(58%). Steam explosion has been shown to lead to the formation of 

oligomers of xylan for both DDGS or other corn biomass such as corn 

stover 22,47,48. In line with this, a significant part of the C5 sugars is likely 

present in the form of solubilized oligosaccharides in the liquid fraction. 

The conversion of monosaccharides and furan derivatives to humins, 

adsorption and/or condensation of furfural to other biomass 

components such as lignin and experimental errors can also contribute 

to the incomplete mass balance during pretreatment 49. As expected, the 

pretreatment removed a considerable part of the hemicellulosic fraction 

from the biomass, while the C6 sugars were retained in the solid 

fraction, as is reflected in the composition of the pretreated material 
(Table 1). 
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Figure 2 Product distribution after steam explosion pretreatment 

The severity factor (Section 5.2.2.3) is an often-used parameter to 

correlate pretreatment conditions to sugar yields. However, reliable 

correlations between severity factors and yields of both pretreatment 

and the subsequent enzymatic hydrolysis are hard to establish. 

Therefore, these correlations should be used with caution 37,50. 

Nonetheless, the observed value of glucose yield (3%) in our study is in 

line with what was modelled by Baral and Shah 37. On the other hand, 

yields for monomeric xylose were lower in our study (13% vs 37%), as 
most of the xylan is probably released as oligomeric sugars.  

5.3.1.3 Enzymatic Hydrolysis  

Enzymatic hydrolysis of the pretreated DDGS was performed for 

varying substrate (10-25% w/V) and enzyme loadings (5-45 FPU/g 

glucan) (Figure 3). After 72h, yields of glucose, xylose, and arabinose 

varied from 0.53-0.81 g glucose / g cellulose, 0.32-0.52 g xylose / g xylan 

and 0.19-0.29 g arabinose / g arabinan respectively. Glucose yields 

agree with previously reported values for enzymatic hydrolysis of DDGS 

pretreated by liquid hot water and AFEX methods (0.78 g glucose / g 

glucan, solid loading 15-17% w/V) 51. Previous studies modelled 

C5 C6

Soaking liquid 1% 1%

Liquid fraction 13% 3%

Solid fraction 44% 86%
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glucose and xylose yields based on the severity factor of the steam 

explosion pretreatment 37. Glucose yields observed in our study closely 

resemble the modelled values (0.68 g glucose / g glucan), while xylose 

yields during enzymatic hydrolysis are lower than modelled (0.65 g 

xylose / g xylan) 37. It has been previously stated that the efficient 

hydrolysis of the arabinoxylan fraction in the corn pericarp fiber of 

DDGS requires a multitude of enzymes, such as pectinase, feruloyl 

esterases, β- glucosidases, and xylanases 52. Enzymatic hydrolysis of raw 

DDGS biomass (25% w/v, 25 FPU/g glucan) led to a 50% decrease in 

glucose yield, confirming the importance of the steam explosion 

pretreatment to make the cellulose more accessible to the hydrolytic 
enzymes.  

 

Figure 3 Enzymatic hydrolysis of steam explosion pretreated pulps. Solid 

loading (% w/V) is indicated by light green (10%), dark green (17. 5%) or 

blue (25%) color and enzyme load (FPU / g glucan) is indicated by ● (5), ■ 

(25) or ▲ (45). 
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5.3.1.4 Enzyme Fermentation  

The amount of enzyme that can be produced from DDGS hydrolysate 

during fermentation is dependent on the flux distribution of substrate 

to cell growth, maintenance energy, and product. To model the use of 

complex media in such a fermentation, the overall enzyme yield on 

hydrolysate is defined as the sum of the yields on the various substrates. 

Enzyme yield on the monomeric sugars was based on the NREL 2011 

biorefinery model 14. This follows the assumption that cell factories are 

optimized to use C5-sugars as efficient as glucose. Without doubt, 

considerable efforts related to cell factory engineering are required for 

this assumption to be valid, as simultaneous consumption of different 

sugars by microbes is often regulated by catabolite repression 53. 

Although models concerning glucose-based enzyme production assume 

the addition of protein to the fermentation in the form of corn steep 

liquor, enzyme yields are solely based on glucose or carbohydrates 
14,28,54. Stoichiometric coefficients for enzyme production reactions are 
depicted in most detail by Hong et al 54.  

It is frequently observed that using complex organic carbon and 

nitrogen sources, such as peptones and yeast extract, lead to 

significantly higher enzyme production rates and titers compared to 

fermentations based solely on glucose and inorganic nitrogen source 55–

57. Previous studies for example showed significantly higher enzyme 

production could be reached when using protein-containing soybean 

hulls (12% crude protein) compared to sugarcane molasses 10,58. 

Moreover, fed-batch fermentations with addition of 2% yeast extract 

(approximately 12.5-15 g L-1 protein, nitrogen factor 6.25) led to 

roughly three times higher enzyme titers compared to fermentation 

without an organic nitrogen source 13. Unlike others, we consider the 

conversion of not only carbohydrates, but also protein to enzymes. It is 

assumed DDGS derived proteins are converted into enzymes at an 

efficiency of 90% to reach comparable increases in overall enzyme yield. 

The full conversion is considered too optimistic, as a part of the DDGS 

protein is likely directed to alternative requirements of the cell and the 

amino acids present in DDGS biomass likely differ from the exact amino 

acid composition of the enzyme product.  
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5.3.2 OPEX and CAPEX Estimation DDGS Hydrolysate 
 

Using the compositional analysis and the yields for steam explosion 

pretreatment, enzymatic hydrolysis, and fermentation, the required 

annual amount of DDGS biomass was estimated for the fixed amount of 

enzyme production stated in the NREL report27 (v, Equation 8) (Table 

2). Subsequently, CAPEXDDGS and OPEXDDGS were determined as 

described in section 5.2.3 (Table S3 and Table S4). CAPEXDDGS amounted 

to $23.1 M and translated into a base cost of $ 0.68 kg-1 enzyme using 

DDGS-based medium. On the other hand, OPEXDDGS was a total of $ 8.4 

M, i.e. $ 3.70 kg-1 enzyme. DDGS feedstock was found to be the major 

contributor to the operational costs, amounting to 54% of the OPEXDDGS. 

The previous is in line with previous estimates for steam explosion 

pretreatment of corn stover 37.  

With the provided information, it can be concluded that costs associated 

with producing DDGS-based hydrolysate CDDGS were found to be greater 

than the cumulative cost of glucose, corn steep liquor, and corn oil (4.37 

vs. 4.33 $/kg enzyme) used in a traditional production setup. Therefore, 

it is clear one would not invest in an on-site enzyme facility using DDGS, 

under the current assumptions and experimentally determined yields, 

as it is not economically feasible. However, the costs for using DDGS in 

the base case scenario are very close to the cost of glucose-based 

enzyme production. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis was performed and 

more optimistic assumptions were evaluated.  
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Table 2 Conversion yields and cost estimation for the base case scenario 

Glucan 
Biomass composition 0.13 g g-1 

Yield pretreatment 0.89 g g-1 
Yield enzymatic hydrolysis 0.68 g g-1 
Yield glucose / biomass (dw) 1) 0.08 g g-1 
Xylan 
Biomass composition 0.10 g g-1 
Yield pretreatment 0.45 g g-1 
Yield enzymatic hydrolysis 0.42 g g-1 
Yield xylose / biomass (dw) 2) 0.03 g g-1 
Arabinan 
Biomass composition 
Yield pretreatment 

0.06 
0.41 

g g-1 
g g-1 

Yield enzymatic hydrolysis 0.23 g g-1 
Yield arabinose / biomass (dw) 3) 0.02 g g-1 
   
Yield sugar /biomass (dw) 1+2+3) 0.13 g g-1 
Protein 
Biomass comp. protein/Biomass dw 0.21 g g-1 
Yield pretreatment, enzymatic 
hydrolysis 

0.15 g g-1 

   
Yield protein / biomass (dw) 0.03 g g-1 
Enzyme 
Yield enzyme/sugar 0.24 g g-1 
Yield enzyme/protein 0.9 g g-1 
Yield enzyme/biomass (dw) 0.06 g g-1 
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5.3.3 Sensitivity Analysis of CDDGS 

 

The analysis described in the previous section includes many 

assumptions regarding technical and economic parameters, which all 

entail a certain degree of uncertainty. Next to the uncertainties derived 

from experimental work, research efforts in developing more effective 

enzyme cocktails, cell factories, and optimized fermentation conditions 

can greatly affect the conversion of biomass to product in terms of yield 

and productivity 59–61. Hence, evaluating the sensitivity of key 

parameters is crucial to identifying targets for future research efforts. 

Some parameters were selected based on their predicted impact on the 

process (enzyme yield during fermentation) or the fact that they are 

susceptible to change in the near future (DDGS market price, enzyme 

performance) (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4 Sensitivity analysis for CDDGS, using DDGS-based hydrolysate for on-

site enzyme production. The output variable is defined as CDDGS required to 

produce 1 kg of enzyme. Evaluated parameters refer to: enzyme yield on 

DDGS hydrolysate during fermentation (Enzyme yield (fer)), DDGS price, 

extracted fraction of total protein present in the original DDGS biomass 

(Protein yield (pre, enz), glucose, xylose and arabinose yields during 

enzymatic hydrolysis (Glucose yield, Xylose yield, Arabinose yield (enz). 
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The enzyme yield on hydrolysate was found to be the most sensitive 

parameter, as it affects the final cost in multiple ways. The enzyme yield 

directly relates to the required feedstock, influencing feedstock costs, 

operational costs, and capital costs. Unfortunately, it is also the most 

uncertain parameter to be estimated. Although metabolic models are 

increasingly applied to facilitate the estimation of conversion yields and 

rates to specific biochemicals or single amino acids, modelling anabolic 

reactions towards proteins is less explored, especially for complex 

media 62. As such, iterations of scaled-down small-scale fermentation 

experiments using DDGS-based media and model adjustments are 

crucial to confirm the assumptions used in this study.  

Although the fibrous DDGS used in this study is a less valuable by-

product stream than conventional DDGS, its value is relatively high 

compared to other lignocellulosic biomass (such as corn stover) and 

represents a significant contribution to the operational costs 9,63. As 

such, DDGS price was a sensitive input parameter, which agrees with 

previous reports for other biomass resources processed by steam 

explosion pretreatment 37,64.  

The remaining parameters describe how efficient DDGS biomass is 

converted into the different substrates during pretreatment and/or 

enzymatic hydrolysis. As the protein to enzyme conversion during 

fermentation is assumed efficient, the amount of protein that is 

solubilized in the biomass hydrolysate during the pretreatment and 

enzymatic hydrolysis was found to be a sensitive parameter. The 

sensitivity of glucose yield is lower, as the subsequent conversion to 

enzyme is lower. Because only part of the xylose and arabinose are 

released during the enzymatic hydrolysis, sensitivity towards these 
yield parameters was lower than glucose. 
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5.3.4 Optimistic Scenario for Further Cost Reduction 
 

Considering that the operational costs of DDGS utilization in the base 

case scenario are estimated from experimental and literature data, it is 

worthwhile to evaluate the applied assumptions to identify potential 

improvements. Selection of conditions that may change identified 

sensitive input parameters can lead to reduced operational costs.  

Among the various costs of producing DDGS as a co-product during the 

dry-grind bioethanol process, drying of the WDGS is a very energy-

intensive process and poses a considerable cost 20,42. This step is 

necessary to prevent the DDGS from spoiling due to fungal infections 

and facilitate transport over long distances. However, in the current 

setup, DDGS is used as a feedstock for the on-site production of enzymes, 

offering a possibility to omit the costly drying step 20. Accordingly, the 

mixed CDS and DWG are fed to the steam explosion pretreatment unit 

without further drying. Thus, the value of WDG is considered for the 
optimistic scenario (162 $/dry ton, 2020).  

The pretreatment and enzymatic hydrolysis in this study focused on 

extracting fermentable sugars from the DDGS biomass for fermentation, 

with a concomitant extraction of only 14% of the original protein. Much 

effort has been invested in extracting proteins from DDGS using 

different methods, ranging from physical, chemical, and enzymatic 

treatments showing varying yields (30-90%) 23,65. The thermal 

treatment during the drum drying stage has been discussed to decrease 

the solubility of the present protein. As discussed previously, omitting 

this step could have additional benefits for protein extraction purposes 
16,20,65. Protein extraction, mediated by enzymatic hydrolysis, was shown 

to be particularly promising in different studies, yielding up to 80-90% 

of the protein present in the DDGS biomass 66,67. The addition of the 

proteases could offer a straightforward approach to increase the 

availability of proteins to serve as a rich peptone for fermentation. As 

such, a value of 80% was used for the optimistic scenario. Peptones are 

readily soluble in water, do not precipitate upon exposure to heat and 

are commonly used for industrial fermentation 68. To prevent 

degradation of the (hemi)cellulases, proteases should only be added 

after the polymeric carbohydrates are hydrolysed. In addition, 
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immobilized proteases should be used or proteases should be 

inactivated (e.g. by short heat-treatment 69) before fermentation to 

prevent the degradation of the enzyme products.  

Lastly, the conversion yields for glucose, xylose, and arabinose used in 

the base case are based on experimental data of small-scale batch 

experiments. Process optimization in an industrial setting could 

improve the observed yields, and as such, many techno-economic 

studies consider higher yields for their process. In the latest assessment 

of the NREL, the used assumptions were 90% conversion of cellulose to 

glucose and xylan to xylose, as well as 85% arabinan to arabinose 63. 

Although the NREL’s assumptions are based on future targets, other 

experimental studies yielded 90% glucose conversion of DDGS biomass, 

by using a variety of enzymes and using low solid loading (5%) 51. 

Similarly, a recent techno-economic assessment used sugar conversion 

yields of the same range 37,70–72. Accordingly, the NREL assumptions 

were used for the optimistic scenario in this study.  

Applying the optimistic values for the input parameters, the substrate 

cost is reduced to $1.59 (Figure 5). The extraction of DDGS proteins for 

enzyme production was found to be the most critical parameter in 

reducing substrate cost. Although adding proteases leads to an increase 

in the raw material cost, the overall cost reduction is considerable. 

When accounting for the additional operational and capital costs related 

to enzyme fermentation (Equation 6), the resulting enzyme production 

cost (Cenzyme) in the optimistic scenario would amount to $4.07 kg-1, 

compared to the glucose-based enzyme fermentation cost of $6.73 kg-1. 

Although the likelihood that all parameters are as advantageous as 

presented may not be high, the significant cost reduction gap provides a 

considerable solution for a combination of parameters to lead to 

realistic cost reductions. For example, even when the conversion of 

protein to enzyme during fermentation is reduced from 90% to 50% for 

the optimistic scenario, the resulting total enzyme production costs 

(Cenzyme) would still reduce the cost to $ 5.86 kg-1.  
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Figure 5 Reduction DDGS-substrate cost under optimistic scenario 

assumptions. 

 

5.3.5 Process Evaluation  
In this study, the annual enzyme production volume (2280 dry ton year-

1) was based on previous models concerning a glucose-based on-site 

enzyme facility integrated in a second-generation bioethanol 

biorefinery 26. The feedstock requirements of DDGS-based enzyme 

production are approximately 39,000 dry ton for the base case scenario 

and 11,000 dry tons for the optimistic scenario. This corresponds to 

36% and 11% of what is annually produced in a typical dry-grind 

bioethanol plant 42. Produced enzymes in the current setup are directed 

to the dry grind bioethanol plant (amylases, glucoamylases), the 

enzymatic hydrolysis of the pretreated DDGS ((hemi)cellulases, 

proteases) and to local second-generation biorefineries 

((hemi)cellulases). Only a minor part of the produced enzymes will be 

used for the hydrolysis of the DDGS components (base case: 89 dry ton 

cellulases; optimistic case 73 dry ton cellulases + proteases). The recent 

development of yeasts that are able to produce amylases and 

glucoamylases for the hydrolysis of starch will minimize the need for 

additional supplied enzymes 73,74. Therefore, the amylases and 

glucoamylases used in the dry-grind bioethanol process will be minimal. 

As such, the majority of the produced enzymes can serve as a cheaper 

alternative for second-generation biorefineries.  
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5.4 Future Perspectives 

 

Currently, enzymes used in biorefineries are purchased from a limited 

number of well-established multinational enzyme-producing 

companies. Compared to this conventional process, the model discussed 

in this study entails two main differences. The first is the location of 

production, being on-site at the biorefinery instead of an off-site 

centralized production facility. The second is the origin of the substrate, 

being lignocellulose in the proposed setup, while first-generation 

carbon is the status quo in conventional processes.  

The main advantages associated with the off-site production are 

economies of scale, confidential fermentation processes and production 

hosts, optimized for high titer, rate, and yield (TRY indicators). On the 

other hand, on-site enzyme production benefits from cost savings 

associated with purification, concentration, formulation, and 

transportation of the enzyme product, as well as advantages related to 

shared utilities with the biorefinery in which it is integrated 14,59. 

Besides costs, a life cycle assessment of enzyme production performed 

by Novozymes showed that 38% of the product’s contribution to global 

warming is from formulation and recovery processes 75. In addition, 

producing in close proximity to the place where the product is used can 

decrease supply risks.  

Although DDGS-based enzyme production is compared to a glucose-

based reference model in this study, the use of pure glucose syrup is not 

current industrial practice. Carbohydrates used in industrial enzyme 

production commonly originate from corn starch, sucrose, and 

glucose/maltose mixtures, while proteins derived from potato fruit 

juice, corn steep powder or soy bean meal are added 75. Although the 

relative cost benefits associated with the use of DDGS in the optimistic 

scenario might be less prominent when it is compared to the substrates 

used in industrial practice, the use of DDGS as second-generation 

feedstock is still highly relevant from a sustainability perspective. Using 

DDGS-derived protein to replace soy-based feed is already common 

practice as the amino acid composition is considered to be relatively 
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comparable 23. Likewise, this supports replacing soy-based media used 
in industrial enzyme processes by DDGS-based protein.  

Although the opportunities to reduce enzyme production costs by 

producing on-site using DDGS are evaluated in this study, it would be a 

considerable undertaking, including five enzyme production reactors of 

300 m3. One may question whether the cost benefits outweigh the 

considerable investment in R&D and the operational and logistical risks 

on-site enzyme production entails. Biorefineries could be forgiven for 

“sticking to what works” and keep relying on externally purchased 

enzymes. Strong collaboration between biorefineries and enzyme-

producing companies could lower the risks significantly. Enzyme-

producing companies have the key advantage of decades of R&D efforts 

and first-hand industrial experience. Using highly engineered 

production hosts and optimized fermentation processes is crucial in 

obtaining the required performance needed to make on-site enzyme 

production feasible. In addition, enzyme-producing companies own 

highly relevant data that can be applied to further economic 

assessments, accurately estimating cost savings for each scenario. 

Accordingly, enzyme suppliers are able to adapt their strategy to lower 

enzyme costs and outrun the competition. The joint venture of POET-

DSM is an example of this approach, in which an ethanol producer and 

enzyme manufacturer join forces 76. However, the venture has 

experienced difficulties related to technological setbacks and uncertain 

policy, resulting in the announcement that they will pause their 

activities to focus on optimization of the process 77,78. Nonetheless, the 

realisation of future on-site enzyme production strategies will likely be 
marked by similar collaborations. 
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5.5 Conclusions 

 

Although this study shows that the replacement of glucose-based 

enzyme production by DDGS is not competitive under the 

experimentally determined yields, it is clear there are significant 

opportunities for further cost reductions by realistic adjustments of 

sensitive process parameters. The most straightforward parameters to 

optimize have a high impact and are relatively easy to incorporate. 

These include lowering the costs for DDGS by removing the drying step 

to produce the feedstock and optimising the extraction of protein 

present in DDGS feedstock. More impactful, and more challenging, is 

achieving a high substrate to product yield during fermentation. 

Iterative optimization cycles for both improvement of cell factories and 

fermentation process conditions will therefore be crucial. In addition, 

the ongoing development of enzyme cocktails with higher performance 

and innovation of pretreatment processes should lead to high 

recoveries of fermentable carbohydrates. In conclusion, on-site enzyme 

production using DDGS as a feedstock has a lot of potential to reduce 

enzyme production costs and can thereby contribute to the economic 

viability of future bio-based production processes. 
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5.8 Supplementary material  

 

Table S3 Cost breakdown of CAPEXDDGS 

DDGS base case 
 

  

Annual required biomass 
 

38,932,869 
   
1. Equipment Purchase Cost 37 % purchase cost  $4,188,650  
2. Installation 37  $1,560,069  
3. Process Piping 35  $1,466,062  
4. Instrumentation 40  $1,675,425  
5. Insulation 5  $209,364  
6. Electrical 10  $418,899  
7. Buildings 45  $1,884,961  
8. Yard Improvement 15  $628,263  
9. Auxiliary Facilities 40  $1,675,425  
10. TPDC (1-9) 

 
 $13,707,118  

Total Plant Indirect Cost (TPIC) % TPDC  $4,188,650  
11. Engineering 20  $2,741,355  
12. Construction 20  $2,741,355  
13. TPIC (11+12) 

 
 $5,482,709  

Total Plant Cost (TPC) 
  

14. TPC (10+13) 
 

$19,189,827 
Contractor's Fee & Contingency 
(CFC) 

% TPC 
 

15. Contractor's Fee 5  $959,526  
16. Contingency 10  $1,919,052  
17. CFC (15+16) 

 
 $2,878,577  

Direct Fixed Capital Cost 
  

18. DFC (14+17) 
 

$22,068,405 
  % DFC 

 

19. Working capital  10  $2,206,840  
20. Start-up and validation cost 5  $1,103,420  
  

  

CAPEXDDGS (18-20) 
 

$23,171,825 
CAPEX (kg-1 enzyme)  

 
$0.68 
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Table S4 Cost breakdown of OPEXDDGS 

DDGS base case 
 Price ($ kg-1) Amount 

(year-1) 
Cost ($ 
year-1) 
 

1.  DDGS (Feedstock)  0.117 38932869  
$4,549,025  

2.  Enzyme 6.29 89398  $601,940  
3.  Ammonia 0.55 423134  $249,192  
4.  Sulfuric acid 0.11 804393  $94,744  
5.  Water 0.0002 81094620  $17,367  
6.  Raw materials (1-5) 

  
 
$5,512,268      

7.  Labor  (h) 69 3470  $256,361  
8.  Electricity (kWh) 0.07 1257033  $94,219  
9.  Heating agent (kg) 0.012 22090850  $283,848  
10. Cooling agent (kg) 0.0004 228809267  $98,000  
11. Utilities (7-10) 

  
 $732,429      

12. Maintenance 10% purchasing 
cost 

 
 $418,865  

13. Miscellaneous costs  
(insurance, tax, overhead) 

8% DFC 
 

 
$1,765,472  

14. Facility dependent cost 
(12+13) 

  
$2,184,337 

OPEXDDGS (6+11+14) 
  

 
$8,429,034  

OPEX (kg-1 enzyme)  
  

 $3.70  
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